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107 of the
Section 107
the Copyright
Copyright Act of
of 1976
1976 establishes
establishes the
the affirmative
defense
use,” by far
far the
the most
most enigmatic
enigmatic
defensetoto copyright
copyright infringement
infringementofof “fair
"fair use,"
doctrine
in
U.S.
copyright
law
and
by
far
the
most
important.
Without
doctrine in U.S. copyright
and by far the most important. Without it, much
of our
our economic
economic and
and communicative
communicative action
action would
would constitute
constitute copyright
copyright
infringement. Yet
Yetdespite
despitethe
theimportance
importance of
ofthe
thefair
fairuse
usedefense,
defense, and
and despite
despite
the enormous
enormous amount
amount of
of scholarly attention that itit has
has received, we continue to
accountof
of our
our fair use
lack any systematic,
systematic, comprehensive
comprehensive account
use case
case law and
and the
the
actual state
stateof
of our
our fair use
doctrine. Instead,
actual
use doctrine.
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our conventional
conventional wisdom
wisdom derives
derives
upon leading
leading cases.
cases. This
This Article
from a small
small set
set of
of conventionally
conventionally agreed
agreed upon
presents
theresults
resultsof
ofthe
thefirst
first empirical
empirical study of our fair
presents the
fair use
use case
case law to show
that much
much of our conventional
wisdom about
about that
thatcase
caselaw
lawisiswrong.
wrong. Working
conventional wisdom
set consisting
consisting of all
from aa data set
all reported
reported federal
federal opinions
opinions that
that made
made substantial
substantial
use
107 four-factor
four-factor test
test for
for fair use
the Article
use of the Section
Section 107
use through
through 2005,
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the outcome
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of the fair
shows
fair use
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test
test in practice,
practice, how the
the fair
fair use
use factors
factors interact,
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courts inflect certain
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and the
the extent
extent to
to which
whichjudges
judgesstampede
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the factor
factor outcomes
outcomes
to conform to the
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the overall
overall test
test outcome.
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presents empirical evidence
evidence of
the extent
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to which lower courts either deliberately
deliberately ignored
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or were
were ignorant
ignorant of
of
the doctrine of
the
leading
cases,
particularly
those
from
the
Supreme
Court.
of the leading cases,
those from the Supreme Court.
Based
on these
these descriptive
descriptivefindings,
findings, the
the Article
Article prescribes
set of
of doctrinal
Based on
prescribes aa set
practices that
that will
will improve
improvecourts'
courts’adjudication
adjudicationofofthe
thefair
fairuse
usedefense.
defense.
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107 of the
establishes the
the affirmative
affirmative
Section 107
the Copyright
Copyright Act
Act ofof1976'
19761establishes
affirmative defense
defense
defense
“fair use."2
use.”2 This affirmative
defenseto
to copyright
copyright infringement
infringement of
of "fair
represents the
on the
the otherwise
otherwise
represents
themost
mostimportant—and
important and amorphous—limitation
amorphous limitation on
extraordinarily broad
broad rights granted
granted to
owners under
to copyright owners
under Section
Section 106
106 of
of
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Thomas Cotter,
Cotter,
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Ph.D., Princeton
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J.D., Yale
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University. Thanks
Rochelle Dreyfuss, Jim Gibson, Wendy Gordon, Justin Hughes,
Hughes, Robert
Robert Kasunic,
Kasunic, Michael
Michael Madison, Matthew
Sag,
project greatly
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Sag, and
and Jessica
JessicaSilbey
Silbeyfor
forcomments
commentsononand
andhelp
helpwith
withthe
theproject.
project. This
This project
benefted from
presentations
to the
the London
London School
School of
of Economics
Economics and
and Political
Political Science,
Science, the
theBoalt
Boalt Hall
Hall Intellectual Property
presentations to
Scholarship Colloquium,
Colloquium, and
Conference 2006.
2006. Thanks
Scholarship
and the Intellectual Property
Property Scholars
Scholars Conference
Thanks also
also to
to Deepica
Deepica
Capoor
and Carl
Carl Regelmann
Regelmannfor
for help
help in
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Stata 9.2
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Capoor and
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used Intercooled
Intercooled Stata
conduct
the quantitative
quantitative data
data analysis
analysispresented
presentedininthis
thisArticle
Article and
and Atlas.ti
Atlas.ti 5.2.9 to conduct
conduct the
conduct the qualitative
qualitative
analysis, including
including word
data analysis,
word count
count analysis.
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Pub.L. No.
No. 94-553,
94-553, 90
90 Stat.
Stat. 2541 (codifed
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asamended
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at 17 U.S.C. § 101 (2000)).
(2000)).
2
See
17 U.S.C.
U.S.C. § 107.
See 17
107.
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the
Act.'3 Much
the Act.
Muchofofour
oureconomic
economicand
andcommunicative
communicative action
action would
would constitute
constitute
rights but
but for
for the
the affirmative
affirmative defense
of fair
fair use.
use. It
infringement of those
those rights
defense of
It is
is the
the
ill-defined and
ill-defined
and unpredictable
unpredictable point of fexibility,
flexibility,the
the"dangerous
“dangeroussupplement,"4
supplement,”4
that makes
makesthe
therest
restofofour
ourcopyright
copyrightlaw
lawpossible—and
possible and bearable.'
bearable.5 Section
Section 107
107
offers no
no definition of
in the
the Act,
Act, or
offers
of "fair
“fairuse,"
use,”and
and none
none is
is offered
offered elsewhere
elsewhere in
indeed in the
however, enumerate
enumerate four
four broadlyindeed
the case
case law.6
law.6 The section does,
does, however,
worded
factors that
that courts
courts “shall”
"shall" consider
worded factors
consider in determining
determining whether
whether a use
use is
"fair" and
non-infringing:
“fair”
and thus
thus non-infringing:
character of
of the use,
(1) the purpose and character
use, including whether
whether such
such use
use is
or is for nonproft
of a commercial nature
nature or
nonprofiteducational
educationalpurposes;
purposes; (2) the
nature of the copyrighted work;
work; (3)
nature
(3) the
the amount
amount and substantiality of the
portion
portion used
used in relation to
to the
the copyrighted work
work as
as aa whole; and
and (4) the
effect
of
the
use
upon
the
potential
market
for
or
value
the
effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the
copyrighted work.
work.'7
copyrighted

factors form
form the
the core
core of our fair
For better
better or worse,
worse, these
these factors
fair use
use doctrine
doctrine and
and
defne what fair use
is. For
functionally define
use is.
For all
all of
ofthe
the ambiguity
ambiguity of
of their
their statutory
statutory
language, they
they are
are what
what stand
stand between
between us
usand
andwhat
whatsome
somehave
havecalled,
called,with
with only
only
language,
8
a
touch
of
hyperbole,
the
"tyranny
of
copyright."8
a touch of hyperbole, the “tyranny copyright.”
Section 107
107 and
and the
the concept
concept of fair
Section
fair use
use more
more generally
generally have
have attracted
attracted an
an
enormous amount
amount of
of scholarly
scholarly attention,
attention, ranging from broad
enormous
broad social-theoretical
social-theoretical
treatments9
to precise
precise analyses
analyses of the leading
leading cases
cases and
and their
theirimpact.10
impact.10 Nearly
treatments9 to
beenhighly
highly critical
critical of Section 107’s
107's four-factor
all of
of this
this commentary
commentary has
has been
four-factor test
test
3

'See
See 17
17 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§ 106.
106.
4
4
SeeJJACQUES
DERRIDA,
GRAMMATOLOGY
141-64
(Gayadri
ChakravorkySpivak
Spivaktrans.
trans.1976)
1976) (describing
(describing
See
ACQUES DERRIDA
, OFOF
GRAMMATOLOGY
141-64
(Gayadri
Chakravorky

"dangerous supplement”
supplement" as,
as, among
among other
other things,
things, an
an area
areaof
of deconstructive
deconstructive ambiguity
ambiguity and ambivalence in aa
a “dangerous
theoretical edifice
edifce that
undermine the
the foundations
foundations of
of that
that edifice).
edifce).
that threatens
threatens always to undermine
5
5
C f R.
and
Public
Values,
7474
FORDHAM
Cf.
R. Polk
PolkWagner,
Wagner, The
The Perfct
PerfectStorm:
Storm:Intellectual
IntellectualProperty
Property
and
Public
Values,
FORDHAML.
L.REV.
REV. 423
423
litigation and
(2005) (discussing how uncertainty affects fair use litigation
and doctrine).
doctrine).
6
Enterprises,Inc.
Inc. v.
v. Random
Random House,
House, Inc.,
Inc., 366
366 F.2d
F.2d 303,
303, 306
306 (2d Cir.
1966) (“Although
("Although no
Cf. Rosemont
Rosemont Enterprises,
Cir. 1966)
no
definition of
everevolved,
evolved,aafrequently
frequentlyquoted
quoteddefinition
defnition of
definition
offair
fairuse
use that
that isis workable
workable in
inevery
everycase
case has
has ever
of fair
fair use
use
is a privilege
privilege in
inothers
others than
than the
the owner
owner of
ofaa copyright
copyrighttotouse
usethe
thecopyrighted
copyrightedmaterial
materialininaareasonable
reasonable manner
manner

6

his consent,
consent, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
the copyright)."
copyright).” (citations
(citations
without his
the monopoly
monopoly granted
grantedto
to the
the owner
owner (by the
omitted)).
omitted)).
77
Id.
8Id.
See, e.g.,
e.g.,Robert
Robert S.
S.Boynton,
Boynton, The
The Tyranny
Tyranny of Copyright?,
Copyright?, N.Y.
See,
N.Y.TIMES,
TIMES, Jan.
Jan. 25, 2004, § 6 (Magazine),
(Magazine), at
at 40.
40.
8
See
also Yochai
Yochai Benkler,
Benkler, Free as
as the
the Air
Air to Common
See also
Common Use: First
First Amendment
Amendment Constraints on Enclosure of the
REV.354
354(1999);
(1999);James
JamesBoyle,
Boyle,The
TheSecond
Second Enclosure
Enclosure Movement
Movement and the
the
Domain, 74
74 N.Y.U.
N.Y.U.L.L.REV.
Public Domain,
Construction of
&&
CONTEMP.
CONTEMPPROBS.
. PROBS. 33 (2003).
(2003).
Construction
ofthe
thePublic
PublicDomain,
Domain,6666LAw
LAW
9
1659 (1988);
See,e.g.,
e.g.,William
William W. Fisher
Fisher III,
III,Reconstructing
Reconstructing the
the Fair
FairUse
UseDoctrine,
Doctrine,101
101HARV.
HARV. L.
L.REV.
REV. 1659
9See,
Wendy J. Gordon, Fair
Fair Use
Use as Market Failure:
Failure:AAStructural
Structuraland
andEconomic
EconomicAnalysis
Analysisofofthe
theBetainuc
Betamax Case
Case and
Its
82 C
COLUM.
L.RREV.
1600(1982);
(1982);Michael
MichaelJ.J.Madison,
Madison,AAPattern-Oriented
Pattern-OrientedApproach
Approach to
to Fair
Fair
OLUM. L.
EV. 1600
Its Predecessors,
Predecessors, 82
Use, 45
45 W
WM.
M. & MARY
MARY L.
L. REV.
REV. 1525 (2004).
(2004).
Use,
10
10
55 C
CASE
W. R
RES.
L. REV.
See, e.g.,
e.g., Jessica
JessicaLitman,
Litman, The
The Sony Paradox,
See,
Paradox, 55
ASE W.
ES. L.
REV. 917 (2005);
(2005); Frank
FrankPasquale,
Pasquale,
Breaking the
the Vicious
Vcious Circularity:
5555
CASE
W.RES.
RES. L.
L.REV.
REV.
Circularity:Sony's
Sony’sContribution
Contributiontotothe
theFair
FairUse
UseDoctrine,
Doctrine,
CASEW.
777 (2005); Pamela
Pamela Samuelson,
Samuelson,The
TheGenerativity
GenerativityofofSony
Sonyv.v.Universal:
Universal:The
TheIntellectual
Intellectual Property
Property Legacy
Legacy of
of
777
101 (2006);
Justice Stevens,
REV. 101
David Nimmer,
Nimmer, Unwinding
Unwinding Sony
Sony
Stevens, 74 FORDHAM
FORDHAM L. REV.
(2006); Peter
Peter S.
S. Menell
Menell & David
on file
fle with
(working paper
paper on
withauthor).
author). See
Seealso
also infa
infranote
note63
63discussing
discussingthe
the annual
annual ratio of law
law review
review articles
articles
addressing fair use to actual federal court
court cases
cases doing the same during the period
period sampled.
sampled.
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and how
how courts
courts have
haveapplied
appliedit.it."
Yet,
and
Yet,remarkably,
remarkably, we
we continue
continue to lack
lack any
any
Instead, like the
systematic, comprehensive account of
of our
our fair
fairuse
usecase
case law.12
law.12 Instead,
13
"great men"
approach
history, we
we pursue
pursue aa leading
leading cases
cases (or
“usual
“great
men”13
approach to
to history,
(or "usual
suspects”)
This anecdotal
anecdotal method,
method, one
one essentially
essentially of
suspects")approach
approachtotofair
fair use.
use. This
of
connoisseurship,
connoisseurship,derives
derivesconventional
conventionalwisdom
wisdomabout
aboutour
ourcase
caselaw
law from
from a
limited
aristocracy of
of hand-picked
hand-picked opinions appearing
appearing primarily
in the
the U.S.
U.S. and
and
limited aristocracy
primarily in
Federal Reports
or in in
thethe
student
Reports—or
studentcasebooks.14
casebooks.14 Whether these
these opinions have
have
of the true state
state of
of our fair use
doctrine
any influence on or are representative
representative of
use doctrine—
the actual
actual rather
rather than
than the
the theoretical
theoretical state
stateof
of it,
it, the
the doctrine
doctrine as
as itit is practiced
practiced in
the courts—remains
courts remains ananopen,
open,and
andstrangely
strangelyunasked,
unasked, question.
question.
this Article
Article presents
To answer
answer this and other questions,
questions, this
presents the results
results of the
the
15
Working
data set
set
first empirical
empirical study
study of our
our fair
fairuse
usecase
case law.'5
law.
Working from aa data

11
11

See, e.g.,
e.g., WILLIAM
WILLIAMM.M.LANDES
LANDES& &
RICHARD
POSNERTHE
, THE
ECONOMICSTRUCTURE
STRUCTUREOF
OF INTELLECTUAL
INTELLECTUAL
See,
RICHARD
A. A.
POSNER,
ECONOMIC

PROPERTY
LAW
115
(2003)(criticizing
(criticizingthe
thefour-factor
four-factor approach);
approach);Madison,
Madison,supra
supranote
note9,9, at
at 1564
1564 (“[T]he
("[T]he
PROPERTY LAW
115
(2003)
means that
that alone,
alone,itit is
is almost
almost entirely useless
analytically, except to
facial emptiness
emptiness of the statutory language means
useless analytically,
the extent
extent that
that itit structures
structures the
thecollection
collection of
of evidence
evidence that
that aacourt
courtmight
might think
think relevant
relevant to
to its decision.”);
decision."); id.
id. at
at
1586 (“Despite
("Despite the
reviewed in the last Part,
1586
the small sample
sample of cases
cases reviewed
Part, the point
point should
should be
be clear
clear that
that across
across aa
range
range of fair
fairuse
use cases,
cases, the Supreme
Supreme Court's formal
formal jurisprudence
jurisprudence has
has encouraged
encouraged the courts of
of appeals,
appeals, and
and

presumably the
presumably
thedistrict
districtcourts
courtsfollowing
followingtheir
theirlead,
lead,totoabstract
abstractthe
thefair
fairuse
useinquiry
inquirytoto the
the point
point of
incoherence.”);
Use
incoherence.");Matthew
MatthewSag,
Sag,God
Godinin the
the Machine:
Machine: AA New
New Structural
Structural Analysis
Analysis of
of Copyright’s
Copyright's Fair Use
11 M
MICH.
TELECOMM.
381,434
434(2005)
(2005)(referring
(referring to
to Section
Section 107 as
Doctrine, 11
ICH. T
ELECOMM. TTECH.
ECH. L.L.RREV.
EV. 381,
as a "vague
“vague and
and
L. REV.
REV. __, __ (2007)
open-ended
Fair Use,
Use, 85 N.C. L.
open-endedstandard).
standard). See
Seealso
alsoMichael
Michael Carroll,
Carroll, Fixing
Fixing Fair
(forthcoming) (“[L]eading
courts and
and commentators
commentators generally
generally acknowledge
acknowledge that
test as
as
("[L]eading courts
that the
the four-factor test
interpreted
interpreted provides
providesvery
verylittle
little guidance
guidancefor
for predicting
predicting whether
whetheraaparticular
particularuse
usewill
will be
be deemed
deemedfair.”).
fair."). But
11
see William
Patry &
& Shira
Shira Perlmutter,
Perlmutter, Fair
Fair Use
Use Msconstrued:
Misconstrued: Proft
Profit,Presumptions,
Presumptions, and
and Parody,
Parody, 11
see
William F. Patry
CARDOZO
L.J.667,
667,667
667(1992)
(1992)(“The
("Thethorniness
thorninessofoffair
fair use
use isis not
not due
due to
to any
any failure
failure on the part
ARDOZO AARTS
RTS &&EENT.
NT. L.J.
C
judiciary. To
of the legislature or the judiciary.
To the
the contrary,
contrary, ititisisinherent
inherentininthe
thecommon
commonlaw
lawnature
nature of
ofthe
thedoctrine
doctrineas
as aa
multifaceted process
by which
which courts
courts can
can finely
fnely calibrate
process by
calibrate not
not only
onlythe
theequities
equities between
between the
the parties in a given
case, but
but also
also the
the fundamental
fundamentalpublic
public policies
policies at stake
stake in
in drawing the line
case,
line between
between private property
property and
and free
free
use.").
use.”).
12
12
Cf Rochelle
Cf.
Rochelle Drefyuss,
Drefyuss,Games
Games Economists
Economists Play, 53
53 VAND.
VAND. L.
L. REV.
REV. 1821,
1821, 1825
1825 (2000)
(2000) ("Phenomena
(“Phenomena that
that
generate data,
data,like
like collective rights
generate
rights organizations,
organizations, are
are amply
amply studied;
studied;amorphous
amorphous doctrines,
doctrines, such
such as
as fair
fair use,
use,
which
legal significance
signifcance but little
which have
have enormous
enormous legal
little by
byway
wayofofhard
hardfacts,
facts,do
do not
not receive
receive as
as much attention from
pure economists.").
economists.”).
13
13 See, e.g., THOMAS CARLYLE, ON HEROES, HERO-WORSHIP AND THE HEROIC IN HISTORY 29 (Carl
See, e.g., THOMAS CARLYLE, ON HEROES, HERO-WORSHIP AND THE HEROIC IN HISTORY 29 (Carl
Niemeyer ed., Univ.
Univ. Neb.
1966) (1843)
(1843) (“The
("The history of the world
Neb. Press
Press 1966)
world is
is but
but the
the biography
biography of
of great
great men.").
men.”).
14
14
We currently have one
one study
study of
of aa cross-sectional
sampleof
offair
fair use
useopinions.
opinions. See
SeeDavid
DavidNimmer,
Nimmer,“Fairest
"Fairest
cross-sectional sample
of Them
Them All”
and Other
Other Fairy
Fairy Tales
Tales of
of Fair
Fair Use,
Use, 66
66 Law
Law &&Contemp.
Contemp. Probs.
Probs. 263,
263, 281
Nimmer
All" and
281 (2003).
(2003). Nimmer
studied
fair use
use opinions
opinions published
published in
in the
theFederal
FederalSupplement
Supplement or
or the
the Federal
FederalReports
Reports between
between the
the
studied sixty fair
March 7, 1994 opinion
opinion date
date of Campbell v.
v. Acuff-Rose
Acuff-RoseMusic,
Music,Inc.,
Inc.,510
510U.S.
U.S.569
569(1994),
(1994),and
and the
the February
February 6,
6,
2002
Arriba Soft
Soft Corp.,
Corp., 280
280 F.3d
F.3d 934
934 (9th
(9th Cir.
Cir. 2002).
As Nimmer
Nimmer admits,
admits, his
his
2002 opinion
opinion date
dateof
of Kelly
Kelly v Arriba
2002). As
method was idiosyncratic.
idiosyncratic. He
Heread
readthe
thefacts
factsstated
stated ininthe
theopinions
opinionsand
andthen,
then,based
based on those
those facts, decided for
himself which party
eachfactor
factor should
shouldfavor.
favor. He then
then compared
comparedhis
hisown
ownfactor-specific
factor-specifc findings
fndings
party he
he thought each
to the overall
overall finding
findingofofthe
thecourt
courton
onthe
thefair
fairuse
usequestion.
question.See
Seeid.
id.atat267
267n.n.28.
28.Based
Basedon
onaadata
dataset
set assembled
assembled
and
Matthew Sag,
Sag, II conducted
conducted a logistic regression
regression of the court's
court’s determination
determination of the
the
and provided
provided to me by Matthew
outcome
On this
this regression,
regression, the
the only
outcome on
on Nimmer’s
Nimmer's determinations
determinationsofof the
the outcomes
outcomesofofthe
thefour
four factors.
factors. On
was the
the second,
second,going
goingtotothe
thenature
natureofofthe
theplaintiff’s
plaintiff's work,
work, and
and the
the coefficient
coeffcient was
significant factor outcome
outcome was
was
negative.
Thanks
negative.
Thanks to Matthew
Matthew Sag
Sag for informing
informing me
me of
of this
this curious
curious result.
result.
15
15
method employed
employed here
hereisisgenerally
generallyreferred
referredtotoas
as“content
"contentanalysis.”
analysis." See
SeeMark
MarkA.
A. Hall
Hall &
The method
& Ronald
Ronald F.
F.
Wright, Systematic
ContentAnalysis
AnalysisofofJudicial
Opinions (working
(working paper
on file
fle with
Systematic Content
Judicial Opinions
paper on
withauthor).
author). See
See also
also Fred
Fred
DECISION-MAKING (Glendon
(Glendon
Kort, Content
Content Analysis
Analysis of
ofJudicial
JudicialOpinions
Opinionsand
andRules
RulesofofLaw,
Law,
JUDICIALDECISION-MAKING
in in
JUDICIAL
107
1963); Reed
Opinions,
8 JUREOETRICS
Schubert, ed.
ed. 1963);
Reed C. Lawlor,
Lawlor,Fact
FactContent
ContentAnalysis
AnalysisofofJudicial
Judicial
Opinions,
8 JURIMETRICS J.J. 107
(1966-1968).
(1966-1968).
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consisting of
of all
use of the
consisting
all reported
reported federal
federal opinions
opinions that
that made
made substantial
substantial use
the
1, 1978
107 four-factor
1978 effective
four-factor test from
effective date
date of the
Section 107
from the
the January
January 1,
the
Copyright Act through
through 2005,
2005, the Article
Article shows
shows that much of our
our conventional
conventional
wisdom about
as it has been
been from
from the leading
about our fair
fair use
use case
case law, deducted
deducted as
cases,isiswrong.
wrong. The
cases,
The dual
dual purpose
purpose of the Article
Article isis systematically
systematically to
to induce
induce
from the
population
of
Section
107
opinions
what
our
fair
use
doctrine
actually
the
of Section
fair use
and critically
critically to induce
what it
is in practice,
practice, and
induce from that population
population of opinions
opinions what
ought to
to be.
be.
The Article proceeds
as follows.
follows. Part
The
proceeds as
Part I Iprovides
providesbackground
background on
on Section
Section
107 and
107
the highly
highly routinized
routinized
and evidences
evidencesinin the
the data
data the
the curious
curious origins
origins of
of the
fashion
Part II sets
sets forth
fashion in
in which
which judges
judgestypically
typicallyapply
applyits
its four
four factors.
factors. Part
summary
statistics
on
the
306
opinions
studied,
including
their
distribution
summary statistics on the 306 opinions studied, including
distribution
dimensions of
of time, venue, posture,
posture, and
and kinds
kinds of
of copyrightable works
along the dimensions
issue. The Part reveals
reveals the
the full
full extent to which the Second
andNinth
Ninth Circuits
at issue.
Second and
dominate
also identifes
identifiesand
andseeks
seeks to
to explain
explain the
the
dominateour
our fair
fair use
use case
caselaw.
law. ItIt also
remarkable
increase in
in the
the prevalence
prevalence of
of fair use
remarkable increase
use summary judgment opinions
that began
began in the
the mid-1990s
mid-1990s and
and has
has continued to the
the present,
present, and the just
just as
as
remarkable
absenceofof fair
fair use
bench trial opinions
remarkable absence
use bench
opinions during
during the
the same
same period.
period.
The Part then reports the reversal,
reversal, dissent,
dissent, and appeal rates
rates in the fair
fairuse
use case
case
law and finds that notwithstanding strong
strong conventional wisdom to
to the
the contrary,
contrary,
especially high
high as
as compared
comparedtotoother
otherareas
areasofoflaw.
law. Finally,
Finally, and
none of these
these isis especially
perhaps
most interestingly,
interestingly,the
the Part
Part sets
setsout
out the
the fair
fair use
perhaps most
use win rates
rates (i.e., the
the
proportion
proportion of
of opinions
opinions that
that found
found fair
fairuse)
use) in
inthe
the case
case law. For
Forcertain
certainpostures,
postures,
these
rateswere
wereexceptionally
exceptionally low.
low. The
to explain why.
these rates
The Part
Part seeks
seeks to
Parts III
then focus on how judges
judges used
Parts
III and IV
IV then
usedthe
thefour
fourfactor
factortest.
test. Part
Part III
III
engagesin
in an
aninterfactor
interfactor analysis
analysis of
of the test
test as
asapplied.
applied. It
engages
It focuses
focuses on the factor
outcomes and
and shows
shows how
how these
these outcomes
outcomesinteracted
interactedwith
with each
each other
other and
and with
with
outcomes
the overall
overall test
test outcome.
outcome. Correlation
Correlationand
andregression
regression analysis
analysis reveal
reveal the
the
the
surprising extent
extent to
to which
which the
the outcomes
outcomesof
of the
the first
frst and
the fourth
surprising
and especially
especially the
to drive the outcome of the test. The
factors appear
appear to
The Part
Part also
also reports
reports the
the results
results
time. The
of word-count
word-count analysis
analysis of the opinions
opinions across
across time.
The Part
Part concludes
concludes by
considering the
the extent to
the factor outcomes
outcomes to
considering
to which
whichjudges
judgesstampeded16
stampeded16 the

16

" The
stampedingisisadopted
adoptedfrom
fromBarton
BartonBeebe,
Beebe,
Empirical
Study
MultifctorTests
Testsfor
fr
The metaphor
metaphor of stampeding
AnAn
Empirical
Study
of of
thethe
Multifactor
Trademark Infringement,
Infingement, 95
outcome of
of
L.REV.
REV. 1581
1581 (2006). The
Thehypothesis
hypothesis isis that
that judges
judges decide
decide the outcome
Trademark
95CAL.
CAL. L.
multifactor test
on aa limited
limited number
a multifactor
test based
based on
number of
of core
core factors,
factors, possibly
possibly only
onlyone;
one; the
the judge
judge then
then tends
tends to insure
insure
of the
the remaining
remaining factors
lead of this dispositive
dispositive factor.
Alternatively, the
the
that the
the most
most ifif not all of
factors follow
follow the lead
factor. Alternatively,
hypothesis is that certain multifactor
multifactor tests
tests are
are by their
their own
own nature
nature prone
prone to
to stampeding,
stampeding, primarily
primarilybecause
because the
the
factors
The idea
ideaofofstampeding
stampeding isisbased
based ininpart
partononthe
the"coherence-based
“coherence-based
factors are
are redundant
redundant of
of each
each other.
other. The
reasoning
model" proposed
by Dan
Dan Simon
Simon and
and others,
others, see,
see,e.g.,
e.g.,Dan
DanSimon,
Simon,AAThird
ThirdView
Vew of the Black Box:
reasoning model”
proposed by
in Legal Decision Making,
CHI. L.
L.REV.
REV. 511
511 (2004),
(2004), and
and in
in part
part on
on the
the fast-andfast-andCognitive Coherence
Coherence in
Making, 71
71 U.
U.CHI.
see, e.g.,
e.g.,Gerd
Gerd Gigerenzer
Gigerenzer&
& Daniel G. Goldstein,
frugal heuristics
heuristics research
research of Gerd Gigerenzer and others,
others, see,
Goldstein,
EV. 650
Reasoning the
Models of Bounded
Bounded Rationality,
PSYCH. RREV.
Reasoning
the Fast
Fast and
and Frugal
Frugal Way: Models
Rationality, 103 PSYCH.
650(1996).
(1996). Cf.
Cf
supra note
as courts work their
their way
way through
through the
the four
four factors,
factors, at
at
Nimmer, supra
note 14,
14, at
at 281
281 n.
n. 62
62 (“Alternatively,
("Alternatively, as
some
turn, molds
molds the
the way
way that
that they
they
some point
point they
they decide
decidewhat
whatthe
theultimate
ultimateconclusion
conclusionshould
shouldbe—which,
be which, in turn,
reach
resolution as
as to
to which
which direction each factor points.”).
points.").
reach resolution
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conform
the overall
overall test
testoutcome.
outcome.
The
data show
show that,
that, again,
again,
The data
conform to
to the
notwithstanding
strong
conventional
wisdom
to
the
contrary,
notwithstanding strong conventional wisdom the contrary, andand
notwithstanding the example of certain
judges do not generally
certain leading
leading cases,
cases, judges
stampedethe
thefactor
factoroutcomes.
outcomes. Rather
Rather than
thanmake
makeaafair
fair use
usedetermination
determinationfirst
frst
stampede
courts
and
factors to fit
fit that
that result
result as
as best
best they
they can,"I'
can,”17 courts
and then
then “align
"align the
the four factors
appearedquite
quite willing
willing to
appeared
to call
callthe
thefactor
factoroutcomes
outcomes as
as they
they saw
saw them, even when
those outcomes
a highly
those
outcomesdid
didnot
notsupport
supportthe
theoverall
overalltest
testoutcome.
outcome. This
This is
is a
encouraging
encouragingfinding.
fnding.
Part IV
IV then
Part
then turns
turns to
to an
an intrafactor
intrafactoranalysis
analysis of
ofthe
thefair
fairuse
usetest
test as
as applied.
applied.
It looks
looks inside
inside each
each of
ofthe
thefour
fourfactors
factorsto to
determinewhat
whatsubfactor
subfactor
determine
considerationsanimated
animatedcourts’
courts' determination
determinationof
of the factor
considerations
factor outcomes,
outcomes, and
and
through those
overall fair use
use test.
test.
through
those factor
factor outcomes,
outcomes,the
the outcome
outcomeofof the
the overall
Regression analysis
analysisas
aswell
well as
as simple
simple descriptive
show that certain
Regression
descriptive statistics
statistics show
certain
subfactor findings
findings are
are far
far more
more important
important to the outcome
subfactor
outcome of the fair
fair use
use test
test
than is generally thought, and that others
thought to be important actually had
others thought
had
outcome of
of the
the test.
test. For example,
example, aafinding
fnding that
no significant influence on the outcome
the plaintiffs
plaintiff’swork
workwas
wasfactual
factualininnature
natureororpublished
publishedappeared
appeared strongly
strongly to
the
court to find
fnd fair
influence aa court
fairuse,
use, as
as did
did aa fnding
findingthat
thatthe
thedefendant's
defendant’suse
use was
was
purpose. Meanwhile,
suggestthat
thataafinding
fnding that
for aa non-commercial purpose.
Meanwhile, the
the data
data suggest
the defendant’s
defendant's use
use was
was for
for aa commercial
commercial (rather than non-commercial)
non-commercial) purpose
purpose
had no
no significant
signifcant influence
and aa finding
fnding that
had
influence on
on the
the outcome
outcome of the test,
test, and
that the
the
defendant
work was
was far
far from
fromdispositive.
dispositive.
defendantused
usedthe
theentirety
entiretyofofthe
theplaintiff’s
plaintiffs work
More generally,
generally, and
Part shows
shows the
and more
more disturbingly,
disturbingly, the
the Part
the extent
extent to
to which
either deliberately
deliberately ignored
ignored or were ignorant of
lower courts
courts repeatedly
repeatedly either
of basic,
basic,
albeit dictic, Supreme
Court
precedent.
Indeed,
the
data
show
that
the
lower
Supreme
precedent. Indeed,
data show that
repeatedly and
and systematically
systematically inverted
inverted Supreme
Supreme Court
Court dicta
dicta to favor the
courts repeatedly
defendant, so
sothat
thatifif the
the Court
Court stated,
stated,for
for example,
example,only
only that
that“not
"not X”
X" favors
defendant,
favors the
the
plaintiff,
the
primary
lesson
the
lower
courts
would
draw
from
this
is
that
"X"
plaintiff, the primary lesson the lower courts would draw from this is that “X”
favors
defendant. This
This may
may come
come as
as aa pleasant
pleasant surprise
surprise to
fair use
use
favors the
the defendant.
to fair
maximalists, who are
are generally
generally pessimistic
pessimistic about
about the state of our
our fair
fairuse
use case
case
judges who
who produce
produceit.
it. But
law and the
the judges
But when
when the
the lower
lower courts
courts systematically
systematically
resist the authority
authority of
of central importance to
of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court,
Court, and
and on issues
issues of
an area
areaof
of law,
law, this is cause
cause for
for concern,
concern, regardless
regardlessofofthe
thepolicy
policy outcome.
outcome. The
an
Part suggests
suggeststhat
thatthe
theindiscipline
indisciplineof
of the
the lower
lower courts
courts is
is largely
largely the
the fault
fault of the
the
SupremeCourt
Court itself
itself and
and its
its repeated
repeatedunwillingness
unwillingnessexplicitly
explicitly to correct its own
Supreme
past
mistakesininits
its fair
fair use
useopinions.
opinions. This
This has
has left
lef the
past mistakes
the lower
lower courts
courts with an
an
"accumulating precedent”
precedent""18 from
fromwhich
whichtotochoose.
choose.
array of “accumulating
Part
concludes by
reflecting on
on the
the prescriptive
prescriptive implications
implications of the
the
Part V concludes
by refecting
study’s
In the
themass
mass of
of everyday
everyday fair
fair use
use case
case law,
and in the
the
study's findings.
findings. In
law, and

Nimmer, supra
supra note
note 14,
14, at
at 281.
281.
uNimmer,

17
18
18

See
generally Stefanie
StefanieLindquist
Lindquist&
& Frank
Frank B. Cross,
Empirically Testing
Dworkin's Chain
See generally
Cross, Empirically
Testing Dworkin’s
Chain Novel
Novel Theory:
Theory:
Studying the Path of Precedent,
Precedent, 80
80 N.Y.U.
N.Y.U. L.
L. Rev.
Rev. 1156
1156 (2005).
(2005).
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interstices
the four
four factors,
factors, we
we can
can identify
identifywhat
whatconsiderations
considerations most
most
interstices of
of the
commonly formed
formed the
the basis
basis of
of judges’
judges' fair use
determinations. This we
commonly
use determinations.
we can
can
welcome as
based on
on the
the empirical
as empirical precedent,
precedent, that is, as
as precedent
precedent based
analysis of how the population of
analysis
of judges
judges who have previously employed a legal
doctrine
thenear
nearterm,
term, we
weare
are stuck
stuck with
withSection
Section 107,
107, "botched
“botched
doctrine did
did so.
so. InInthe
19
job"19
that
it
may
be,
and
the
task
is
how
to
make
the
best
of
what
we
have.
job” that it
and the task is how to make the best of what we have. But
the more
more important
importanttask
taskisistotoinduce—both
induce both systematically
in the long term, the
systematically and
and
critically from the
critically—from
theSection
Section107
107case
case law
lawwe
wehave
have what
what form
form aa new
new Section
Section
107 might someday
107
someday take.
1.
I.

B
ACKGROUND
BACKGROUND

As aa foundation
foundation for
for the
the discussion
discussion that
that follows
followsininsubsequent
subsequent Parts,
Parts, this
this
Part
briefly
reviews
the
language
and
legislative
history
of
Section
107.
It
then
Part briefly reviews
language and legislative history of Section 107. then

describes
routinized analytical
analytical and
and rhetorical
rhetorical style
style that
that judges
judges
describesthe
the highly
highly routinized
employed when
when they
they applied
applied the
the Section
Section107
107test.
test. This
This style
style greatly
greatly facilitated
employed
reliable
reliable coding
codingofofthe
thedata
dataset.20
set.20
A. Section
Section107
107 of the Copyright
Copyright Act
Act of
of 1976
1976
Structurally, the
the Copyright
Copyright Act leans
protection; it gives
Structurally,
leans towards
towards protection;
gives broadly
broadly
and
takes
away
narrowly.
Sections
106
enumerates
in
expansive
terms
enumerates
in
expansive
terms
the
and takes away narrowly. Sections
exclusive
rights
that
a
copyright
owner
enjoys
in
a
copyrighted
exclusive rights that a copyright owner enjoys in a copyrighted work.21
work.21
Sections 107
107 through
through 122
122 then
thenset
setforth
forth “limitations”
"limitations" on
Sections
on these
these exclusive rights.
rights.
Most
of
these
limiting
sections
contain
highly
specific,
even
regulatory
Most of these limiting sections contain highly specifc, even regulatory
22 Section 107, however, among the briefest of the limiting
language.22
Section 107, however, among the briefest of the limiting sections,23
language.
sections
extraordinarily
broad
in
in full:
full:
is extraordinarily
broad,21
in scope.
scope. The
The Section
Section states
states in
of sections
sections 106 and 106A,
Notwithstanding the provisions of
the fair use
use of
of aa copyrighted
copyrighted work,
work, including
including such
such use
use by
the
in copies
copies or
or phonorecords
phonorecords or by
by any
any other
other means
means
reproduction in
specified
that section,
section, for
for purposes
purposes such
such as
as criticism,
criticism,
specifed by that
comment, news
news reporting,
reporting, teaching
teaching (including
(including multiple copies
comment,
copies
for
classroom use),
use), scholarship,
scholarship, oror research,
an
for classroom
research,isis not
not an
infringement
copyright. In
In determining
determining whether
whether the
the use
use
infringement of
of copyright.
made of
of a work in
made
in any
any particular
particular case
case is aa fair
fair use,
use, the
the factors
factors
to be considered
considered shall
shall include—
include
19
19

1151
1137, 1151
Lloyd L.
L. Weinreb,
Weinreb, Fair's
Fair’sFair:
Fair:AAComment
Commenton
onthe
theFair
FairUse
UseDoctrine,
Doctrine,103
103HARv.
HARV.L.L.REV.
REV. 1137,
(1990).
20
20
For aa discussion
discussionof
of the
the process
processof
of collecting
collecting and
and coding
coding the
the opinions that comprised
the data
data set
set for
for this
For
comprised the
the Appendix.
Appendix.
study, see
see the
21
21
17 U.S.C. § 106.
17
106.
22
22
See
generally Joseph
JosephP.
P.Liu,
Liu, Regulatory
Regulatory Copyright,
Copyright, 83
See
generally
83 N.C.
N.C. L.
L.REV.
REV. 87 (2004).
(2004).
23
23
The only limiting
limitingsection
section shorter
shorter in
in word
word count
count is
is Section
Section 120,
120, involving
involving the
the scope
scope of exclusive
exclusive rights in
architectural works.
architectural
works.See
See 17 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§ 120.
120.
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and character
character of
of the
the use,
use, including
including whether
(1) the purpose and
such
use
is
of
a
commercial
nature
or
is for
fornonproft
nonprofit
such use is a commercial nature or is
educational purposes;
nature of
of the
the copyrighted
copyrighted work;
(2) the nature
(3) the
the amount
amount and
and substantiality
substantiality of
the portion used
used in
of the
relation to the copyrighted work
as
a
whole;
and
work as
market for
for or
(4) the effect of
of the
the use
use upon the potential
potential market
value of the copyrighted work.
The
that a work is
is unpublished
unpublished shall
The fact
fact that
shall not
not itself bar a
finding of
of fair
fairuse
use ififsuch
suchfinding
findingisismade
madeupon
uponconsideration
consideration
24
above factors.
factors.''
of all the above
25
Section 107 thus consists of three parts:
parts:25
preamblethat
thatidentifies
identifies “the
"the fair
fair use
aapreamble
use
of aa copyrighted
copyrighted work"
work” as
as an
an exception
exception to
to the
the copyright
copyright owner's
owner’s exclusive
exclusive
rights and
and that
four factors
factors that
that
rights
that gives
gives examples
examplesofof fair
fair “purposes,”
"purposes," aa list
list of four
and an
courts must
must consider
courts
consider in determining
determining whether
whether a use
use is
is aafair
fairuse,26
use,26 and
additional statement
additional
statement regarding
regarding unpublished
unpublishedworks
worksthat
thatwas
wasadded
addedinin1992.27
1992.27
A
A detailed
detailed account
account of the legislative history of
of Section
Section 107
107 is
is beyond
beyond the
the
scope of
of this
scope
this Article
Articleand
andisisavailable
availableelsewhere.28
elsewhere.28 It isis interesting
interesting to
to note,
note,
however, that
that early
early on in the two decades
of negotiations
negotiations that
that led
led to
to the
the Act,
Act, a
however,
decades of
variety of
parties urged
urged that
that the
the Act
Act not reference
fair use
use at
at all,
all, or
of interested
interested parties
reference fair
sentence
that ifif ititdid,
did,itsitsreference
referencetake
take the
the form
formofofa a"bare
“barebones"29
bones”29 one sentence
that
limitation.
Theirconcern
concern was
was that
that statutory
statutory recognition
recognition of
use would
would
limitation. Their
of fair use
"freeze" or
Indeed, in
“freeze”
or otherwise
otherwiseunpredictably
unpredictablyalter
alterthe
thejudge-made
judge-madedoctrine.30
doctrine.30 Indeed,
1965,
provisions similar
similarininstructure
structuretotothe
thecurrent
current Section
Section 107
107 raised
raised
1965, after
after draft
draf provisions
24

17 U.S.C. § 107.
17
107.
(f Weinreb,
ways of doing
Cf.
Weinreb,supra
supranote
note19,
19,atat1139
1139("Congress
(“Congressadopted
adoptedthree
three considerably
considerably inconsistent
inconsistent ways
doing
nothing: simple
use, specification
what is
is fair
fairuse
useby
byillustrative
illustrativeexamples,
examples, and
and
nothing:
simple reference
referencetoto fair
fair use,
specifcation of
of what
of nonexclusive
nonexclusive ‘factors
determining whether
prescription of
`factors to
to be
be considered’
considered' in
in determining
whether aa particular
particular use
use isis fair. As
about the
the murder
murder on
on the
the Orient
Orient Express,
Express, the
the problem
problem is
is not
not that there
are too
too few
Hercule Poirot observed
observed about
there are
clues but that there are
are too
too many.”).
many.").
26
26
JudgePosner
Posnerwas
wasquite
quitedismissive
dismissiveofofthe
thefactors
factorsininTy,
Ty,Inc.
Inc. v.
v. Publications
Publications Intern. Ltd., 292
Judge
292 F.3d
F.3d 512,
512, 522
522
(7th Cir.
Cir. 2002).
2002). On
Onremand,
remand,District
DistrictCourt
CourtJudge
JudgeZagel
Zagelnevertheless
nevertheless explained
explained to
tothe
the defendant,
defendant, who
who adopted
adopted
Judge
claims the
the Seventh
Seventh Circuit did,
did,
Judge Posner’s
Posner'sapproach
approach“to
"toits
its detriment,”
detriment," that
that “regardless
"regardlessof
of what
what PIL claims
statutory and
and case
case authority
authority mandate
mandatethat
that the
the four
four fair use
and applied
applied in every
statutory
use factors must be considered
considered and
case,
Inc. v.v.Publications
Publications Intern.,
Intern., Ltd.,
Ltd., 333
333 F.Supp.2d 705, 715-16 (N.D.Ill.
(N.D.Ill.
case,including
including this
this remand.”
remand." Ty, Inc.
2004).
27
27
Pub. L.
L. No.
106 Stat.
Stat. 3145
3145 (1992).
(1992). See
generally Kenneth
Kenneth D.
D. Crews,
Crews, Fair
Fair Use of Unpublished
Pub.
No. 102- 492, 106
See generally
Works: Burdens
Burdens of
of Proof and the Integrity
ST. L.J.
L.J. 1,
1, 42-66
42-66 (1999)
(1999)(discussing
(discussing the
the
Works:
Integrity of
of Copyright,
Copyright,31
31ARIZ.
ARIZ.ST.
legislative history
law).
legislative
historyofofthe
the1992
1992amendment
amendment and
and its
its impact
impact on
on the
the fair
fairuse
use case
case law).
28
28 See WILLIAM F. PATRY, THE FAIR USE PRIVILEGE IN COPYRIGHT LAW 261-365 (2d ed. 1995). On the
See WILLIAM F. PATRY, THE FAIR USE PRIVILEGE IN COPYRIGHT LAW 261-365 (2d ed. 1995). On the
legislative
the Copyright
Copyright Act
Act iningeneral,
general,see
seeJessica
Jessica Litman,
Litman, Copyright
Copyright Legislation
Legislation and
and
legislative history
history of
of the
R. L. REV.
REV. 275 (1989);
Jessica D.
Litman, Copyright,
Copyright, Compromise,
Compromise, and
and
Technological Change,
Change, 68 O
OR.
(1989); Jessica
D. Litman,
Legislative
REV. 857 (1987).
(1987).
Legislative History,
History,72
72CORNELLL.
CORNELL L.REV.
29
29
See,e.g.,
e.g.,Copyright
CopyrightLaw
Law Revision:
Revision: Hearings
Hearings on S. 1006 Before the Subcomm.
Patents Trademarks and
See,
Subcomm. on Patents
Comm.on
on the
theJudiciary,
Judiciary, 89th Cong., 51-52 (1965) (statement
(statement of
of the
the American Bar
Copyrights of the
the Senate
Senate Comm.
Association);
Association); id.
id. at
at 1216
1216 (statement
(statement of Association
Association of
of American
AmericanUniversity
UniversityPresses).
Presses).
30
See, e.g.,
e.g.,DISCUSSION
DISCUSSION AND
ANDCOMMENTS
COMMENTSOF
OFREPORT
REPORT OF
OF THE
THE REGISTER
REGISTER OF
OF COPYRIGHTS
COPYRIGHTS ON THE GENERAL
GENERAL
R
EVISION OF
OPYRIGHT LAW
, CCOPYRIGHT
OPYRIGHT LAW
REVISION
PART
3 51-52
REVISION
OFTHE
THEU.S.
U.S. C
COPYRIGHT
LAW,
LAW
REVISION
PART
3 51-52(Comm.
(Comm.Print
Print 1963)
1963)
LAWREVISION
REVISION PART
PART 3).
3).
(hereinafter
COPYRIGHT LAW
(hereinafter COPYRIGHT
25
25
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aa storm of objections
objections (many
(many of
of them
them the
the same
same objections
objections we
we hear
hear today),
today), the
the
negotiationsfocused
focusedon
onthe
thefollowing
following draft
draf provision:
negotiations
provision: "Notwithstanding
“Notwithstanding the
the
provisions of section
section 106,
use of aa copyrighted
copyrighted work
not an
an
provisions
106, the
the fair
fair use
work is
is not
proposed
This
proposedlanguage
languagefailed
failedtotowin
winconsensus,
consensus,
infringement of copyright.""
copyright.”31This
and the
the next year,
year, negotiations
negotiations shifted
shifted back
back to the consideration
consideration of a
however, and
32
provision
taking
the
structure
of
a
preamble
and
four
factors.32
provision taking the structure of a preamble and four factors.
The
language of the
the preamble
preamble and
and factors
factors changed
changed in
in some
some cases
cases
The language
course of
of the
the negotiations.
negotiations. As for the preamble,
which
dramatically through the course
preamble, which
was
explicitly referenced
an initial
initial 1963
was explicitly
referenced by 22% of the
the 306
306 opinions
opinions studied,
studied, an
1963
simple language
languagethat
thatdid
didlittle
little other
other than
than identify
identify fair
draft proposed
proposed simple
fair use
use as
as a
33
"privilege."33
Three identical 1964 bills then
Three
then proposed
proposed a more
more involved
involved
“privilege.”
1965, the preamble returned in
“legitimate
purpose”requirement.34
requirement.34 Dropped in 1965,
"legitimate purpose"
1966inina aform
form
quite
similar
tofinal
the version
fnal version
of 107.35 All
1966
quite
similar
to the
of Section
All that
that was
was
Sectionwas
107the
35parenthetical
was
the
parenthetical “(including
"(including multiple
missing
multiple copies
copies for
for classroom
classroom use),"
use),”
which
which was
was added
added at
at the
the eleventh
eleventh hour
hour ininearly
early1976.36
1976.36 As this addition
addition reflects,
reflects,
the main controversy
controversy surrounding
surrounding the
the section's
section’s preambulary
preambulary language,
the
language, ifif not
the fair
fair use
an emergent
emergent technology
technology of
of the time:
use section as a whole, concerned
concerned an
37
xerography,
i.e.,
photocopying.
The
negotiating
parties
may have
have
xerography, i.e., photocopying.37
The negotiating parties may
overestimatedthe
thefuture
future significance
signifcance to fair
overestimated
fair use
use of
of photocopying
photocopying technology,
technology,
however. Only
facts involving
however.
Onlyfourteen
fourteenopinions
opinionsfrom
fromnine
ninecases
cases addressed
addressed facts
photocopying,38
five ofofthese
these opinions
opinions explicitly
explicitlyreferenced
referenced the
the
photocopying,38 and
and only
only five
language of Section 107's
107’s preamble.
preamble.
The
language of
Section 107’s
factors was
was largely drawn
drawn from
from Justice
Justice
The language
of Section
107's factors
William
Story’s 1841
1841 circuit court
court opinion
opinion ininFolsom
Folsom v.v.Marsh,39
Marsh,39 an opinion
William Story's
whose
influence on
on American
American fair use
case law
law up
up to the 1976
whose influence
use case
1976 Act we
we have
have
probably overestimated,
butwhose
whoseinfluence
infuence since is
overestimated, or so
so the
the data
data suggest,40
suggest,40 but
31
31

H.R. 4347
4347 and
and S. 1006, 89th
89th Cong.
Cong. (1st
(1st Sess.
Sess. 1965). See
See also
also PATRY,
PATRY, supra note 28, at 277-296.
277-296.
32See
SeePPATRY,
supranote
note28,
28, at
at 296-319.
296-319.
ATRY, supra
32
33
33

See C
OPYRIGHT LLAW
AW R
EVISION PPART
ART 3,3,supra
at 5.
5.
See
COPYRIGHT
REVISION
supra note
note 30,
30, at
See
H.R. 11947,
11947, H.R.
1964), reprinted
See H.R.
H.R. 12354, and S.
S. 3008, 88th Cong.,
Cong., (2d
(2d Sess.
Sess. 1964),
reprinted ininCOPYRIGHT
COPYRIGHT LAW
LAW
R
EVISION PPART
ART 4,
EVISION BBILL
ILL WITH
ISCUSSIONS AND
COMMENTS
, 89th
Cong.,
REVISION
4,1964
1964 R
REVISION
WITH D
DISCUSSIONS
AND
COMMENTS,
89th
Cong.,1-32
1-32(Comm.
(Comm. Print
Print
1965).
1965).
34

35

35

See
H.R. 4347, 89th Cong.,
See H.R.
Cong., §§ 107
107 (2d
(2d Sess.
Sess. 1966).
1966).
36
36See
SeePPATRY,
supranote
note 28,
28, at 351.
351.
ATRY, supra
37
37Seeid.
See id.
38
more optimistic interpretation
together with
Of course,
course, aa more
interpretation of
of these
these data
data is that the preamble
preamble of Section 107, together
various privately-drafted
privately-drafted guidelines,
guidelines, clarifed
clarifiedthe
theissue
issuetotoaadegree
degree that
that litigation
litigationover
overititwas
wasrarely
rarelynecessary.
necessary.
and of
of privately-draft
privately-draf fair
Kenneth D.
D. Crews,
Crews, The
TheLaw
Lawof
ofFair
On the history and
fairuse
useguidelines,
guidelines, see
see Kenneth
Fair Use
Use and
and the
(2001).
Illusion
ST. L.J.
L.J. 599 (2001).
IllusionFair-Use
Fair-UseGuidelines,
Guidelines,62
62OHIO
OHIOST.
39
9 F.
1841). See
F. Cas.
Cas. 342 (No. 4,901)
4,901) (CC
(CC Mass.
Mass. 1841).
See generally
generally R.
R. Anthony
Anthony Reese,
Reese, The Story of Folsom
Folsom v.
v.
PROPERTYSTORIES
STORIES 259
Marsh: Distinguishing
DistinguishingBetween
BetweenInfinging
Infringing
Legitimate
Uses,
in INTELLECTUAL
Marsh:
andand
Legitimate
Uses,
in INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY
259
(Jane C.
C. Ginsburg ed., 2005).
(Jane
2005).
40
40
total of
of forty-four
forty-four federal
cited to
to Folsom
Folsom from
from 1841 through 1977.
1977. This
AAtotal
federal cases
cases cited
This citation
citationcount
countisisbased
based on
searchfor
for the
thestring
string “Folsom
"Folsom v Marsh”
Marsh" in
a search
in the
the Westlaw
Westlaw "allfeds-old"
“allfeds-old”database
database and
and the Lexis "Federal
“Federal Courts
Courts
CasesBefore
Before 1945,
1945, Combined”
Combined" database
databasefor
for federal
federal case
caselaw
lawbefore
before1945
1945(the
(thetemporal
temporallimit
limit of both
Cases
both of
of these
these
databases),
database for
federal case
case law after 1944.
The Lexis
Lexis pre-1945
pre-1945
databases),and
andinin the
the Westlaw
Westlaw “allfeds”
"allfeds" database
for federal
1944. The
databaseyielded
yieldedfive
fve cases
not yielded
yielded by
by the
the Westlaw
Westlaw pre-1945
pre-1945 database.
database. For
For aa rough
rough scale
scale by
by which to
database
cases not
assessFolsom’s
Folsom's citation
citation count from
1977, consider
consider that
that aa Westlaw search
of the federal case
assess
from 1841
1841 to 1977,
search of
case law
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41
quite
.41
A 1963
quiteclear
clear.
1963 draft
draft stated
stated that
that "the
“the following
followingfactors,
factors,among
among others,
others,

considered," and then listed out the four factors
shall be considered,”
factors nearly
nearly as
as we have them
today.42
Bills from
("the factors
from1964
1964narrowed
narrowed the
the introductory
introductory statement
statement (“the
factors to
today.42 Bills

be
shall include”)
include") and
and added
addedthe
thephrase
phrase“market
"marketfor
for or”
or" to factor
be considered
considered shall
43
four.43
Finally, in
four.
Finally,
inearly
early1976,
1976,primarily
primarilytotoallay
allaythe
theconcerns
concernsofofeducators,44
educators,44 the
Subcommitteeof
of the
the House
House Committee
Committee on
on the Judiciary responsible
Subcommittee
responsible for the
the
Copyright Act added
the following phrase
Copyright
added the
phrase to factor
factor one:
one: "including
“including whether
whether
suchuse
useisisofofaacommercial
commercial
nature
is for
nonprofit
educational
such
nature
or or
is for
nonprofit
educational
use.”45
use."45the
Despite
the committee’s
committee's best
best efforts
efforts at
at the
the time
time to
to downplay
downplay its significance
significance in
Despite
46
their reports,46
this phrase
phrasehas
hassince
sincecaused
causedno
noend
endofoftrouble,
trouble,as
aswe
wewill
will see
in
see in
reports, this
Part III.
III.
Part

B. Courts'
Courts’Mechanical
MechanicalApplication
Applicationof
ofthe
the Four-Factor
Four-Factor Test
Test
107 known
Had
the drafers
drafters of
ofthe
thestatutory
statutory language
language of
of Section
Section 107
known how
Had the
that language,
language, they
have
judges would end up actually applying that
they may
may very well
well have
1965
fallen
back
on
the
1965
one-sentence
provision
after
all.
In
the
opinions
fallen back
the
one-sentence provision afer all. In the opinions
studied,
acknowledged that
factor test
test should
should not be
be
studied, courts
courts often
ofen acknowledged
that the
the four
four factor
as one
one court
court put
put it, the
the test
test does
does not
not "constitute
“constitute an
an
applied formulaically;47
formulaically;47 as

from the
period for cases
including the
the terms
terms “fair
"fair use"
"copyright" yielded
the same
same period
cases including
use” and
and “copyright”
yielded 125
125 cases,
cases, of which
fifteen cited
cited to
to Folsom.
Folsom. Early-twentieth-century
Early-twentieth-century treatises
treatises also
also failed
failed to
to emphasize
emphasize Folsom.
Folsom. See,
See, e.g.,
e.g.,
fifteen
ICHARD R
OGERS BBOWKER,
OWKER, CCOPYRIGHT:
OPYRIGHT: ITSITS
HISTORY
AND
ITSITS
LAW
252252
(Boston,
1912)
R
RICHARD
ROGERS
HISTORY
AND
LAW
(Boston,
1912)(referencing
(referencing Folsom
Folsom
once, for aa proposition
BRIGGS, THE
THE
once,
proposition relating
relating to
topiracy,
piracy,inina athirteen
thirteenpage
pagediscussion
discussionofoffair
fairuse);
use);WILLIAM
WILLIAMBRIGGS,
LAW
(London,1906)
1906)(no
(noreference
referenceto
to Folsom); RICHARD
DE
WOLF,
AN
LAW OF
OF IINTERNATIONAL
NTERNATIONAL CCOPYRIGHT
OPYRIGHT (London,
RICHARD C. D
EW
OLF, A
N
OUTLINE
OFCCOPYRIGHT
LAW
140-167
(1925)(discussing
(discussingfair
fairuse
useand
andfailing
failing to reference Folsom).
Folsom).
OUTLINE OF
OPYRIGHT LAW
140-167
(1925)
41
41
Of the
the 306
306 opinions
opinions sampled
sampled for
study, 47 opinions
opinions (15.4%)
Folsom, with 26.1%
26.1% of the
the
for this study,
(15.4%) cited
cited to
to Folsom,
appellate opinions
opinions doing so,
so, and
and 42.9%
42.9%of
of the
the Supreme
SupremeCourt
Courtopinions
opinionsdoing
doingso.
so. In forty
forty of
appellate
of these
these forty-seven
judge either
either quoted
quoted directly
directly from Folsom, quoted
quoted indirectly
indirectly from
opinions, the judge
from Folsom
Folsom by
by noting
noting that
that he
he was
was
quoting from an
an opinion
opinion that
that was
was itself
itselfquoting
quotingfrom
fromFolsom,
Folsom,ororotherwise
otherwisediscussed
discussed the
the facts
facts in
in Folsom.
Folsom.
forty purported to quote
quote directly from
One of these
these forty
from Folsom,
Folsom, though,
though, pedantically
pedantically speaking,
speaking, it did
did so
so in
in error.
error.
See
SuntrustBank
Bankv.v.Houghton
HoughtonMifflin
Mifflin Co.,
See Suntrust
Co., 268
268 F.3d
F.3d 1257, 1261 n. 9 (11th Cir. 2001) ("In
(“In Folsom
Folsom v.
v. Marsh,
Marsh,
9 F. Cas.
C Mass.
the concept
conceptofof‘fair
`fair use.’”).
use."'). Justice
Cas. 342 (C
(C.C.
Mass. 1841),
1841), Justice
Justice Story created
created the
Justice Story
Story did
did not
not use
use
the term
use” in
in Folsom.
Folsom. The
Theterm
termofofart
artfrst
first
appearedininreported
reportedfederal
federalcase
case law
law in
inLawrence
Lawrence v.
v.
the
term “fair
"fair use"
appeared
Dana, 15 F. Cas. 26, 58 (C.C. Mass. 1869).
1869).
42
42
SeeCCOPYRIGHT
LAW
REVISION
PART
3, supra
at 1-36.
earlier
TentativeDraft
DrafReport,
Report, the
See
OPYRIGHT LAW
REVISION
PART
3, supra
notenote
30, 30,
at 1-36.
In In
hishis
earlier
Tentative
the
slightly differently.
supranote
note 28,
28, at
at 264.
264.
Register of Copyrights
Copyrights phrased
phrased the factors slightly
differently.See
SeePATRY,
PATRY, supra
43
See
H.R. 11947,
11947, H.R.
1964), reprinted
See H.R.
H.R. 12354, and S.
S. 3008, 88th Cong.,
Cong., (2d
(2d Sess.
Sess. 1964),
reprinted ininCOPYRIGHT
COPYRIGHT LAW
LAW
REVISION PPART
ART 4,
EVISION BBILL
ILL WITH
ISCUSSIONS AND
COMMENTS
, 89th
Cong.,
REVISION
4,1964
1964 R
REVISION
WITH D
DISCUSSIONS
AND
COMMENTS,
89th
Cong.,1-32
1-32(Comm.
(Comm. Print
Print
1965).
1965).
44
44
See
supra note
note 11,
11, at
at 678 (1992).
See supra
(1992).
45
45
SeePPATRY,
supra note
note 28,
28, at 351.
See
ATRY, supra
351.
46
See,
e.g., H.R.
H.R. Rep. No.
1476, at 66 (94th Cong.
1976) (“This
("This amendment
See, e.g.,
No. 1476,
Cong. 1976)
amendment is not intended to be
be interpreted
as any
any sort
sort of
of not-for-profit
not-for-profit limitation
as
limitationon
oneducational
educational uses
uses of copyrighted works. ItItisisan
anexpress
express recognition
that, as
as under
under the
thepresent
presentlaw,
law,the
thecommercial
commercialorornonprofit
nonproft character
characterof
ofan
anactivity,
activity, while
while not conclusive
conclusive with
respect
can and
and should
should be
beweighed
weighed along
along with
with the other factors in fair
respect to fair use, can
fair use
use decisions.").
decisions.”).
47
47
See,e.g.,
e.g.,Weissmann
Weissmannv.
v. Freeman,
Freeman, 868
868 F.2d 1313,
1323 (2d Cir.
1989) (“Analysis
("Analysis begins not by elevating
See,
1313, 1323
Cir. 1989)
elevating
the statutory
statutory guides
review ofofthe
theunderlying
underlyingequities.");
equities.”); Financial
Financial
the
guidesinto
into inflexible
inflexible rules,
rules, but
but with aa review
751 F.2d 501,
Information, Inc. v.
v. Moody's
Moody's Investors
Investors Service,
Service, Inc.,
Inc., 751
501, 508
Cir. 1984)
factors
508 (2d Cir.
1984) (“The
("The four factors
which the
the fair
fair use
use statute
statute identifies
identifies as
as relevant
relevant to aa determination
determination of
of whether
whether the
the doctrine
doctrine applies
applies .. . . are
considerations to be
be assessed
assessedand
andweighed
weighedby
bythe
thecourt;
court;they
theyare
arenot
notsimply
simply hurdles
hurdles over which an
equitable considerations
an
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48
algorithm that
Yet the
algorithm
that enables
enables decisions to be ground out
out mechanically.
mechanically."01
the data
show that
that after
afer an
an initial
initial period
show
period of fexibility,
flexibility,judges
judges shifed
shiftedininthe
thelate
late1980s
1980s
towards
rhetorically quite
towards aa rhetorically
quite formal and
and explicit
explicit treatment
treatment of
of the
the Section
Section 107
107
factors. Figure
factors.
Figure 11 shows
shows the proportion of opinions over time in which
which the
the court
adoptedthe
the rhetorical
rhetorical practice
practiceof
of explicitly
explicitly stating
adopted
stating which party
party each
each factor
factor
49
favored.49
Overall,
judges engaged
practice in 59.5%
the 306
favored.
Overall, judges
engagedinin this
this practice
59.5% of the
107 analysis
opinions.
Some judges
judges also
also concluded
concluded their
their Section
Section 107
opinions. Some
analysis with
with a
summary explicitly
explicitly reviewing
factor. Overall,
summary
reviewingthe
the valence
valence of each
each factor.
Overall, judges
judges did
did so
so
50
in
32.7%
of
the
in 32.7% of the opinions.
opinions.50
Interestingly, the
the shift
shif towards
Interestingly,
towards aa routinized
routinized application
application of
of the
the Section
Section 107
107
test roughly
roughly coincided
coincided with the
the Supreme
Supreme Court’s
test
Court's May, 1985 issuance
issuance of
of its
opinion
Harper &&Row
Rowv.v.Nation,51
Nation,51 in which
which the
the Court
Court found
found that
that The
The
opinion in Harper
Nation's
Nation’s unauthorized
unauthorized publication
publication of
ofexcerpts
excerpts from
fromPresident
President Ford's
Ford’s soon-to-be
soon-to-be
published
autobiographywas
wasnot
nota afair
fairuse.
use. In
In her
opinion for the
published autobiography
her opinion
the majority,
majority,
Justice O’Connor
O'Connor was deliberate
deliberate in
in her application of Section
Justice
Section 107, but she did
not engage
in the
the kind of
that we see
not
engage in
of mechanical
mechanical rhetoric
rhetoric that
see in most
most fair
fair use
use
Justice Brennan’s
Brennan's dissent, however, was
opinions from
from 1987
1987totothe
thepresent.52
present.52 Justice
was

accused infringer
Rather than
than aa sequence
sequence of
rigid tests,
tests, the fair
fair use
use
accused
infringer may
may leap
leap to
to safety
safety from
from liability.
liability. Rather
of four rigid
analysis consists
consists of
of aa "sensitive
"sensitive balancing of interests.").
interests.”).
48
Chicago Bd. of Educ.
Inc., 354
354 F.3d
F.3d 624,
624, 629
629 (7th Cir. 2003)
J.). See
Chicago
Educ. v.
v. Substance,
Substance, Inc.,
2003) (Posner,
(Posner, J.).
See generally
generally
Patty &
& Perlmutter,
note 11,
11, at
at 685
685 (“Nor
("Nor need
need the
thefirst
first factor
factor simply
simply be
be resolved
resolvedas
as‘pro’
`pro' or
or ‘con’
`con' fair
Patry
Perlmutter, supra note
use,
depending on
on which
which aspect
of the use
use predominates,
predominates,its
its profit-making
profit-making purpose
use, depending
aspect of
purpose or its
its scholarly
scholarlycharacter.
character.
Before fair
courts did not treat the factors as
as aa checklist,
checklist, with each
fair use
use was incorporated in the statute, courts
each factor
reduced to
four factors
factors in
inthe
the1976
1976 Act,
Act,however,
however,has
has led
led some
some courts
courts
reduced
to aa plus
plus or
or minus.
minus. The
The mere
mere listing
listing of four
improperly to
improperly
to take
take this
this approach.").
approach.”).
49
See,
e.g.,Schiffer
SchifferPub.,
Pub.,Ltd.
Ltd. v.
v. Chronicle
Chronicle Books,
Books, LLC,
LLC, No. 03-4962,
WL 2583817,
See, e.g.,
03-4962, 2004 WL
2583817, at *11-13 (E.D.
(E.D.
Pa.
fair use
use factor
sum, this Court
Court cannot
cannot
Pa. 2004)
2004)(“Accordingly,
("Accordingly, the
the first
frst fair
factor weighs
weighs in
in favor
favor of
of Plaintiffs….
Plaintiffs... In sum,
Consequently, the
the Court holds
say that
that the
the second
secondfair
fair use
usefactor
factormilitates
militates strongly
strongly in
in either
either party's
party's favor….
favor... Consequently,
say
Defendants' use
use of
of Plaintiffs’
Plaintiffs' work
use factor
workwas
wasnot
notaa fair
fairuse.
use.
that the
the third
third fair use
factor favors
favorsPlaintiff….
Plaintiff... In sum, Defendants’
Becausethe
thefirst,
first, third, and fourth fair
Because
fair use
use factors
factors favor
favor Plaintiffs,
Plaintiffs,and
andbecause
because none
none of the factors strongly
favor
Defendants, this
proving that
that their
their
favor Defendants,
this Court
Court holds
holds that
that Defendants
Defendantshave
havenot
notmet
met their
their burden
burden of
of proving
appropriation of Plaintiffs'
Plaintiffs' works
works constitutes
constitutes fair
fair use.");
use.”); Batesville
Batesville Services,
Services, Inc. v.
v. Funeral
Funeral Depot, Inc., No.
No.
02-cv-01011, 2004
2004 U.S.
U.S.Dist.
Dist. LEXIS
LEXIS 24336,
24336, at
at *22-26
*22-26 (S.D.
(S.D. Ind.
Ind. 2004)
2004) (“The
("The first
frst factor
02-cv-01011,
factor thus
thus weighs heavily
against
fair use
use defense...
defense…. This [second]
essentially neutral
neutral on Funeral
Funeral Depot's
Depot's fair use
use
against the
the fair
[second] factor
factor is essentially
defense... This [third]
defense….
[third]factor
factorweighs
weighsagainst
against the
the fair
fairuse
use defense...
defense…. This [fourth]
factor tends
tends to weigh in
[fourth] factor
favor
favor of
of the
the fair
fairuse
use defense.").
defense.”).
50
50
See,
e.g.,Kelly
Kelly v.
v. Arriba Soft Corp.,
934, 944
944 (9th
(9th Cir. 2002) (“Having
("Having considered
the four
four fair
See, e.g.,
Corp., 280 F.3d 934,
considered the
use factors
neutral, and
use
factors and
andfound
foundthat
thattwo
twoweigh
weighin
in favor
favor of
of Arriba, one is neutral,
and one
oneweighs
weighsslightly
slightly in
in favor
favor of
Kelly, we
we conclude
conclude that
that Arriba's
Arriba's use
use of
of Kelly's
Kelly'simages
images as
as thumbnails
thumbnails in its
its search
search engine
engine is a fair
fair use.");
use.”);
v. Freeman,
Freeman, 872 F.2d 907, 915 (9th Cir.
Cir. 1989)
sum, the
factor weighs
weighs strongly in Narell's
Narell's
Narell v.
1989) (“In
("In sum,
the first factor
second factor
factor slightly
slightly favors
juror could only
favor and the second
favors Freeman.
Freeman. However, a reasonable
reasonable juror
only conclude
conclude that
that the
the
third and
and final
final factors
factors strongly
strongly favor
favorFreeman.");
Freeman.”); Salinger
Salinger v.
v. Random
Random House,
House, Inc., 811
811 F.2d
F.2d 90, 99-100
99-100 (2d
Cir. 1987)
1987) (“On
("On balance,
the claim of
and third
Cir.
balance, the
of fair
fairuse
use as
as to
to Salinger's
Salinger's unpublished letters fails. The
The second
second and
factors
Salinger's favor,
the first factor
factor favors
favors
factors weigh
weigh heavily
heavily in
in Salinger's
favor, and
and the
the fourth
fourth factor
factor slightly
slightly so.
so. Only
Only the
143 (S.D.N.Y.
134, 143
(S.D.N.Y. 1992)
Hamilton.”);
College Entrance
Entrance Examination
Examination Bd. v.
v. Cuomo,
Cuomo, 788 F. Supp.
Supp. 134,
Hamilton."); College
1992) (“In
("In
conclusion, given
given the
the fact that factor one favors the State,
factor two favors GMAC,
conclusion,
State, factor
GMAC, and
and factors
factors three
three and
and
four favor
favor neither
neither party,
party, the
the court
court holds
holds that
that GMAC
GMAChas
hasnot
notdemonstrated
demonstrated a likelihood
likelihood of
ofsuccess
success on
on the
the
merits of its copyright infringement claim.”).
claim.").
51
51
471 U.S. 539 (1985).
(1985).
52
52
Seeid.
id. at
at 549-569.
549-569.
See
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highly mechanical
mechanical in
inform.53
form.53 It both
both explicitly
explicitlystated
stated the
the valences
valences of each
each
54
factor and explicitly
summed
up
those
valences
in
its
conclusion.54
This
dissent
explicitly summed up those valences in its conclusion.
arguably
course towards
towards aa rhetorically
rhetorically more
more
arguably set
set American
American courts
courts on
on aa course
mechanical treatment
treatment of the
notwithstanding the
the fact
mechanical
the Section
Section 107
107 inquiry55
inquiry55—notwithstanding
107 factors
that
that the dissent
dissent itself urged
urged courts
courts to
to recognize
recognize that
that the
the Section
Section 107
56
"mechanistically resolve
cannot “mechanistically
resolvefair
fairuse
useissues."56
issues.”
further evidence
evidence of the
the generally
generally routinized
routinized manner
manner in
they
As further
in which they
107
employed the
employed
the Section
Section 107 test,
test, judges
judges rarely
rarely explicitly
explicitly considered
considered factors
factors
beyond
the four listed in
beyond the
in Section
Section 107
107 and,
and, with
with the
the exception
exception of
of the
the second
second
factor, rarely
rarely failed
failedtotoconsider
considerless
less than
than all
allfour
fourfactors.57
factors.57 Commentators have
long called
called upon
upon courts
courts to
tolook
looktotoadditional
additionalfactors,58
factors,58such
suchas
as "fairness,"59
“fairness,”59 and
in the
the opinions
opinions studied,
studied, the
thecourts
courtsthemselves
themselves frequently
frequently explicitly
explicitly
51
53
54

55

55

See
id. at 619-635 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
See id.
dissenting).
See
id. at 634-35.
634-35.
See id.

Cf.
862 n.
n. 37
in Sony
Sony and
and Harper &&Row,
Row, "the
“theSupreme
Supreme Court
Court
C,f. Litman,
Litman, supra
supra note
note 28, at 862
37 (noting that in
adoptedaatest
testthat
thatrigidifies
rigidifes the
thestatute’s
statute'smajor
majorflexibility
flexibility principle.”).
principle.").
adopted
56
Id.
Id. at
at 624.
624.
57
17.7% failed to consider
6.9% failed to consider
the first
frst factor,
Of the
the 306
306 opinions,
opinions, 6.9%
consider the
factor, 17.7%
consider the
the second
second factor,
failed to consider the
the third
third factor, and 8.8% failed to consider the fourth factor.
13.4% failed
factor.
58
See, e.g.,
See,
e.g.,Gordon,
Gordon,supra
supranote
note9,9, at
at 1614
1614 (calling
(calling upon
upon courts
courts to
to consider
consider whether
whether“(1)
"(1) market
market failure is
present; (2) transfer of the
defendant is
is socially desirable; and (3) an award of fair
the use to defendant
fair use
use would
wouldnot
notcause
cause
substantial
copyright owner.");
owner.”); Madison,
Madison, supra
supra note
note 9 (calling
(calling upon
upon
substantialinjury
injury to
to the
the incentives
incentives of
of the
the plaintiff
plaintiff copyright
judges to conduct a “pattern-oriented”
"pattern-oriented" analysis
analysis of the fair
fair use
use issue). See
See generally Fisher,
Fisher, supra note 9, at
1678-86 (discussing
(discussing the
the relevance
relevance of
of various
various subfactor
concerns to
to the
the fair use
1678-86
subfactor concerns
use determination);
determination); Jennifer
Jennifer E.
E.
Rothman,
paper on
withauthor)
author) (discussing
(discussing the
the relevance
relevance of
Rothman, Customary
CustomaryIntellectual
Intellectual Property
Property (working paper
on file with
of
industry "custom"
“custom” to
to the
the fair
fairuse
use determination).
determination).
59
59
SeeWeinreb,
Weinreb, supra
supra note 19, at 1140.
See
1140.
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acknowledged that
that the
the Section
Section 107 test
test was
was illustrative
illustrative rather
acknowledged
rather than
than limitative.60
limitative.60
Yet only
only 17.0%
17.0% of
of the
the opinions
opinions explicitly
explicitlyconsidered
considered one
one or
or more
more additional
additional
factors, and
and only 8.8% stated
that the
the additional
additional was
relevant to
to the fair
factors,
stated that
was relevant
fair use
use
determination.
Thus, the
the methodical
methodical fashion
fashion in
in which judges
the four factor test to
Thus,
judges used
used the
make
fair use
use determinations
determinations provides
provides an
orderly framework
framework for
make their
their fair
an orderly
systematic study.
study. Whether this particular form
systematic
form of
of "mechanical
“mechanical jurisprudence"6I
jurisprudence”61
has been
beengood
goodfor
for the
the law
law is,
is, of course,
course, another
another matter,
matter, one
onewhich
which II will
will address
has
address
in later Parts.
Parts. First,
First, however,
however, to
to build
build aa foundation
foundation for
foraa close
close analysis
analysis of the
the
operation
factor test,
test, II discuss
discuss in
in the
the next
next Part
Part the
thegeneral
general
operationofof the
the four
four factor
characteristics of the opinions.

II.
SUMMARYSTATISTICS
STATISTICS
II. SUMMARY
Distributionsof
ofthe
the Opinions
Opinions
A. Distributions
1978 effective
effective date
In the
the twenty-eight
twenty-eight years
years from
from the
the January
January 1,
1, 1978
date of the
the
1976
the conclusion
conclusion of
of 2005,
2005, the
the federal
federal courts
courts produced
produced 306
306 reported
reported
1976 Act to the
the Section
Section 107
107 fouropinions from
from 215
215 cases
cases that
that made
made substantial
substantial use62
use62 ofof the
factor test. This
Thisaverages
averages out to 10.9 opinions per year
year during the twenty-eight
year period,
period, with an average
of 4.6
4.6 opinions
opinions per
per year
yearactually
actually finding
fnding fair
average of
fair use.
use.
sufficient for
surprisingly
Though sufficient
for purposes
purposes of basic statistical analysis,
analysis, this is aa surprisingly
low
number of opinions
opinions for
for such
such an
an important
important area
area of
of copyright
copyright law,
law,
low number
particularly
is all
all the
the
particularly one
one that
thathas
hasreceived
receivedso
somuch
muchacademic
academicattention.63
attention.63 It is
more surprising
more
surprising in light
light ofofFederal
Federal Judicial
JudicialCenter
Center data
data that
that suggests
suggests that
that a
steady average
averageof
ofapproximately
approximately 2,000
2,000 copyright
copyright infringement complaints were
steady
filed per
of
filed
per year
year in
infederal
federaldistrict
districtcourts
courtsduring
duringthe
thesame
sameperiod.64
period.64 A number
number of

60

60See,
See,e.g.,
e.g.,Bond
Bondv.v.Blum,
Blum,317
317F.3d
F.3d385,
385,394
394 (4th
(4th Cir.
Cir. 2003) ("These
(“These factors are not meant to be exclusive,
but rather illustrative,
illustrative,representing
representing only
onlygeneral
generalguidance
guidance about
about the
the sorts
sorts of
of copying
copyingthat
thatcourts
courtsand
andCongress
Congress
most
have found
found to be
be fair uses.")
most commonly have
uses.”) (citations omitted); Universal City
City Studios,
Studios, Inc.
Inc. v.
v. Sony
Sony Corp.
Corp.
Supp. 429,
429,448
448(C.D.
(C.D.Cal.
Cal.1979)
1979)(“The
("Thefactors
factorsare
areillustrative,
illustrative,not
notdefinitive.”).
defnitive.").
of America, 480 F. Supp.
b1
61
15-16 (1978);
Cf RONALD
Cf.
RONALDDWORKIN,
DWORKIN,TAKING
TAKINGRIGHTS
RIGHTSSERIOUSLY
SERIOUSLY 15-16
Roscoe Pound,
Pound, Mechanical
Mechanical
(1978); Roscoe
Jurisprudence,
L. REV.
REV. 605 (1908).
Jurisprudence, 88 COLUM.
COLUM. L.
62
62
The
discusses the
In short,
short, the
the data
data set
set
The Appendix discusses
the“substantial
"substantialuse”
use"standard
standardused
usedtotofilter
flter the
the opinions.
opinions. In
included all
all opinions
opinions from
fromthe
theperiod
periodsampled
sampled that
that cited
cited totothe
theSection
Section107
107test
test and
and referenced
referenced at least two
from
factors
from the
the test.
test.
63
63
There were
were typically
typically far
There
far more
more law
law review
reviewarticles
articlesthan
thanactual
actual court
court opinions
opinionson
onfair
fairuse
useinineach
each of
ofthe
the years
years
sampled. A
1990-2005,using
usingthe
thesearch
searchstring
stringti(“fair
ti(`fair
sampled.
A search
search of the
the Westlaw
Westlaw tp-all
tp-all database
database for the years
years 1990-2005,

use”)
da([year]),shows
showsthat
thatthe
theratio
ratioofoflaw
lawreview
reviewarticles
articlesininthat
thatdatabase
database containing
containing the
the phrase
phrase “fair
use) &&da([year]),
"fair
use"
use” in their titles
titles to
to actual
actual court
court opinions
opinions on
on fair
fair use
use was
was about 2.4 during that period. For
Forthe
the years
years 200020002005, the ratio
ratio was
was 3.3.
3.3.
See
Inter-university Consortium for
See Inter-university
for Pol.
Pol.&&Soc.
Soc.Res.,
Res.,Federal
FederalCourt
CourtCases:
Cases:Integrated
Integrated Data
Data Base,
Base, 2003,
2003,
ICPSR
Study No.
No. 4026 (2004);
Soc. Res.,
Res., Federal
Federal Court
Court
ICPSR Study
(2004); Inter-university
Inter-universityConsortium
Consortiumfor
for Pol.
Pol. & Soc.
Cases:
Cases:Integrated
IntegratedData
DataBase,
Base,2002,
2002,ICPSR
ICPSRStudy
StudyNo.
No.4059
4059(2003);
(2003);Inter-university
Inter-universityConsortium
Consortiumfor
for Pol.
Pol. &
Soc. Res.,
Res., Federal
Federal Court
Court Cases:
Cases:Integrated
IntegratedData
DataBase,
Base,2001,
2001,ICPSR
ICPSRStudy
StudyNo.
No.3415
3415(2002);
(2002); Inter-university
Inter-university
Soc.
Consortium for
for Pol.
Pol. &&Soc.
Soc.Res.,
Res.,Federal
FederalCourt
CourtCases:
Cases: Integrated
Integrated Data
Data Base,
Base, 1970-2000, ICPSR Study No.
No.

64
b4
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factors
may account
account for
for the
factors may
the paucity
paucity of reported
reported fair
fair use
use opinions,
opinions, the
the most
most
obvious being
being that
that many
manyfair
fairuse
usedisputes
disputesmay
maynever
neverreach
reachthe
thecourts.65
courts.65 In any
event, itit is important to
with a small, but
event,
to recognize
recognize that this study is concerned
concerned with
law. The
crucially important
important region in the
the larger world of
of fair
fair use:
use: its case
case law.
The data
data
case law
law and
and how
how the four-factor
four-factor test
can tell us a great deal about the case
test operated
operated
in it.
it. But
Butbecause
becauseofofthe
thefundamental
fundamental problem
problem of
ofselection
selection bias,
bias, we
we cannot
cannot
reasonably
to do66
reasonably askask
the the
data data
to do more.

more.66

1.
Distributionofofthe
theOpinions
Opinionsby
byYear
Yearand
and Venue
Venue
1. Distribution
sets out
out the
the distribution
distribution by year
year of
of the
the district
district and
Figure 2 sets
and circuit opinions
studied. Though
number of
of
studied.
Though the
the data
data show no clear turning point,
point, the
the average
average number
district court
court fair
fair use
use opinions
opinions per
per year shifed
shiftedsubstantially
substantially through
through the
the course
course
late 1980’s
1980's and
andearly
early1990’s.
1990's. This
This shift
shif may
of the
the late
may refect
reflectatat least
least in
in part
part the
the
appearance
in
the
fair
use
case
law
of
disputes
involving
computer
software,
the
appearance in the fair use case law of disputes involving
67
1988,67
and internet
and
internet
first
fair use
use opinion
opinion involving
involving which
which appeared
appeared in 1988,
first fair
technology, the first fair
fairuse
use opinion
opinioninvolving
involvingwhich
whichappeared
appearedinin1993.68
1993.68 The
Supreme Court
Court has
has addressed
addressedSection
Section107
107 in
in seven
seven opinions
opinions from four
Supreme
fourcases,
cases,
all of
of them
them falling
fallingwithin
withinthe
theperiod
periodstudied:
studied:Sony
Sonyv.v.Universal
UniversalCity
CityStudios69
Studios69
70
71
(1985),Stewart
Stewartv.v.Abend71
Abend (1990), and
and
(1984),
v. Harper
Harper&&Row70
Row (1985),
(1984), Nation v.
72
Sony and
&Row
Roweach
each produced
produced one
one
Campbell v. Acuff-Rose
Acuf-Rose72(1994).
(1994). Sony
and Harper &
73
dissent,73
while Campbell
Campbell produced
dissent,
while
produced aa brief
briefconcurrence.74
concurrence.74

updated 2005).
2005). According
8429 (last updated
Accordingtotothis
thisdatabase,
database, for
for the
the years
years 1978 up to and including
including 2003,
2003, the
the mean
mean
number of filings
"820 Copyright"
filingsper
per year
year under
under the Nature of Suit category “820
Copyright”was
was 1990.67
1990.67 (SD=6.83).
(SD=6.83).
65
65Even
Evenwhile
while fair
fair use
concerns may
may pervade
pervade the
the public
public sphere
sphere (and
(and legal-academic
legal-academic commentary
commentary on
on it),
it), many
use concerns
fair use controversies
controversies may
maynever
nevertake
takethe
theform
formof
ofaafiled
fled complaint, as potential fair uses
are “chilled”
"chilled" by
uses are
by the
the

HEINS &
&TRICIA
TRICIA
mere threat
litigation. Empirical
Empiricalwork
work
supportsthis
this
explanation.SeeSee
MARJORIEHEINS
mere
threat of litigation.
supports
explanation.
MARJORIE
B
ECKLES, W
ILL FAIR
FAIR USE
USESURVIVE?
SURVIVE?FREE
FREE EXPRESSION
EXPRESSION IN
THE AGE
AGE OF
OF COPYRIGHT
COPYRIGHT CONTROL
CONTROL (2005).
(2005).
BECKLES,
WILL
IN THE
Indeed, the
the very
very unpredictability
unpredictability of
Indeed,
of fair
fairuse
useoutcomes
outcomes may
may lead
lead defendant's
defendant’s to settle,
settle, whether before or after
litigation has
litigation
has been
been joined, particularly
particularlywhen
when the
the defendant
defendant need
need only make
make narrow alterations in
in its
its speech
speech in
order to avert
broad injunctive relief
relief and
and the imposition of
of damages.
damages. For aa theoretical account
avert the
the risk
risk of broad
account of
of
the cost-benefit analysis underlying
underlying the
see generally
generally Thomas
Thomas Cotter,
Cotter, Fair
Fair Use
the pleading
pleading of
of aa fair
fairuse
use defense,
defense, see
(working paper
paperon
onfile
fle with
and
Copyright Overenforcement
Overenforcement (working
with author).
author).
66
66
See
generally Ahmed
Ahmed E.
E. Taha,
Taha, Data
Data and Selection
Selection Bias:
Bias: A Case
Study, 75
75 U.M.K.C.
U.M.K.C. L.
See generally
Case Study,
L. REV.
REV. 171 (2006)
(discussing
empirical studies
studies of whether
whether judges'
judges’ political
(discussingthe
the effects
effectsof
of selection
selection bias
bias on
on the
the results
results of
of empirical
orientations
See also
Hoffman &&Alan
AlanJ.J.Izenman,
Izenman,Docketology,
Docketology,
orientations affect
affect litigation
litigation outcomes).
outcomes). See
also David
David A. Hoffman
District
on file
fle with
District Courts,
Courts, and Doctrine (working
(working paper
paper on
withauthor).
author).
67
67See
SeeTelerate
TelerateSystems,
Systems,Inc.
Inc.v.v.Caro,
Caro,689
689F.
F.Supp.
Supp.221
221(S.D.N.Y.
(S.D.N.Y. 1988).
1988).
68
See
Playboy Enters.
Enters. v.
v. Frena,
Frena, 839
839 F.
F. Supp.
Supp. 1552
1552 (M.D.
(M.D. Fla.
See Playboy
Fla. 1993).
1993).
69
69
Corp. of
of America v. Universal
Sony Corp.
Universal City
CityStudios,
Studios, Inc.,
Inc., 464
464 U.S.
U.S. 417
417 (1984).
(1984).
70
70Harper
Harper&& Row
Row Publishers,
Publishers, Inc.
Inc. v. Nation
Nation Enterprises,
Enterprises, 471 U.S. 539 (1985).
(1985).
71
71
495 U.S. 207 (1990).
(1990).
72
72
Campbellv.v.Acuff-Rose
Acuff-Rose Music,
Music, Inc., 510 U.S. 569 (1994)
Campbell
73
73
Harper
Harper &&Row,
Row,471
471U.S.
U.S.atat580
580(Brennan,
(Brennan,J.,
J., dissenting);
dissenting); Sony,
Sony, 464 U.S. at 457 (Blackmun,
(Blackmun, J.,
J., dissenting).
dissenting).
71
74
concurring).
Campbell, 510 U.S at 596 (Kennedy, J., concurring).
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The district and
and circuit
circuit courts
courts of
of the
the Second
Second and
and Ninth Circuits
Circuits dominated
dominated

75
76 period76 in two closely
the
sample75
across
the twenty-eight
year
the sample
across
the twenty-eight
year period
in two closely related ways.
related
ways.
First, their
courts
contributed
the
great
bulk
of
the
opinions sampled.
courts
the great bulk
sampled. Table
Table 11

reports
that Second
Second Circuit
Circuit courts
courts accounted
accountedfor
for 38.6%
38.6% of
of the
reports that
the circuit courts
courts
opinions and
and 35.1%
35.1% of
of the
the district
district court
court opinions,
opinions, while
while Ninth Circuit
opinions
Circuit courts
courts
18.0%
of
the
were responsible
responsible for
the circuit court
court opinions
opinions and
and 18.0%
the
were
for 28.4%
28.4% of
of the
district court
court opinions.
opinions. Percentages
Percentages for all
allother
othercircuits,
circuits,even
even the
theSeventh,
Seventh,
were
single digits.
digits. At
District of
of
were in the
the single
Atthe
the district
district court
court level,
level, the
the Southern
Southern District
New York
for 31.3%
31.3% of
of the
York alone
alone accounted
accounted for
the district court opinions,
opinions, with the
the
Northern District
District of
of California
Californianext
next at
at 7.6%.
7.6%.
Second, the
the data
datashow
show that
that fair
fair use
use opinions
opinions from courts
Second,
courts of
of the
the Second
Second and
Ninth Circuits
great deal
deal of
of influence
infuence on fair
outside of
of
Circuits exerted
exerted a great
fair use
use opinions outside
those
circuits,
much
more
than
is
generally
thought.
Specifcally,
data
on
the
those circuits, much more than is generally thought. Specifically, data on the
the various
various circuits in the
import and
and export of
of fair
fairuse
use case
case citations between
between the
the
opinions
opinions studied
studied demonstrate
demonstratethat
thatthe
the Second
Secondand
andthe
the Ninth
Ninth Circuits
Circuits both
enjoyed substantial
substantialtrade
tradesurpluses.
surpluses. For
For example,
example, circuit
circuit and
enjoyed
and district court
court
Circuit cited to an
of 1.55
1.55 circuit
circuit
opinions from outside of the
the Second
Second Circuit
an average
average of
court cases
from the
the Second
Circuit per
per fair use
court
cases from
Second Circuit
use analysis,
analysis, and
and those
those from

75

75 I use
use the
the term
term "sample"
“sample” because
because though
project sought
sought to study
study the
the entire
entire population
population of
of federal
federal
though this
this project
opinions that applied
applied the
the four factor test from 1978
opinions
1978 through
through 2005,
2005, II cannot
cannot be
be sure
sure that I collected
collected all
all such
such
opinions.
76
There was
was no
no significant
significant variation
variation over
over time
time in the distribution of
There
of opinions
opinions by
by venue
venue or
or in
in the
the degree
degree to
which opinions
andNinth
Ninth Circuit
Circuit were
were cited
cited by courts
courts outside
outsideof
of those
thosecircuits.
circuits. It
opinions from
from courts
courts of
of the
the Second
Second and
however, that
that 35
35 (or
(or 92%)
92%) of
of the
the 38
38 opinions
opinions sampled
sampledfrom
from the
thedistrict
district courts
courts of
of the
the Ninth
Ninth Circuit
is notable,
notable, however,
dated from after 1990. This
dated
Thisdoes
doesnot
notappear
appear to
to reflect
reflectthe
the rise
rise of
ofcomputer
computersoftware
softwareand
and internet
internetfair
fairuse
usecase
case
law, however, as only six of
of these
these 35 opinions involved
involved computer
computer software
software or
or internet
internet facts.
facts.
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T
ABLE 1I
TABLE
D
ISTRIBUTION OF
OF C
IRCUIT AND
AND DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT
COURT OPINIONS
OPINIONS
DISTRIBUTION
CIRCUIT
Circuit
Court
Opinions
Circuit

N

1

N
1
1

2

34

1

2

%

%

1.1
1.1

38.6

District Court
District
Court Opinions

N

N
8
8
74

%

%

District

3.8

D. Mass.
Mass.
D.N.H.
D.N.H.

35.1
35.1

N.D.N.Y.
N.D.N.Y.
E.D.N.Y.
E.D.N.Y.
S.D.N.Y.
S.D.N.Y.
W.D.N.Y.

66
3

1.4
1.4
0.9
31.3
1.4
1.4

N
N
7
7
1
1
3
3
2
2

3

%

%

3.3
0.5

3

3

1

1

1.1
1.1

9

9

4.3
4.3

D.N.J.
D.N.J.
E.D. Pa.
E.D.
Pa.
W.D.
W.D. Pa.
Pa.
D. Del.
Del.

2
2
5
5
1
1
1

0.9
2.4
0.5
0.5

4

4

3

3

3.4

12
12

5.7

D. Md.
Md.
E.D. Va.
Va.
M.D.N.C.
M.D.N.C.
W.D.
W.D. Va.
Va.

4
4
55
11
22

1.9
1.9
2.4
0.5
0.9

55

4
4

4.6

88

3.8

N.D.
N.D. Tex.
Tex.
E.D. Tex.
Tex.

22
11
4
4
11

0.9
0.5
1.9
1.9
0.5

11
66
22
11
11
11

0.5
2.8
0.9
0.5
0.5
0.5

11
11
1

5.2
0.5

S.D. Tex.
Tex.
W.D.
W.D. Tex.
Tex.

1

66

88

9.1
9.1

12
12

5.7

Ky.
E.D. Ky.
Mich.
E. D. Mich.
W.D. Mich.
Mich.
N.D. Ohio
E. D. Tenn.
Tenn.
M.D. Tenn.
M.D.
Tenn.

7

7

3

3

3.4

12
12

5.7

N.D. Ill.
N.D.Ill.

8

8

2

2

2.3
2.3

10
10

4.7

Minn.
D. Minn.
W.D. Mo.
Mo.
D. Neb.
Neb.

8
8
1
1
1

3.8
0.5
0.5

9

25
25

28.4

38
38

18.0
18.0

N.D.
N.D. Cal.
Cal.
C.D. Cal.
Cal.

S.D. Cal.
Cal.
D. Nev.
Nev.
D. Ore.
Ore.

16
16
12
12
5
5
2
2
3

7.6
5.7
2.4
0.9
1.4
1.4

9

Ill.
S.D. Ill.

1
1

3

10
10

---

---

7

7

3.3
3.3

D. Colo.
Colo.
D. Kansas
N.D.
N.D. Okla.
Okla.

2
2
4
4
1

0.9
1.9
1.9
0.5

11
11

6

6

6.8

14
14

6.6

M.D. Fla.
M.D.
Fla.
S.D. Fla.
Fla.
N.D.
N.D. Ga.
Ga.

2
2
3
3
9

0.9
1.4
1.4
4.3

DC
Total

1
1
88
88

1.
1.1

7
7
211
211

3.3
3.3

D.D.C.
D.D.C.

7
7
211
211

3.3

1

1

9
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outside of
of the
the Ninth Circuit
outside
Circuit cited
cited to
to an
an average
average of .68 circuit
circuit court
court cases
cases from
the Ninth Circuit
the
Circuit per
per fair
fairuse
use analysis.
analysis. No
Noother
othercircuits
circuitsboasted
boasted nearly
nearly as
as
much influence
influence outside
outsideofoftheir
theirborders.
borders.The
Thenext
nextmost
mostinfluential
infuentialcircuit
circuit after
afer
much
the
the Fifth,
Fifh, with
the Ninth was
was the
with.14
.14Fifh
FifthCircuit
Circuitcases
casescited
citedper
perfair
fairuse
useanalysis
analysis
by circuit and
district courts
courtsoutside
outsideofofthe
theFifth
FifhCircuit—and
Circuit and this
and district
this isis largely
largely the
the
result
result of the
the authority
authority of
ofpre-1981
pre-1981 Fifth Circuit
Circuit case
case law
courts of the
the
law for courts
Eleventh Circuit.
Circuit."77 InInfact,
fact,bybythis
thismeasure,
measure, the
the district
district courts
courts of
of the
the S.D.N.Y.
S.D.N.Y.
Eleventh
were more influential
influential than
and the
the Ninth
Ninth
than any
any circuit
circuitcourt
courtother
otherthan
than the
the Second
Second and
and
were
nearly
as
infuential
as
the
Ninth
Circuit.
Circuit
courts
outside
of
and were nearly as influential as the Ninth Circuit. Circuit courts outside of the
the
Second Circuit
Circuit cited to
Second
to an
an average
average of .59
.59 S.D.N.Y.
S.D.N.Y.cases
cases per
per fair
fair use
use analysis,
analysis,
while district
district courts
courts outside
outside of the
the Second
Second Circuit cited
cited to
to an
an average
average of .60
.60
S.D.N.Y.
cases
per
fair
use
analysis.
Ultimately,
circuit
and
district
courts
of
S.D.N.Y. cases per fair use analysis. Ultimately, circuit and district courts of
the
Second, Fifth,
Fifh, and
the Second,
and Ninth
Ninth were
were the
the only
onlycourts
courts that
that cited
citedon
onaverage
average more
more
often to opinions
opinions from
from their own circuit court than to opinions
opinions from the
the circuit
often
Second or
or the
the Ninth
Ninth Circuits.
courts of either the Second
Thus, when we speak
Thus,
speak of modern U.S. fair
fair use
use case
case law, we
we are
are speaking
speaking
primarily
byfour
four courts—the
courts the Supreme
primarily of
ofthe
the 122
122 opinions
opinions generated
generated by
Supreme Court,
Court, the
the
SecondCircuit,
Circuit,the
theNinth
NinthCircuit,
Circuit,and
andthe
theSouthern
Southern
DistrictofofNew
NewYork—and
York and
Second
District
the progeny
progeny of
these opinions
the other
other federal
federal courts.
This makes
makes the
the
the
of these
opinions in
in the
courts. This
detection
intercircuit variation
our fair
fairuse
usecase
case law
lawa ahazardous
hazardous
detectionof
of intercircuit
variation in
in our
enterprise. Nevertheless,
asII will
will discuss
enterprise.
Nevertheless, as
discuss in
in Part
Part IV,
IV,the
thedata
datasuggest
suggest that,
that,
when
when taking into consideration
consideration aa variety of other
other factors,
factors, the
the Second
Second Circuit
standsoutout
a relatively
fair use-friendly
stands
as aasrelatively
fair use-friendly
circuit.78

circuit .71

2.
DistributionofofDistrict
DistrictCourt
CourtOpinions
Opinionsby
byPosture
Posture
2. Distribution
Table 2 reports
the distribution of postures
Table
reports the
postures in the
the district
district court
court opinions.
opinions.
More
than half
half of
ofthe
theopinions
opinionsaddressed
addressed a
a motion
motion or
or cross-motion
cross-motion for
More than
summary
these 121
granted the
one
summary judgment, and
and of these
121 opinions, 86% granted
the motion or one
of the
the cross-motions.
cross-motions. This
Thissupports
supports the
the conventional
conventional wisdom
wisdom that
that courts
courts
regularly
regularlyresolve
resolvefair
fairuse
useissues
issuesatatthe
thesummary
summaryjudgment
judgmentstage.79
stage.79
the distribution of the
More interesting
interesting is the
the posture
posture of district court
court opinions
opinions
acrosstime.
time. Figure 33 shows
acrosstime
timeof
of the
theproportion
proportion of
of
across
shows a moving average
average across
that took the
district court opinions
opinions that
the form of
of preliminary
preliminary injunction,
injunction, summary
summary
judgment, and
1994, there
there was
was a
judgment,
and bench
benchtrial
trial opinions,
opinions, respectively.
respectively. In 1994,
substantial drop-off
drop-off in
trial opinions,
substantial
in the
the proportion
proportion per
per year of
of bench
bench trial
opinions, so
so that up

77
1981) (holding that
Bonner v.
v. City
City of Prichard,
See Bonner
Prichard, 661 F.2d 1206, 1209 (11th Cir.
Cir. 1981)
that cases
cases decided by the
the
77 See
Fifth Circuit
Circuit).
Fifth
CircuitCourt
CourtofofAppeals
Appealsprior
priortotoOctober
October1,1,1981
1981 are
are the law of
of the Eleventh Circuit).
78
78See
Seeinfra
infra note __ and accompanying text.
text.
79
150 F.3d 132, 136
136 (2d.Cir.
See,
Group, Inc.
Inc. 150
(2d.Cir.
See, e.g.,
e.g., Castle
Castle Rock
Rock Entertainment,
Entertainment,Inc.,
Inc., v.
v. Carol Publishing Group,
1998) (“Though
("Though recognizing
recognizing that
that fair
fair use
use is
is aa ‘mixed
`mixed question
question of
of law and
and fact,’
fact,' courts regularly resolve
1998)
resolve fair
use
issuesat
atthe
thesummary
summary judgment
judgment stage
stage where
where there
there are
areno
nogenuine
genuine issues
issuesof
ofmaterial
material fact.”).
fact.").
use issues
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TABLE
T
ABLE 2
OF DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT
COURT OPINIONS
OPINIONS BY
BYPOSTURE
POSTURE
DISTRIBUTION OF
DISTRIBUTION

("P Found FU"
the proportion
proportion of opinions which found
(“P
FU” denotes
denotes the
found fair
fair use;
use; "P
“P Found
Found
No
No FU"
FU”denotes
denotes the proportion of opinions which
which found
found no
no fair
fair use)
use)

Posture
Preliminary Injunction
SJ-Plaintiff
SJ-Defendant
Cross-SJs
Trial
Bench Trial
MTD
JNOV Motion

N
N
50
24
38
59
37
2
2
1

Total

211
211

%
%
23.7
11.4
11.4
18.0
28.0
17.5
1.0
0.5

1

Found
No FU

Found FU
.300
--763
.763
.389
.324
.000
.000

700
.700
875
.875
--525
.525
.676
1.000
1.000
1.000

.389

588
.588

F
IGURE 3
3
FIGURE
PINION MOVING
MOVINGAVERAGE
AVERAGEOF
OF THE
THE PROPORTION
PROPORTION OF
ISTRICT CCOURT
OURT PRELIMINARY
INJUNCTION,
20-O
20-OPINION
OFDDISTRICT
PRELIINARY INJUNCTION,
B
ENCH T
RIAL, AND
ANDSUMMARY
SUMMARYJUDGMENT
JUDGMENTOPINIONS
OPINIONS
BENCH
TRIAL,
Harper &
&Roiv
Row (1985)
(1985)
Harper
Sonv
Sony (1984)

Stewart r.
v. Abend
Abend (1990)

11

Jan. 1, 2000

Campbell
Carnpbell (1994)

0.9

SJ Opinions
Opinions
SJ

0.8

Proportion of Opinions

s

p 0.7
0.7
IL

P. 0.6
0.6

Bench Trial
Opinions

o 0.5
PI Opinions

0.4
r 0.4
0.3
0.3

0.2
0.1
0.1

0

0

00

25

50

75

100
100

125

150
150

175

Opinion Number
Number

200

225

250

275

300
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to and including
including 1993,
average of
of
1993, the
the sample
sample included, in
in absolute
absolute numbers,
numbers, an average
1.9 bench
bench trial
trial opinions per year, and
and .5
.5 bench
benchtrial
trial opinions per year
year thereafter.
thereafer.
1.9
Indeed, for the seven
year period
period from
from 1999 to 2005, the sample
sample included
included only
Indeed,
seven year
one district court
At the
the same
same time, the
the data
data indicate a
one
court bench
bench trial
trialopinion.80
opinion.80 At
fairly dramatic
beginningin
in the
theearly
earlyto
tomid
mid ‘90s
'90s in
in the
the proportion
proportion of
of
fairly
dramatic increase
increase beginning
opinions which
engaged
in
summary
adjudication
of
the
fair
use
defense.
which engaged
adjudication of the fair use defense.

Though these
these results
results are
are consistent
consistentwith
with recent
recentwork
work on
on the "vanishing
Though
“vanishing
trial"
trial” ininAmerican
Americancourts,81
courts,81 they
they nevertheless
nevertheless remain something
something of aa mystery.
mystery.
The drop-off
drop-off in
bench
trials
coincides
with
the
Supreme
Court's
issuance
in bench trials coincides with the Supreme Court’s issuance of its
March, 1994.
The district
district
landmark
in Campbell
Campbell v.
v. Acuf-Rose82
Acuff-Rose82 in March,
landmark opinion in
1994. The
granted summary
summary judgment
judgment to
to the
the defendant,
defendant,finding
fnding that
court in Campbell had granted

the musical
musical group
Crew’s appropriation
appropriation of
of certain
certain elements
elements of Roy
Roy
the
group 22 Live Crew's
Orbison’s
parody of
of the
the song
song constituted
constituted aa fair
Orbison's song
song “Pretty
"Pretty Woman”
Woman" in its parody
use.83
and remanding,
remanding,the
theSixth
SixthCircuit
Circuit criticized the district court
use.83 In reversing and
for giving
giving insufficient
insufficientweight
weighttotothe
thepresumption
presumptionestablished
established by
by the
the Sony
Sony Court
decadeearlier
earlierthat
that“every
"everycommercial
commercialuse
use. ...
aa decade
. . isispresumptively
presumptivelyunfair."84
unfair.”84 In
itself reversing
reversing and
and remanding,
remanding, the Campbell Court emphatically
emphatically rejected
rejected the
the
Sony
presumption and
andexplicitly
explicitly demoted
the commerciality of
Sony presumption
demoted the
of the
the defendant's
defendant’s
use
among others
others that
that aa court
court may considered
as part
part of
of its
use to merely one issue
issue among
considered as
factor one analysis of
of the
the "purpose
“purposeand
and character"
character”ofofthe
thedefendant's
defendant’suse.85
use.85 The
Court then
then remanded
remandedfor
for further
further fact-finding
fact-finding under
under factors
factors three
three and
andfour
four of
of
Court
86
Section 107.86
107. The
thus that
the reported
reported drop-off
bench trial
The mystery
mystery is
is thus
that the
drop-off in bench
increase in
in summary
summary judgment
judgment opinions coincided with
opinions and increase
withaa Supreme
Supreme
Court
opinion that
that not
not only
only remanded
remanded aa summary
summary judgment
judgment ruling,
ruling, but
but
Court opinion
abrogated
a
key
presumption
facilitating
summary
adjudication
of
the
fair
use
abrogated a key presumption facilitating summary adjudication
fair use
defense.
defense.
In addition
addition to
to the
the more
more general
general vanishing
vanishing trial
trialphenomenon,
phenomenon, there
there may
may be
be
two copyright-specifc
explanations
for
this
coincidence
though,
admittedly,
copyright-specific explanations for
coincidence—though, admittedly,
neither of them
neither
them is fully
fully satisfactory.
satisfactory. First,
First,though
thoughthe
theSupreme
Supreme Court clearly
abrogated
the data
data
abrogatedthe
the Sony
Sonypresumption
presumptionininits
its Campbell
Campbell majority
majority opinion, the
show, as
as we
we will
will see
show,
see below, that lower courts
courts continued to cite and
and apply that
presumption. Campbell's
Campbell’s authority
authority was
was and
and remains
remains far
far from
fromabsolute.
absolute.
presumption.
Second,the
thedrop-off
drop-off in
in the
the proportion
proportion of bench
Second,
bench trial opinions beginning in the
the
the influence
infuence not
Court, but
but of
of the
the circuit
circuit
mid-1990s may reflect the
not of
of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court,
courts. The
wave of circuit court
courts.
The early
early 1990's
1990’s saw
saw a wave
court affrmances
affirmances of
of summary
summary
80

80Schiffer
SchifferPubl'g,
Publ'g,Ltd.
Ltd. v.
v. Chronicle
Chronicle Books, No. 03-4962, 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
LEXIS23052
23052 (E.D.
(E.D.Pa.
Pa. 2004).
2004).
8
81!
See, for
for example, the articles
459-984 (2004).
(2004).
See,
articles collected
collectedinin11J.J.EMPIRICAL
EMPIRICAL LEGAL
LEGAL STUD.
STUD. 459-984
82
82
510U.S.
U.S. 569
569 (1994).
(1994).
510
83

83

See
Acuff-Rose Music, Inc. v. Campbell,
(M.D. Tenn.
See Acuff-Rose
Campbell, 754
754 F.Supp. 1150 (M.D.
Tenn. 1991).
1991).
1429, 1436-37
1436-37 (6th Cir.
Acuff-Rose Music, Inc. v.
v. Campbell,
Campbell, 972
972 F.2d
F.2d 1429,
Cir. 1992)
Acuff-Rose
1992) (quoting
(quoting Harper
Harper &
& Row
Publishers, Inc.
Inc. v.
v. Nation Enterprises,
471 U.S.
U.S. 539,
539, 562
562(1985)
(1985) (quoting
(quoting Sony
Sony Corp.
Corp. of
of America
America v. Universal
Publishers,
Enterprises, 471
City Studios,
City
Studios, Inc.,
Inc., 464
464 U.S.
U.S. 417,
417, 451 (1984))).
(1984))).
85
85See
SeeCampbell
Campbellv.v.Acuff-Rose
Acuff-RoseMusic,
Music, Inc., 510 U.S. 569, 583-84 (1994).
(1994).
84

86
86
Seeid.
id. at
at 589.
589.
See
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judgment decisions
decisions in
infair
fairuse
usecases.87
cases.87 This may
may have
have emboldened
emboldened district
and litigants
litigants to turn more readily to summary adjudication.
court judges and
adjudication.

3.
Distributionofofthe
theOpinions
Opinions by
by Subject
Subject Matter
3. Distribution
Matter
Notwithstanding scholarly
media, traditional
scholarly emphasis
emphasis on fair use
use and
and new media,
two-dimensional non-virtual
media have
have dominated
dominated and
and continue
continue to
two-dimensional
non-virtual print
print media
dominate the
thefacts
factsofofAmerican
Americanfair
fair use
usecase
caselaw.
law.Over
Overhalf
half(52.9%)
(52.9%)of
of all
all of
of
dominate
the opinions studied (and 50.7% of the
the district
district court
courtopinions)
opinions)addressed
addressed facts
facts
in which
which both
both parties
parties were
were engaged
engaged in the
the non-virtual
non-virtualprint
printmedium.88
medium.88 More
specifcally, 36.6%
specifically,
36.6% of
of the
the opinions
opinions (and
(and 31.3%
31.3% of the
the district
district court
court opinions)
opinions)
addressed
facts
in
which
both
parties
were
engaged
strictly
in
the
medium
of
addressed facts in which both parties were engaged strictly in the medium of
89
non-virtual text.89
non-virtual
text.
Opinions
addressing facts
computer sofware
software
Opinions addressing
facts involving
involving computer
to play a substantial,
substantial, though
though far
far from leading,
and/or internet technology began
began to
in the
the case
case law
For the
the period
period 1988-2005,
1988-2005, 21.6% of the
role in
law beginning in 1988. For
opinions (and
(and 22.6%
22.6% of the district
facts involving
involving
opinions
district court
court opinions)
opinions) addressed
addressed facts
computer
Opinions addressing
addressing facts
computer software
sofware and/or
and/or the
the internet.
internet. Opinions
facts involving
video, broadly defined as
moving images
images in
in television, motion picture, or other
as moving
20.6% of the opinions,
opinions, while opinions involving
form, constituted
constituted 20.6%
involving music
music made
made
up only 6.2%
6.2% of
of those
those studied. Finally,
Finally,84.6%
84.6%ofofthe
theopinions
opinionsaddressed
addressed facts
facts
thesame
samemedium.
medium.Where
Whereaashift
shif in
in which both
both parties'
parties’ works appeared
appeared inin the
medium did occur,
common was
was from
from print to
medium
occur, the
the most
most common
to video
video or
orvice-versa,
vice-versa,
which
which was
was reported in thirteen (or 4.2%) of
of the
the opinions.
Unsurprisingly, First
Amendment concerns
the
Unsurprisingly,
First Amendment
concernsfigured
fgured prominently
prominently in the
90
opinions.90
opinions. Twenty-five
percent of the
the opinions invoked the
the First Amendment
Amendment
Twenty-five percent
more generally
generally through
through the
the course
course of
of the opinion,
or free
free speech
speech concerns
concerns more
opinion,
though
not
all
did
so
within
the
fair
use
analysis
itself.
Perhaps
also
though not all did so within the fair use analysis itself. Perhaps also
unsurprisingly, the
proportion of
of opinions
opinions addressing
addressing the First
First Amendment
Amendment
unsurprisingly,
the proportion
increasedwith
with the
the authority
authorityof
of the
the court.
court. Twenty
increased
Twenty percent
percent of the district court

87
Twin Peaks
87See,
See,e.g.,
e.g.,National
NationalRifle
Rife Ass'n
Ass'n of
of Am.
Am. v. Handgun Control Fed'n,
Fed'n, 15 F.3d 559 (6th Cir.
Cir. 1994); Twin
Peaks
1993); Arica Inst., Inc.
Prods.
v. Publ'ns
Publ'ns Int'l,
Intl, Ltd.,
Prods. v.
Ltd., 996
996 F.2d
F.2d 1366
1366 (2d Cir.
Cir. 1993);
Inc. v.
v. Palmer,
Palmer, 970
970 F.2d 1067 (2d Cir.
Cir.
1992); Wright v. Warner
1991); Wright
Wright v. Warner
1992);
Warner Books, Inc., 954
954 F.2d 731 (2d Cir.
Cir. 1991);
Warner Books, Inc., 953 F.2d
731 (2d Cir.
1991); BellSouth
BellSouth Advertising
Advertising & Publishing
731
Cir. 1991);
Publishing Corp. v. Donnelley
Donnelley Info.
Info. Publishing,
Publishing, 933
933 F.2d
F.2d 952
952
1991); Cable/Home
Cable/Home Communication
Communication Corp.
Corp. v.
v. Network Productions,
(11th Cir.
Cir. 1991);
Productions, Inc., 902 F.2d 829 (11th Cir.
Cir.
No. 92-1480,
92-1480, 1993
1993 U.S.
U.S. App.
App. LEXIS
LEXIS 9134 (4th Cir.
1990);
McGowan v. Cross,
Cross, No.
Cir. 1993).
1993).
88
88
Here,
broadly define
define the
the print
print medium
medium as
as aa medium
medium consisting
consisting of
of two-dimensional
two-dimensional textual
textual or
or graphic
graphic
Here, I broadly
paper, canvas,
canvas, or
substrate, but
computer screen;
screen; the
also excludes
excludes
works on paper,
or aa similar substrate,
but not on a computer
the definition
defnition also

computer
Sixty-four percent
percent of the
the opinions,
opinions, and
and 64%
the district
district court
court opinions
opinions
computer software
softwarecode.
code. Sixty-four
64% of the
specifcally, addressed
specifically,
addressed facts
facts in
in which
whichatatleast
least one
one party
party was
was engaged
engaged in the print medium.
medium.
89
89Forty-five
Forty-five percent
percent of
of all opinions, and 43% of
of district
districtcourt
courtopinions,
opinions,addressed
addressed facts in
in which
which at
at least
least one
one
party was engaged in text.
text.
90
90
Seegenerally
generallyNeil
Neil Netanel,
Netanel, Locating
Locating Copyright Wthin
See
Withinthe
theFirst
FirstAmendment
AmendmentSkein,
Skein,54
54STAN.
STAN. L.
L.REV.
REV. 1
1
Tushnet,Copy
CopyThis
ThisEssay:
Essay:How
HowFair
Fair Use
Use Doctrine Harms
and How Copying
(2001); Rebecca
Rebecca Tushnet,
Harms Free
Free Speech
Speech and
Serves
It, 114 Y
YALE
ALE L.J. 535 (2004).
(2004).
Serves It,
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addressedininsome
someway
waythe
theFirst
FirstAmendment,
Amendment,while
while 34%
34% of
of the
the circuit
circuit
opinions addressed
court opinions
opinions and
and 43%
43% of
ofthe
theSupreme
Supreme Court
Courtopinions
opinionsdid
didso.91
so.91

B. Reversal,
Reversal,Dissent,
Dissent, and
and Appeal
Appeal Rates
Rates

The conventional
wisdom is
is that
The
conventional wisdom
that "reversals
“reversals and
and divided
divided courts
courts are
are
92
commonplace"92
thefair
fairuse
usecase
case
law.“The
"Thefield
feld is littered,"
commonplace”
ininthe
law.
littered,” we
we are
are told,
"with the
certainly true
true of the
the
“with
thecorpses
corpses ofofoverturned
overturnedopinions."93
opinions.”93 This
This is certainly
SupremeCourt
Courtfair
fair use
use case
caselaw.
law. In Sony,
Supreme
Sony, Harper &
& Row,
Row, and
and Campbell,
Campbell, the
Supreme Court
Court reversed
reversed the
the circuit
circuit court’s
court's reversal
Supreme
reversal of
of the
the district
districtcourt.94
court.94 This,
together
with the fact that
together with
that the
the Court was
was divided fve-four
five-fourininSony95
Sony95 and sixthree
for the general
account for
general belief that our fair
fair use
use
three in Harper
Harper &&Row,96
Row,96 may account
case law
law is especially unstable.
case
unstable.
The data
on the
law below the Supreme
Court run
run contrary
The
data on
the case
case law
Supreme Court
contrary to the
the
conventional
The sample
sample consisted
consisted of 88
88 circuit court
court
conventional wisdom,
wisdom, however.
however. The
opinions, of which
which four
fourwere
wereconcurrences
concurrences and
and thirteen
thirteen were
were dissents,
dissents, from 71
71
the district
district court’s
court's fair
cases. Of the
cases.
the 71
71 majority opinions,
opinions, 24 reversed
reversed the
fair use
use
holding (for
(for aa reversal
reversal rate
rate of
of 33.8%)
33.8%) and
and ten
ten met
met with
with dissents
dissents on the fair
fair use
use
97
14.1
These results
results are
are not substantially
issue (for
dissent rate
These
substantially
(for aa dissent
rate of
of 14.1%).
%).97
different from recent
of overall
different
recent estimates
estimates
of
overall circuit
circuit court
court reversal
reversal rates
rates (for
98
example,
32%
across
all
circuits
for
the
period
1980-20029)
and
dissent
example, 32% across all
for the period 1980-2002 ) and dissent rates
rates
99
(for example,
example, 9.4%
)—and
the
9.4% across
acrossall
all circuits
circuits for
for the period
period 1970
1970 to
to 1988
198899)
and the
91
91
Here,
methods of the
the "content
“content analysis"
analysis” approach
approach to the case
case law do not serve
serve us particularly
Here, the
the literal methods
well,
well, or
or at
at least
least do
do not
not produce
produce interesting
interesting data.
data. Of
Ofthe
the69
69opinions
opinionsthat
thatreferenced
referenced the
the First
First Amendment,
Amendment,
40.6% found
favor ofofthe
thedefendant,
defendant, as
as against
against the
the 237 opinions
not reference
reference the
the First
First
opinions that
that did not
40.6%
found in favor
Amendment, of which
which 42.2%
42.2% found in
in favor
favor of
of the
the defendant.
defendant. Nor
Norwas
was itit possible
possible reliably
reliably to
to conduct
conduct aa wordwordcount
analysis of
courts’ discussion
discussion of
the First
First Amendment,
Amendment, as
as discussions
discussions of
use and
and the
the First
First
count analysis
of courts'
of the
of fair use
Amendment tended to be quite discursive
discursive in
in nature.
nature. Here,
Here,then,
then,the
theleading
leadingcases
casesapproach
approach seems
seems to be
be the
the
only workable
only
workable method
method of
ofanalysis
analysis currently
currentlyavailable
availabletotous.
us.See,
See,e.g.,
e.g.,Netanel,
Netanel, supra
supra note
note 90.
90.
92
92
PierreN.
N.Leval,
Leval, Toward
Toward a Fair
Fair Use
Pierre
Use Standard,
Standard, 103
103 HARv.
HARV. L.
L. REV.
REV. 1105, 1106-07 (1990).
(1990).
93
93
einreb,
supra
note
19,
at
1137.
Weinreb,
19,
1137.
W
94
94
SeeCampbell
Campbellv.v.Acuff-Rose
Acuff-RoseMusic,
Music,Inc.,
Inc., 510
510 U.S.
U.S. 569
569 (1994),
(1994), rev’g
rev'g 972 F.2d 1429 (6th Cir.
1992), rev’g
rev'g
See
Cir. 1992),
754 F.Supp.
1150 (M.D. Tenn.
1991); Harper
Harper & Row
F.Supp. 1150
Tenn. 1991);
Row Publishers,
Publishers, Inc. v.
v. Nation
NationEnterprises,
Enterprises, 471
471 U.S.
U.S. 539
1980); Sony
Sony Corp.
Corp. of America v.
rev'g 723
(S.D.N.Y. 1980);
(1985), rev’g
723 F.2d 195 (2d Cir. 1983), rev'g
rev’g 501
501 F.Supp.
F.Supp. 848 (S.D.N.Y.
v.
1981), rev’g
rev'g 480
Universal City
City Studios,
Studios, Inc.,
Inc., 464
464 U.S.
U.S. 417 (1984), rev'g
rev’g 659
659 F.2d
F.2d 963 (9th Cir.
Cir. 1981),
480 F.Supp.
F.Supp. 429
1979).
(C.D. Cal.
Cal. 1979).
95
95
See
Sony, 464
464 U.S.
U.S. at 419, 457.
See Sony,
457.
96
96
SeeHarper
Harper &
& Row, 471
S. at 541, 579
See
471 U.
U.S.
97
Two cases
cases produced
See Princeton
Press v.
produced multiple
multiple dissents
dissentsfrom
from en
en banc
bane hearings.
hearings. See
Princeton Univ.
Univ. Press
v. Michigan
Document
Cir. 1996)
J.,
1394 (Merritt, J.,
1996) (Boyce,
(Boyce, C.J.,
C.J., dissenting);
dissenting); id. at 1394
Document Servs,
Servs, 99
99 F.3d
F.3d 1381,
1381, at
at 1393
1393 (6th Cir.
dissenting); id. at 1397
1397 (Ryan,
(Ryan, J.,
J., dissenting);
dissenting);New
New Era
Era Publications
Publications International
Internationalv.
v. Henry
Henry Holt, Co.,
dissenting);
Co., 884
884
F.2d 659, 662 (2d Cir. 1989)
1989) (Newman,
(Newman, J.,
J., dissenting)..
dissenting)..
98
See Kevin
Scott, Understanding
Understanding Judicial Hierarchy:
Hierarchy: Reversals
Reversals and
and the
the Behavior
Behavior of
of Intermediate
Intermediate
See
Kevin M. Scott,
Appellate Judges,
40 LLAw
Atkins, Interventions
AW & Soc'Y
SOC’YREV.
REV. 163, 176 (2006). See
See also Burton Atkins,
Interventions and Power
Judges, 40
in Judicial
LAw
AW &
& Soc'Y
SOC’YREV.
REV. 71 (1990)
Judicial Hierarchies:
Hierarchies:Appellate
AppellateCourts
CourtsininEngland
Englandand
andthe
the United
United States,
States, 24 L
(comparing reversal rates in U.S. appellate courts to those in English
English appellate
appellate courts).
courts).
99
99
SSEE
EE D
ONALD R.
R. SONGER
SONGER ET AL
CONTINUITYAND
ANDCHANGE
CHANGEON
ONTHE
THEUNITED
UNITEDSTATES
STATESCOURTS
COURTSOF
OF APPEALS
APPEALS
DONALD
AL.,., CONTINUITY
105 (2000)
(2000) (Table 5.1) (reporting a 9.43% dissent
rate from
from aa sample
sample of
of all published circuit
circuit court
105
dissent rate
court cases
cases from
1970 to 1988).
1970
See also
also Sean
Sean Farhang
1988). See
Farhang&& Gregory
GregoryWawro,
Wawro,Institutional
InstitutionalDynamics
Dynamicsononthe
theU.S.
US.Court
Court of
of
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circuit court
court reversal
reversal rate in fair
fairuse
use cases
cases is well
well below
below estimates
estimates of
of Federal
Federal
Circuit reversal
reversal rates
rates in
in patent
patent cases
cases (for example,
example, 47.3%
the period
period
47.3% for the
100
January,
1998
through
April,
2000100)
Nor
is
the
appellate
data
January, 1998 through April, 2000 ). Nor is the appellate data particularly
particularly
exceptional when
when viewed
viewed from
from the
the perspective
perspectiveofofdistrict
district court
court opinions.
opinions. Of the
exceptional
211 district
court opinions,
opinions, 53
53were
wereappealed
appealed (for
(for an
an unexceptional
unexceptional appeal
appeal rate
rate
district court
101
of
25.1%101)
18
35
211
of 25.1% ), with
of the
the 211 (or 16.6%)
and 18 (or 8.5%)
16.6%) affirmed
affirmed and
102
with
reversed.102
reversed.
Overall,
these data
data support
support the
the unexpected,
unexpected, if also
also perhaps
perhaps
Overall, these
somewhat uninspiring,
uninspiring, finding
fnding that
somewhat
thatour
ourfair
fairuse
usecase
case law,
law, at
at least
least outside of the
the
cases
that
reached
the
Supreme
Court
(and
our
casebooks),
has
not
been
marked
cases that reached the Supreme Court
by especially
especially high
highreversal,
reversal,dissent,
dissent, or
orappeal
appeal rates.
rates.
C. Fair
FairUse
Use Win
WinRates
Rates
How often
How
often have
have courts actually
actually found
found fair
fairuse
use in
inour
ourSection
Section107
107case
case law?
win rate results
results are
areamong
amongthe
themost
mostcurious
curiousininthis
thisstudy.
study.II first
frst set
The fair use
use win
set
out the basic results and then attempt some explanations.
Tables 33 and
and 44 report
report the
the fair use
Tables
use win rate
rate results
results in the district court
court and
and
circuit
court opinions,
opinions, respectively.
specifically, Table
Table 33 reports
reports the
the
circuit court
respectively. More specifcally,
proportion
district court
proportion of
of unreversed
unreversed district
court opinions,
opinions, grouped
grouped by
by circuit
circuitand
and posture,
posture,
that either found fair
fair use
use or, in
in the
the case
case of summary
summary judgment
judgment motions by the
the
plaintiff, found
found no
use. Overall,
Overall, 30.4%
the preliminary
preliminary injunction
injunction
30.4% of the
plaintiff,
no fair use.
%of
of the
thebench
benchtrial
trialopinions
opinionsdid
didso.
so. Among
opinions found fair use,
use, while 24.1
24.1%
summary judgment
judgment opinions 86.4% of the
plaintiff s
summary
the opinions that
that addressed
addressed aa plaintiff’s
uncrossed
motion for
for summary
summary judgment
judgment granted
grantedthat
thatmotion,
motion,while
while 75.7%
75.7% of
of
uncrossed motion
the
motion for summary
the opinions
opinions that
that addressed
addressed a defendant's
defendant’s uncrossed
uncrossed motion
summary
judgment
granted that
thatmotion.
motion. The
lower for
judgment granted
The parties'
parties’ win
win rates
rates were
were sharply
sharply lower
cross-motions
for
summary
judgment.
As
Table
4
reports,
the
fair
use
cross-motions for summary judgment. As Table 4 reports,
fair use win
win rate
rate
results in the circuit court
court majority
majorityopinions
opinionsare
are roughly
roughly comparable
comparable to those
those in
the district court opinions,
matter of
of statistical
statistical significance,
signifcance, none
opinions, but as
as aa matter
none of the
circuit
court
results
were
signifcantly
different
from
50
percent.
circuit
were significantly different from 50 percent.
Considering first the district
Considering
district court
court results,
results, itit should
should not
not be
be surprising that a
high proportion
proportion of
of district
districtcourt
courtopinions
opinionsaddressing
addressingan
anuncrossed
uncrossed summary
summary

Appeals: Minority
Minority Representation
Representation Under Panel
Panel Decision
Decision Making,
Making, 20
20J.L.
J.L.ECON.
ECON. &
& ORG.
ORG. 299, 306 (2004)
(2004)
("Empirically, federal
(“Empirically,
federalappellate
appellatepanels
panels are
are overwhelmingly
overwhelminglyunanimous,
unanimous,with
withdissent
dissentrates
ratesaggregated
aggregated across
across
circuits
all
circuits averaging
averaging approximately
approximately6%
6%to
to8%,
8%,varying
varyingsomewhat
somewhatwith
withrespect
respecttotoissue
issue area.").
area.”).
100
100
Christian A.
A. Chu,
Chu, Empirical
EmpiricalAnalysis
Analysisofofthe
theFederal
FederalCircuit's
Circuit'sClaim
ClaimConstruction
ConstructionTrends,
Trends,1616BERKELEY
BERKELEY
1075, 1098
TECH.
L.J. 1075,
1098 (2001).
(2001). See
also Stephen
StephenP.
P.Swinton
Swinton&& Adam
Adam A.
A. Welland, Patent Injunction Reform
TECH. L.J.
See also
Reform
and the Overlooked
BNA
PAT.
PATTRADEMARK
. TRADEMARK&&COPYRIGHT
COPYRIGHT J. 337,
337, 338
338
and
Overlooked Problem of
of False
‘FalsePositives,'
Positives,’7070
BNA
examined, reversal
reversal rates
ratesfor
for trial
trial court judgments in
(2005) ("Depending
(“Depending on
on the
the analysis
analysis employed and period examined,
patent infringement
infringement cases
range from
from 30 to more than 60 percent.").
cases range
percent.”).
101
101
See
TheodoreEisenberg,
Eisenberg,Appeal
AppealRates
Ratesand
andOutcomes
Outcomes
Triedand
andNontried
NontriedCases:
Cases:Further
FurtherExploration
Explorationof
of
See Theodore
ininTried
Anti-PlaintifAppellate
Outcomes,
1 J.
EMPIRICAL LEGALSTUD.
STUD. 659
659 (2004).
(2004).
Anti-Plaintiff Appellate
Outcomes,
1 J.EMPIRCALLEGAL
102
102
reversed,nine
ninefound
foundininfavor
favor of
of the
the plaintiff
plaintiff and
Of the 18 district court
court opinions
opinions that were reversed,
and nine found in
favor of
favor
of the
the defendant.
defendant.
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judgment motion granted
granted the motion. As
Asan
anempirical
empiricalmatter,
matter,these
these results
results are
are
consistent with
with similar results from a study of the multifactor
consistent
multifactor test
test for
for consumer
consumer
confusionininU.S
U.S
trademark
theoretical matter,
matter, parties
parties are
are less
less
confusion
trademark
cases.103 As aa theoretical

cases.IO3
likely
to incur
incur the
the costs
costs of
of filing
filingaamotion
motionfor
forsummary
summaryjudgment
judgment where
where the
the
to
motion
cross-motion
motion lacks
lacks merit,
merit, opposing
opposing parties
partiesare
aremore
morelikely
likely to
to file
fle aacross-motion
where
strong case,
case, and
and district
district court judges
where they have a reasonably
reasonably strong
judges are
are more
more
likely to
likely
to write
writepublished
publishedopinions
opinionswhen
when they
they grant
grant rather
rather than deny motions for
summary judgment.
This still
still leaves
leaves open
open the
use win
the question
question of
of the
the exceptionally
exceptionallylow
low fair use
rates in
district court
court preliminary
preliminary injunction
The
rates
in district
injunction and
and bench
benchtrial
trial opinions.
opinions. The
Priest-Klein
“selection hypothesis"
hypothesis” predicts
predicts that,
that, given
given various
various conditions,
conditions,
Priest-Klein "selection
plaintiff
plaintiffwin
winrates
ratesatattrial
trialshould
shouldapproach
approach 50
50 percent,
percent, largely
largely because
because itit is only
the
close
cases
that
survive
settlement
or
summary
the close cases that survive settlement—or summary adjudication.104 Evidence
of
the
50 percent
percent
hypothesis
mixed
at 105 The fundamental
adjudication.
104hypothesis
fundamental
of
the 50
hashas
beenbeen
mixed
at best.
best.105
50 percent
and the
the data
assumption limiting
limiting the
assumption
the 50
percent hypothesis,
hypothesis, and
data that
that has
has been
been
mustered to
to support
support it,
it, is that the parties must have
have equal
equal stakes
stakesininthe
thelitigation
litigation
mustered
for itittotobebetruC.106
true.106 Yet, as
as William
WilliamLandes
Landes has
has argued,
argued, intellectual property
property
plaintiffs
plaintiffstend
tendtotobe
beparties
parties with
withhigher
higherstakes
stakesbecause
because they face the risk that an
adverse judgment
judgment will
will limit
adverse
limitororextinguish
extinguishtheir
theirrights.107
rights.107 We would therefore
therefore
intellectual property
expect intellectual
property plaintiffs
plaintiffstotosettle
settleeven
eventhe
thenear-close
near-closecases,
cases, Landes
Landes
argues,with
with the
the result
result that
that plaintiff
plaintiff win
argues,
winrates
rates in
in intellectual
intellectualproperty
propertycases
cases that
make
to trial
trialshould
should exceed
exceed 50 percent
percent by a comfortable
comfortable margin.
Landes
make it to
margin. Landes
finds strong support for
for this
this hypothesis
hypothesis in
in Federal
Federal Judicial
Judicial Center
Center data
data showing,
73%copyright
copyrightplaintiff
plaintiff trial win
for example,
example, aa 73%
win rate
rate in federal district courts for
years 1978-2000
trials
the years
1978-2000asasagainst
againsta a48%
48%plaintiff
plaintifftrial
trialwin
win rate
ratefor
for civil
civil trials
generally.I08
generally.108
The high
high plaintiff
plaintiff win
The
win rates
rates in the
the district court
court preliminary
preliminary injunction
injunction and
and
bench trial
opinions are
are certainly
certainly consistent
consistent with Landes'
Landes’ more
more general
general
bench
trial opinions
hypothesis
in insupport
Yet the
the Landes
Landes
hypothesisand
andthe
theevidence
evidencehehepresents
presents
supportofofit.it. Yet
hypothesis
the conventional
conventional view
viewamong
amongcommentators
commentators
hypothesis runs
runs counter
counter to the
(including myself) of plaintiffs in
in fair
fair use
use litigation, ififnot
not of
ofcopyright
copyright owners
owners
103

103

See Barton
Trademark Infingement,
Infringement, 95
95 CAL.
CAL. L.
L.
See
BartonBeebe,
Beebe,An
AnEmpirical
EmpiricalStudy
Studyofofthe
theMultifactor
Multifctor Tests
Testsfor
fr Trademark

REV.
REV. 1596-98 (2006).
(2006).
104

104
See
GeorgeL.
L. Priest
Priest &
& Benjamin
See George
Benjamin Klein,
Klein,The
TheSelection
Selection of
of Disputes
Disputes for
forLitigation,
Litigation,1313J.J.LEGAL
LEGALSTUD.
STUD. 1
1
(1984).
10
105
5
See
generally Theodore
Theodore Eisenberg,
Eisenberg,Testing
Testingthe
theSelection
SelectionEffect:
Efect: AA New
See generally
New Theoretical
Theoretical Framework
Framework with
19 J. LEGAL
LEGAL STUD.
STUD. 337 (1990);
Kessler, Thomas
Geoffrey Miller,
Miller,
Empirical Tests,
Tests, 19
Empirical
(1990); Daniel
Daniel Kessler,
ThomasMeites
Meites&& Geoffrey
Explaining Deviations
Deviations from
Approach to
Explaining
from the
the Fifty-Percent
Fify-Percent Rule:
Rule: A
A Multimodal Approach
to the
the Selection
SelectionofofCases
Casesfor
fr
Litigation,
LEGALSTUD.
STUD. 233 (1996).
(1996).
Litigation,25
25J.J.LEGAL
106
106See
See
Priest
Klein, supra
supra note 104, at 24-29.
24-29.
Priest
&&Klein,
107
107 See
See William
M. Landes,
Landes, An Empirical Analysis
Analysis of Intellectual
Intellectual Property
Property Litigation:
Litigation: Some
Some Preliminary
Preliminary
William M.
Results, 41
41 H
Hous.
OUS. L.
L. REV.
REV. 749, 772 (2004).
(2004).
108
108Id.Id.atat774.
774.The
TheFederal
FederalJudicial
JudicialCenter
Centerdata
dataisishighly
highly suspect.
suspect. See
Seegenerally
generally Theodore
Theodore Eisenberg
Eisenberg&
& Margo
Schlanger,
the U.S.
U.S. Courts
Courts Database:
Empirical
Schlanger,The
TheReliability
Reliabilityofofthe
theAdministrative
AdministrativeOffice
Ofce of the
Database: An
An Initial
Initial Empirical
Analysis,
DAME
L. R
REV.
1455 (2003).
(2003). See
AME L.
EV. 1455
See also Beebe, supra note 103, at 1652-64.
1652-64.
Analysis, 78
78 NOTRE
NOTRE D
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more
owners of
of
more generally.109
generally.109 This view
view holds
holds that
that in
inour
our"clearance
“clearanceculture,"110
culture,”110 owners

valuable
copyrightable expression
quite rationally tend to
valuable copyrightable
expression quite
to be
be very
veryaggressive
aggressive
to the defenses
of
litigants, and
and not
not simply
simplybecause
because they
they expose
expose themselves
themselves to
defenses of
acquiescenceororlaches
lachesififthey
theyare
arenot.
not. More importantly, they
acquiescence
they have
have a stake
stake in
establishing aa reputation
reputation for
for being
being aggressive
aggressivelitigants
litigantsininorder
ordertotobenefit
beneft from
establishing

111
the
"chillingeffects”
effects"that
that
that
reputation
generate."
TheseThese
forces may
the “chilling
that
reputation
may may
generate.
112
play
out
largely
at
the
cease
and
desist
stage
of
fair
use disputes,'
forces
may
play out largely at the cease and desist stage of fair use disputes,
but we
12
but
we
expectthem
themtotoplay
playaarole
roleininplaintiff’s
plaintiffs decision
decisionto
tolitigate—and
litigate and not
expect
not to
to settle
settle—

as well.
well.
as
It is
set collected
collected for this study cannot
It
is important
importantto
toemphasize
emphasize that
that the
the data set
us whether
whether the
the plaintiffs
plaintiffs in
in the
theopinions
opinions sampled
sampled conform
conform to the
the
tell us
conventional
view
just
outlined.
But
I
want
to
take
advantage
of
this
view
to
conventional view just outlined. But I want to take advantage of
open the
the door
door to
to aa different
different and
and tentative
tentative explanation
explanationfor
for the
thelow
low fair use
open
use win
rates
in the
the district
district court
court preliminary
preliminary injunction and
and bench
benchtrial
trial opinions.
opinions. This
rates in
explanation assumes
assumesthat
that some
some defendants
defendantswho
who are
are otherwise
otherwise committed
committed to
explanation
defending
copyright infringement
infringement claim
grounds such
such as
as
defending against
againstaa copyright
claim on grounds
similarity may
may find
fnd ititrelatively
copyrightability or substantial
substantial similarity
relativelyinexpensive
inexpensive also
also
to plead a fair
even when
when the
the defense
defensemay
may be
be frivolous
frivolous or at least
fair use
use defense,
defense, even
least
very weak
weak in light
light of
of the
the facts.
facts. Because
Because conscientious
conscientious judges
very
judgeswill
will dutifully
consider each
eachof
of the
the four factors,
107 instructs
them to do,
consider
factors, as
as Section
Section 107
instructs them
do, even
even
when
when the
the outcome
outcome of the
the fair
fairuse
use test
test isisobvious,
obvious,opinions
opinionsaddressing
addressing even
even
essentially extraneous
extraneousfair
fair use
use defenses
defenseswill
will have
within those
essentially
have come
come within
those sampled
sampled
for this study. This
This would
woulddrive
drivedown
downoverall
overallfair
fairuse
use win
winrates.
rates.
The problem is how
how objectively
objectivelytotodetermine
determinewhether
whetheran
an opinion
opinionaddressed
addressed
is no
no good
good way
way to do so.
aa frivolous fair use
use defense.
defense. There
There is
so. However,
However, one
one
reasonably
workable quantitative
quantitative index
index of
of the weakness
or marginality
marginality of the
reasonably workable
weakness or
the
defendant's fair
fair use
usedefense
defensemay
maybebethe
theproportion
proportionofofthe
theopinion—in
opinion in words
defendant’s
words—
that
to the
that the
the judge
judge devoted
devoted to
the defense.
defense. We
We would
would expect
expect that,
that, as
as aa general
general
an extraneous
extraneous fair
fair use
defense would
would devote a
matter, opinions that
that addressed
addressed an
use defense
smaller proportion of
of the
the opinion
opiniontotothat
thatdefense,
defense, while
whileopinions
opinionsthat
thataddressed
addressed
an at
at least
least reasonable
reasonableclaim
claimof
of fair use
an
use would spend
spend more
more time analyzing
analyzing the
the
defense. Consider,
then, Figure
Figure4.
4. This fgure
defense.
Consider, then,
figurepresents
presents a histogram
histogram of all 306
306
opinions
the word-count
word-count of the
the
opinions distributed
distributed according
accordingtoto the
the proportion
proportion of
of the
the fair use
defense. The fgure
opinion devoted
devoted to the
use defense.
figurealso
alsoreports
reports the
the defendant
defendant
109
'09 See
generally Jane
JaneC.
C.Ginsburg,
Ginsburg,How
HowCopyright
CopyrightGot
Gotaa Bad
Bad Name
Namefor
fr Itself
See generally
Itself,2626COLUM.
COLUM.J.L.
J.L.&&ARTS
ARTS 61
61
(2002) (discussing
(discussing overreaching
defending certain new media
media copyright
copyright reforms).
reforms).
overreaching by
by copyright owners but defending
1, 1 (1997)
Cf Jane
COPYRIGHT SSoc'Y
OC’Y U.S.A.
U.S.A. 1,
has
Cf.
Jane C.
C. Ginsburg,
Ginsburg, Authors
Authors and
andUsers
Users ininCopyright,
Copyright,J.J.COPYRIGHT
(1997) (“It
("It has
1disparage
become fashionable,
or to
become
fashionable,among
amongsome
somethinkers
thinkersand
andactivists
activistsinincopyright
copyright and
and related
relatedfields,
felds, to disparage
protection.").
deplore copyright protection.”).
110
10 See generally PATRICIA AUFDERHEIDE & PETER JASZI, UNTOLD STORIES: CREATIVE CONSEQUENCES OF
See generally PATRICIA AUFDERHEIDE & PETER JASZI, UNTOLD STORIES: CREATIVE CONSEQUENCES OF
RIGHTS CLEARANCE
CLEARANCE CULTURE
CULTURE FOR
FORDOCUMENTARY
DOCUMENTARY FILMMAKERS
FILMMAKERS (2004),
http://www.
THE
(2004), http://www.
THE RIGHTS
centerforsocialmedia.org/rock/backgrounddocs/printablerightsreport.pdf;
AWRENCE
LESSIG, FREE
FREE
centerforsocialmedia.org/rock/backgrounddocs/printable_rightsreport.pdf;
L
LAWRENCE
LESSIG,
CULTURE
(2005),http://www.free-culture.cc/freeculture.pdf.
http://www.free-culture.cc/freeculture.pdf
CULTURE (2005),
111
. See
Seegenerally
generallyChilling
Chilling Effects Clearinghouse,
Clearinghouse,http://www.chillingeffects.org/.
http://www.chillingeffects.org/.
112
12See
Seeid.

1id.
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IGURE 4
FIGURE
4
ISTRIBUTION OF
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ORD C
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DISTRIBUTION
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WORD
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USE
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Proportion
of Opinion
OpinionDevoted
Devotedto
toFair
Fair Use
Use
Proportion of

win rates
rates for opinions
opinions falling within
within each
each bin
bin of
of the
the histogram.
histogram. As
Asexpected,
expected,
there
clear and
and fairly
fairly steady
the proportion
proportion of an
there is aa clear
steady positive relation between
between the
opinion
devoted to
use defense
defense and
that the opinion
opinion
opinion devoted
to the
the fair use
and the
the likelihood
likelihood that
ultimately ruled in favor
of
the
defendant
on
the
fair
use
issue.
Indeed,
favor of the defendant
the
use issue. Indeed, if we
we
devoted less
lessthan
than10%
10%of
of the
theopinion
opinion to the
the fair
fair
exclude out the 42 opinions that devoted
use
issue(which
(which are
arerepresented
representedininthe
thetwo
twoleftmost
lefmost bins),
bins), we
we quickly
quickly come
use issue
come to a
very respectable
defendantwin
winrate
rateininthe
theremaining
remainingopinions
opinionsof
of 45.5%.
45.5%. To be
respectable defendant
be
sure, this
this is
is not
not aa comprehensive
comprehensiveexplanation
explanationofofthe
thelow
lowpreliminary
preliminary injunction
injunction
sure,
and bench
bench trial
trial win rates
reported in
in Table
Table 3,
3, but
but it may
and
rates reported
may account
account for at
at least
least
some of the sub-50 percent nature of the results.
some
Two final
final issues
issues deserve
deserve mention
use win rate
rate
mention with
with respect
respectto
to the
the fair use
results.
at the
the circuit
circuit court
court level, none
none of
of
results. First,
First, the
the far
far more
more moderate
moderate win rates
rates at
them
statistically significantly different from
them statistically
from 50%,
50%, are
are fully
fully consistent
consistent with
with the
the
underlying logic of
of the
the Priest-Klein
Priest-Kleinselection
selection hypothesis.
hypothesis. Second,
Second, though
though the
the
data set
setisis not
not large
large enough
enoughtotomake
makestrong
strongclaims
claimsabout
aboutintercircuit
intercircuit variation
variation in
data
fair use
use win rates,
rates, it is
is remarkable
remarkable to note that the district courts
courts of
of the
the Seventh
Seventh
Circuit did not
not fnd
findfair
fairuse
useininany
anyofoftheir
theirten
tenunreversed
unreversed opinions,
opinions, while the
the
district courts
courts of
use in any
any of their
their nine
nine
of the
the Second
SecondCircuit
Circuitdid
didnot
notfind
fnd fair use
unreversed
benchtrial
trial opinions.
opinions. Meanwhile,
unreversed bench
Meanwhile, only
onlytwo
twoofofthe
theeleven
elevenunreversed
unreversed
preliminary injunction
preliminary
injunction opinions
opinions from
from the
the district
district courts
courts of
of the
the Ninth Circuit
found fair
fair use.
use.
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III.
INTERFACTOR ANALYSIS
ANALYSIS
III. INTERFACTOR
I turn
turn now
now to
to the
the main
main focus
focus of
of this
thisstudy:
study: how
howjudges
judges use
use the four-factor
test
set forth
forth in Section
the fair use
defense. To begin
test set
Section 107 to adjudicate
adjudicate the
use defense.
begin this
analysis,
I
frst
consider
here
how
the
factor
outcomes
interacted
with
each
analysis, I first consider here how the factor outcomes interacted
each
other and
and with
with the
outcome in
in the
the opinions.
opinions. IIalso
other
the overall
overall test
test outcome
also consider
consider the
the
extent to which the
extent
the factors
factors stampeded
stampeded to conform to the
the overall
overall test
test outcome.
outcome.
This will
willprepare
prepare the
the ground for
for the
the analysis
analysis in the next Part
Part of what sub/actor
subfactor
considerationsinfluenced
influencedspecific
specifc factor outcomes
as well
well as
considerations
outcomes as
as the
the overall test
test
outcome.
Correlationand
andRegression
Regression Analysis
Analysis
A. Correlation
In practice,
practice, which factor
factor or
or factors
factors drive
drive the
the outcome
outcome of
of the
the Section
Section 107
107
test?
amount of
of speculation.
speculation. Each
test? This
Thisquestion
question has
has produced
produced an enormous
enormous amount
Each
113
factor,ititseems,
seems,
its champions
its detractors,Il3
factor,
hashas
its champions
and its and
detractors,
though mostthough
courts and
most
courts
and
commentatorsassume
assumethat,
that,inin practice,
practice, the
the outcome
outcome of
of the
commentators
the Section
Section 107 test
test
114
relies
relies primarily on
on the
the outcome
outcome ofofthe
thefourth
fourthfactor,'
factor,14
which calls
calls for an
an
which
economic analysis
analysisof
of the
the effect
effect of the
on the
the market
economic
the defendant's
defendant’s use
use on
market for the
the
plaintiff’s work.
work. Indeed,
Indeed,the
theHarper
Harper &&Row
RowCourt
Courtcalled
called the
the fourth
fourth factor
factor
plaintiffs
"undoubtedly the single most important element
I5 The Campbell
“undoubtedly
element of fair
fair use."
use.”115
Court subsequently
tried to
to overwrite
overwrite that
that dictum,'
butwith
with only
only limited
Court
subsequently tried
dictum,11616but
success,
as
we
will
see
in
the
next
Part.
Commentators
tend
further
success, as we will see in the
Part. Commentators tend further to
toassume
assume
that, in practice,
of the
the first
frst factor
practice, the outcomes
outcomes of
factor(concerning
(concerning the
the purpose
purpose and
and
character of
of the
the defendant’s
defendant'suse)
use)and
andthe
thefourth
fourthfactor
factoroften
ofen coincide,
coincide, so
so often,
ofen,
character
in fact,
fact, that
thatseveral
severalcommentators
commentators have
have expressed
expressed concern
concern about
about courts'
courts’
13
113
factor,
On Davis
Davis v. Gap,
F.3d 152,
152, 171
171 (2d
(2d Cir. 2001) (Leval, J.)
factor, see,
see, for example,
example, On
Gap, Inc., 246 F.3d
1 On the tofirstthe
(referring
factor as
as "the
“the heart
heart of
v. Arriba
Arriba Sof
SoftCorp.,
Corp.,77
77F.Supp.2d
F.Supp.2d
(referring to
the first
frst factor
of the
the fair
fair use
use inquiry”);
inquiry"); Kelly v.
1121 (C.D. Cal.
1116, 1121
1116,
Cal. 1999)
factor of
of the
the fair
fairuse
use test
test isis the
the most
most important
important in
in this
thiscase.");
case.”);
1999) (“The
("The first factor
2001 WL 1111970,
(S.D.N.Y. 2001)
Hofheinz
Discovery Communications,
Communications, Inc., No.
No. 00-3802, 2001
1111970, at
Hofheinz v. Discovery
at *5 (S.D.N.Y.
("[T]his frst
(“[T]his
firstand
andforemost
foremostfactor
factorstrongly
stronglyfavors
favorsthe
thedefendant.");
defendant.”);Leval,
Leval,supra
supranote
note92,
92,at
at 1116
1116 ("Factor
("Factor One
One
Harper & Row
is the soul of fair
fair use.").
use."). On
Onthe
thesecond
second factor,
factor, see,
see, for example,
example, Harper
Row Publishers,
Publishers, Inc. v. Nation
539, 553
553 (1985)
(1985) (referring to the second
factor as
as “highly
"highly relevant
Enterprises, 471 U.S.
U.S. 539,
second factor
relevant to whether
whether a given
use is
Cable/Home Communication Corp. v. Network
use
is fair”);
fair"); Cable/Home Communication
Communication Corp.
Corp. v.
v. Network
Network Cable/Home
Productions, Inc., 902 F.2d 829, 844 (11th Cir.
1990) (“This
("This factor is
Cir. 1990)
is `highly
‘highlyrelevant
relevantto
towhether
whether aa given
given use
use
is fair.'
fair.’ Harper
Harper &&Row,
Row,471
471U.S.
U.S.atat 552-53.").
552-53.”). But
Butsee
seeDow
DowJones
Jones &&Co.
Co.v.v.Board
BoardofofTrade,
Trade,546
546F.
F.Supp.
Supp.
113, 120
120 (S.D.N.Y.
(S.D.N.Y. 1982)
1982) (“The
("The nature
113,
nature of the
the copyrighted
copyrighted work
work seems
seems to be
be the
the least
least important
important and
and most
most
unclear of the four factors
in §§ 107.”);
107."); Carroll,
do little
little
factors enumerated
enumerated in
Carroll, supra
supra note
note 11,
11, at __ (factor two "tends
“tends to do
work
("The nature of the copyrighted work,
work in
in swaying
swaying the
the outcome"
outcome” of
ofthe
the test);
test); Sag,
Sag, supra note 11, at 390 (“The
while
an activity
activity is
while fairly
fairlyobjective,
objective,nonetheless
nonetheless remains
remains unhelpful
unhelpful ininassessing
assessing whether an
is protected
protected by fair
fair use
use
or not
not because
because itit is overwhelmed
overwhelmed by
Onthe
thethird
thirdfactor,
factor,see,
see, for
forexample,
example, Compaq
Compaq
by the
the other
other factors.”).
factors."). On
Corp. v.
v. Procom
Procom Technology,
Technology, Inc.,
Inc., 908
908 F.
F.Supp.
Supp.1409,
1409,1421
1421(S.D.Tex.
(S.D.Tex.1995)
1995)(“The
("Thethird
thirdfactor
factor. ...
Computer Corp.
..
the least
least important
important factor of the fair
is generally considered the
fair use
use analysis.").
analysis.”).
114
114 See,
14, at 267 n.
e.g., Nimmer,
Nimmer, supra note
See, e.g.,
note 14,
n. 25
own opinion
opinion isis that
that the
the fourth
fourth factor
factor is
is the
the most
most
25 (“My
("My own
important.”).
important.").
15
115
Harper &&Row,
Row,471
471U.S.
U.S. at
at 566.
566.
116 Harper
116
1 See
Campbellv.
v.Acuff-Rose
Acuff-Rose Music,
Music, Inc., 510 U.S.
U.S. 569,
569, 578
578 (1994)
(1994)(“[A]ll
("[A]ll [factors]
See Campbell
[factors]are
aretotobe
be explored,
explored, and
and
the results
results weighed
weighed together,
together, in
in light
light of the purposes
of copyright.”).
copyright.").
purposes of
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117
"double counting"
factors.
117
“double
counting”ofofthe
thesame
sameconsiderations
considerationsunder
underthe
thetwo
two
factors.
This
concern isis based
basedon
onthe
thenature
natureofofthe
thedoctrine
doctrineinforming
informingthe
thefirst
frst and
concern
and fourth
analyses. If
If aa court
use is
is “transformative”
"transformative" or
factor analyses.
court finds
finds that
that the
the defendant's
defendant’s use
"non-commercial" under
“non-commercial”
under factor one, and that factor
factor one
one therefore
therefore favors
favors the
the
defendant,aacourt
courtwill
will also
defendant,
also likely fid
findthat
thatthethedefendant's
defendant’suse,
use, precisely
precisely
because
is transformative
transformative or
or non-commercial,
non-commercial, will
will not
because itit is
not adversely
adversely affect the
the
market for
for the
the plaintiff’s
plaintiffs work.
will also
market
work.The
Theexpected
expected result
result is that factor four will
also
favor the
inverse is
is thought
thought to
to hold
hold as
aswell,
well, particularly
particularly ifif a
favor
thedefendant.118
defendant.118 The inverse
court
finds
that
the
defendant's
use
is
"commercial"
under
factor
one. This is
court
the defendant’s use is “commercial” under factor one.
because
the Sony
SonyCourt
Court established
establishedthat
thataa use
use found
found to
to be commercial under
because the
under
factor
work under
under
factor one
one is
is presumptively
presumptivelyharmful
harmfultotothe
themarket
marketfor
forplaintiff’s
plaintiffs work
119
factor four.'
four.19
The
Campbell Court
least,
The Campbell
Courtalso
alsotried
tried to
to overwrite—or
overwrite or atat least,
modify this dictum,120
modify—this
dictum,120again
againwith
withlittle
littlesuccess,
success,as
as we
we will
willsee
see in
inthe
the next
next Part.
Part.
As for
three (concerning
(concerningthe
thenature
natureofofthe
theplaintiff’s
plaintiffs
for the
the middle factors
factors two and three
and the
the quantitative
quantitative and
and qualitative
qualitative extent
extent of
of the
the defendant's
defendant’s taking,
taking,
work and
respectively), commentators
tend to regard
these, ifif they regard them at all,
commentators tend
regard these,
all, as
as
121
peripheral
outcome
the
peripheral toto
thethe
outcome
of theoftest.
test.121
Correlation analysis
analysis provides
provides one
one simple
simple means
means to
to test
test against
against the
the data
data the
conventional wisdom on the relative importance
importance of
of and
and interactions
interactions among
among the
fair use
use factors.
factors. Table
Table 55 reports
reports the
the correlation
correlation coeffcients
coefficients for
for the
the relations
relations
between
each of
of the
the factor outcomes
and the
the overall test outcome
between each
outcomes and
outcome as
as well as
as
among each
each of
of the
among
the factor outcomes
outcomes in the
the 297
297 dispositive
dispositive opinions
opinions studied,
studied,
regardless
These results
results show
show that
that the outcomes
regardless of of
posture.122 These
outcomes of factors
factors one
one
posture.122
and
strongly correlated
correlated with the
the test
test outcome
outcome and
strongly
and four
four very strongly
and fairly strongly
correlated with
with each
other, while
while the outcome
outcome of
of factor two correlated
correlated
each other,
correlated weakly,
if at
if
at all,
all, with
withthe
theoutcome
outcomeof
ofthe
thetest
test and
and with
withthe
theoutcomes
outcomes of
of the
the other
other factors.
factors.

1

117
Fischer,supra
supranote
note9,
9, at
at 1672-1673.
1672-1673. See
also Jeremy
JeremyKudon,
Kudon, Form
Form Over
Over Function: Expanding
See Fischer,
See also
Expanding the
the
17 See
TransformativenessUse
UseTest
Testfor
fr Fair
REV. 579,
579, 605
605 (2000).
(2000).
Transformativeness
FairUse,
Use,80
80B.U.
B.U.L.L.REV.
1
118
e.g.,NXIVM
NXIVM Corp.
485 (2d Cir. 2004)
See, e.g.,
Corp. v.
v. Ross
Ross Institute, 364 F.3d 471, 485
2004) ("As
(“As Campbell
Campbell pointed
pointed out,
out,
18 See,
these inquiries,
and fourth
fourth listed
listed factors
factors of §§ 107,
correlated: the greater
greater the
the
107, are
are correlated:
these
inquiries,specified
specifedinin the
the first
first and
transformative purpose
will see
purpose of
of the
the secondary
secondary use,
use, the less
less potential purchasers
purchasers will
see itit as
as an
an alternative
alternative means
means
original.").
of acquiring the original.”).
1
119
Sony Corp.
Corp. of
of America v. Universal City
City Studios,
Studios, Inc.,
Inc., 464
464 U.S.
U.S. 417,
417, 451 (1984) ("If
(“Ifthe
theintended
intended use
use is
19 Sony
for commercial gain, [the] likelihood
likelihood [of
[ofsignifcant
significantmarket
marketharm
harmmay
maybe]
be]presumed.").
presumed.”).
120
120
Campbell, 510 U.S.
U.S. at
at 591.
591.
121
121
See
supranote
note113.
113. But see
seeLeval,
Leval, supra
supranote
note92,
92,atat1122-23
1122-23(“This
("This[third]
[third] factor has
further significance
signifcance
See supra
has further
in its bearing
bearing on two other
other factors.
under the
factor (the
(the
factors. ItIt plays
plays aa role
role in
in consideration
considerationof
ofjustification
justifcation under
the first
frst factor
purpose
and character
character of
of the
the secondary
secondary use);
use); and
anditit can
can assist
assist in
in the
the assessment
assessmentofofthe
thelikely
likely impact on the
purpose and
the
market
for the copyrighted work
work under
under the fourth factor
factor (the
(the effect on the market).").
market).”).
12
122
2
Note that the sum of the absolute
values of
of the
the two
two correlation coefficients
coeffcients shown
absolute values
shown for
foreach
each factor
factor does
does not
equal zero
zero because
becausethe
thecourt
courtcould
could also
also have
havefound
found the
the factor
factor to be neutral, not relevant, a fact
equal
fact issue,
issue, or the
the
court's finding
with two binary
court’s
findingwas
was unclear.
unclear. For
Forthis
thiscorrelation
correlationanalysis,
analysis,each
each factor
factor outcome
outcome is represented
represented with
variables: favors
of fair
fairuse
use (1=yes,
(1=yes, 0=no) and
fair us
us (1=yes, 0=no).
variables:
favors aa finding
fnding of
and disfavors
disfavorsaafinding
fnding of fair
0=no). Thus,
Thus, ifif
the first
variable will
will be
zero, and
and vice-versa.
vice-versa. But
But if the
first variable
variable isis coded
coded as
as one,
one, then the second
second variable
be coded
coded as
as zero,
the
court found
found the
the factor
factor to
tobe
be neutral,
neutral, irrelevant,
irrelevant,orornot
notargued,
argued,then
thenboth
bothvariables
variableswere
werecoded
codedas
as zero.
zero.
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TABLE 5
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN A FINDING OF FAIR USE AND THE FACTOR OUTCOMES AND AMONG
THE FACTOR OUTCOMES IN 297 DISPOSITIVE OPINIONS

FU Found

/ SJP
-

Denied

FU Found/
SJ-P Denied

Factor One

Factor Two

Favors

Disfavors
Favors

Disfavors

Factor
Disfavors
ThreeFavors
Factor Four

Favors

Disfavors

Factor Two

Factor One

FavorsDisfavors

FavorsDisfavors

Factor Three

FavorsDisfavors

Factor Four

FavorsDisfavors

1.000

747*
-.780*

1.000

-.735*

310*

1.000
-.

-.087

646*
-.680*

-471*

-.496*
631*

823*
-.806*

713*
-.557*

-.616*
673*

559*

1. 000

192*

321*
-.281*

267*

-491*
-.

1.000

339*
146*

-.190*
370*

364*

-.174*
331*

- 205*

1.000

-.630*

1.000

637*
-.474*

- 504*

688*

1.000

-.722*

1.000

"FU Found / SJ-P Denied" denotes that the court found fair use or otherwise denied the plaintiff's motion for summary judgment on the
issue. "Favors" denotes outcomes in which the factor was found to favor a finding of fair use. "Disfavors" denotes outcomes in which the
factor was found to disfavor a finding of fair use. * denotes that the coefficient is statistically significant at the .05 level.

TABLE 6
LOGISTIC REGRESSION OF THE OUTCOME OF THE FAIR USE TEST AS A
FUNCTION THE OUTCOMES OF THE SECTION 107 FACTORS IN 297 DISPOSITIVE

OPINIONS

N=297

Dependent variable: Fair Use Found (1)/Fair Use
Not Found (0)

Log likelihood = -25.950

Correctly Classified: 95.6%

Odds

Standard

RatioCoefficient Error
Factor One

15.005*

Psuedo R2=.872

2.708*

P>IZI

95% C.I

683

000

1.370

4.047

Factor Two

2702

994

772

198

-.519

2,507

Factor Three

7 339*

1.993*

743

007

538

3.449

Factor Four

39.167*

3.668*

829

000

2.043

5.293

constant

198

-.565
389
610
962
* denotes statistical significance at the 05 level. The "Odds Ratio"
suggests, for example, that as factor one shifts from "disfavors fair use" to

"other," the odds of the court finding fair use increase by a factor of 15,
and as factor one shifts from "other to "favors fair use," the odds again
increase by a factor of 15.
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three did
did better
better than
than factor two with
Factor three
with respect
respect to
to the
the overall
overall test
test outcome,
outcome,
but the strength
strength of its correlations
correlations with
with the
the outcomes
outcomes of factors
factors one and
and four
123
was
not
impressive.
was not impressive.
121 Putting
Putting these
these coeffcients
coefficients in perhaps
perhaps more
more easily
easily understood
understood—and
and
starker terms, the
starker—terms,
the outcome
outcome of factor
factor four
four coincided
coincided with
with the
the outcome
outcome of the
the
overall test
test in 83.8%
overall
dispositive opinions
the outcome
outcome of
83.8% of
of the 297 dispositive
opinions while
while the
of
factor one
coincided with
with the outcome
of the overall test
factor
one coincided
outcome of
test in 81.5%
81.5% of
of these
these
sameopinions.
opinions. By comparison,
the outcome
outcome of
of factor
factor two coincided
same
comparison, the
coincided with the
the
outcome of
of the
the overall
overall test
test in
in 50.2%
50.2% of
of these
opinions. As for
outcome
these opinions.
for the
the combined
combined
influence of
of factors
factors one and four, in 214 (or 72.1%)
72.1%) of
of the
the opinions,
opinions, factors
factors one
one
and four
four either
either both
both favored
favored or
or both
both disfavored
disfavored fair
fair use.
use. In
and
In all
allbut
butone
one of
ofthese
these
124
opinions,'24
theoutcome
outcomeof
of the
the fair
fair use
use test
test followed
followed the outcome of these
opinions,
the
these two
factors. What
when, if
if ever,
factors.
What happened
happened when,
ever, factor one favored
favored (or disfavored)
disfavored) fair
use
while factor four disfavored (or favored) fair
use while
fair use?
use? Did
Didone
one of
ofthese
these leading
consistently trump the other?
other? Factors
factors consistently
Factors one and
and four pointed in
in opposite
opposite
directions
the opinions.
opinions. InInfourteen
fourteenofofthese
these opinions,
opinions, the
the
directions in
in only 20
20 of the
outcome
six, the
the
outcomeof
of the
the test
test followed
followed the
the outcome
outcomeofof factor
factor four,
four, while
while in six,
outcome
outcome of
Though hardly
hardly
outcomeof
of the
the test
test followed
followed the
the outcome
of factor
factor one.
one. Though
conclusive, this breakdown
breakdown is consistent
consistent with
with the
the conventional
conventional view that factor
conclusive,
four exerts
four
exerts the stronger influence
influence on
on the
the outcome
outcome of
of the
the test.
test.
Table
reports the
the results
results of logistic
logistic regression
regression analysis
analysis of
overall
Table 6 reports
of an overall
of the
the four factors
finding of
of fair
fairuse
use as
as aa function of
of the
the outcomes
outcomes of each
each of
factors in
the 297 dispositive opinions. The
here is
is highly
highly stylized
Theregression
regression model used
used here
in that, frst,
first,ititspecifes
specifiesthe
thefactor
factoroutcomes
outcomes in the
the form of
of trinary
trinary explanatory
explanatory
variables coded
coded as
as favors
favors fair
fair use
use (1),
(1), disfavors fair use
(-1),
and
other
(0), and
use
and
and
second,
does not
not include
include interaction
interaction variables.
variables. Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, this
very
second, itit does
this very
rudimentary
model,which
whichII will
will call
rudimentary model,
call the
the "Simple
“Simple Model"
Model” of
ofthe
theSection
Section 107
107
test
(because
I
will
present
a
more
nuanced
model
in
the
next
Part),
correctly
test (because I will present
nuanced model in
classified 95.6%
95.6% of the
classified
the test
test outcomes.
outcomes. The
Theregression
regression results
results are
are consistent
consistent
conventional wisdom
wisdom and
and with
with the
the results
results ofofcorrelation
correlationanalysis.
analysis.
with conventional
factors, the
the first
frst and
Controlling for
for the
the effects
effects of
of the
the other
other three factors,
and fourth
fourth factors
factors
are shown
shown each
each to
to exert
exert an
an enormous
enormousamount
amountof
of influence
influence on
on the
the outcome
outcome of
of
are
the test,
the fourth
fourth very much
much in the
the driver's
driver’s seat,
seat, while
factor two is
the
test, with
with the
while factor
no significant
signifcant effect
shown to exert no
effecton
onthe
the test
test outcome.
outcome.
the main
main teaching
teachingof
of the
the Simple
Simple Model
Model is
is that
that we
we ultimately
But perhaps
perhaps the
learn very little
littlefrom
fromevaluating
evaluatingthe
theSection
Section107
107test
testatatso
so abstract
abstract aa level
level as
as that
of the
the factor
factor outcomes.
outcomes. ItItisiscertainly
certainlyinteresting
interestingtotoobserve,
observe, now
now based
based on
that the
the outcome
outcome of
of the fourth factor
empirical evidence,
evidence, that
factor appears
appears to drive the
the
outcome of the test, and
and that the outcome
outcome of the first
outcome
first factor
factor appears
appears also to be
be
123
123

There was
was no
no significant
signifcant variation
variationover
over time
timeininthe
thestrength
strength of
of the
the correlations.
correlations.

iu See
1231 (N.D. Cal.
1995)
See Religious
Netcom On-Line
On-Line Commun.
Commun. Servs.,
Servs., 923
923 F. Supp.
Supp. 1231
Cal. 1995)
Religious Tech.
Tech. Ctr.
Ctr. v. Netcom

124

(finding no
and four
four favored
favored fair
(finding
no fair
fairuse
use where
where factors
factors two
two and
and three
three disfavored
disfavored fair use
use while factors one
one and
use).
use).
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highly infuential.
influential. But
Butofofcourse
coursethese
these fndings
findingsbeg
beg the
the question
question of what
what
highly
subfactor
to toconclude
subfactor considerations
considerationslead
leadjudges
judges
concludethat
thatthe
thefourth
fourthoror first
frst
factors
or the
favored orordisfavored
factors—or
thesecond
second or
or third,
third, for
for that
that matter
matter—favored
disfavored fair
fairuse.
use.
the subject
subject of Part
Part IV.
IV. Before
Beforeturning
turningtotothese
theseintrafactor
intrafactorconcerns,
concerns,
This is the
however, and
and as
asfurther
furtherbackground
backgroundfor
fortheir
theirconsideration,
consideration,I Iconsider
considertwo
twofinal
fnal
interfactor questions: to which factors do judges
judges devote
devotethe
thebulk
bulkof
of their
their written
written
analysis and to what
what extent
extent do
do the
the factors
factors stampede?
stampede?
WordCount
CountAnalysis
Analysis
B. Word
Becausejudges
judgestended
tendedtotoconduct
conducttheir
their Section
Section107
107 analysis
analysisin
in aa highly
Because
methodical and
and explicit
explicit manner,
methodical
manner, itit was
was a relatively simple
simple task to establish
establish in
the
the opinions
opinions where
where their discussion
discussion of one
one factor
factor ended
ended and that of
of another
another
began.
This
facilitated
in
turn
the
analysis
of
the
word
count
of
each
opinion
began. This facilitated in turn the analysis of the word count of each
devoted to
to the
the discussion
discussionof
of aa particular
particular factor
factor as
as aa proportion
proportion of the word
devoted
word
of the fair use
issue. The
count of the opinion devoted to the overall discussion
discussion of
use issue.
results of this
this analysis
analysis are
are reported in Table
Table 77 and
and Figure 5.
By their
their terms,
terms, none
none of
of the
the factors
factors necessarily
necessarily calls
more written
written
calls for more
analysis than
than the
the others,
and as
as the
the standard
deviations reported
reported in
in Table
analysis
others, and
standard deviations
Table 7
suggest,the
the opinions
opinions varied
varied widely
widely in how
suggest,
how much
much attention
attention each
each devoted
devoted to
certain
Yet as
as Table
Table 77 shows,
shows, for the
the 306
306 opinions,
opinions, judges
judges tended
tended
certain factors.
factors. Yet
of their discussion
overall to devote
devote a far greater
greater share
share of
discussion of the fair
fair use
use issue
issue to
analysesunder
underfactors
factorsone
oneand
andfour
fourthan
thanunder
underfactors
factorstwo
twoand
andthree.
three. If
If we
analyses
accept that,
that, in
in explaining (or defending)
accept
defending) their
their analysis
analysis of
of aa legal
legal issue,
issue, judges
judges
are generally
generally more
more likely
likely to
are
to dedicate
dedicate aa greater
greater share
share of their explanation
explanation to
considerations that
that they deem
considerations
deem to be more important to
to that
that analysis,
analysis, then
then these
these
results
lend further
further support
supportto
to the
thefinding
finding that,
that, in
in practice,
practice, the
thefourth
fourth and
andfirst
frst
results lend
factors or more
underthem—drive
them drive the
factors—or
morespecifcally,
specifically,the
thesubfactors
subfactors considered
considered under
the
outcome of
of the
the test.
test.
Figure 5 depicts
depicts judges'
judges’ proportional
proportional attention
attention to
to each
each factor
factor across
across time.
time.
Most
interesting isis the
factor. The
TheSony
Sonypresumption
presumption that
that
Most interesting
the story
story of the first factor.
commercial uses
usesare
arepresumptively
presumptivelyunfair
unfairlikely
likely accounts
accounts for
for the
the early
early rise
rise in
commercial
proportional attention to factor one.
one. This
This attention
attention then
then dropped
dropped off and
and factor
four rose
rose to prominence
prominence until
Judge Leval’s
1990 Harvard
until Judge
Leval's 1990
Harvard Law Review article
Towards a Fair
urgedcourts
courtsto
to attend
attend more
more closely
closely to the
the
Towards
Fair Use
UseStandard125
Standard125 urged
question
of
transformativeness.
In
1994,
the
Campbell
Court
cited
and
1994,
the
Campbell
Court
cited
to
and
question of transformativeness.
amplifed Judge
which very
very likely
likely gave rise to factor one's
one’s
amplified
Judge Leval's
Leval’steaching,126
teaching,126 which
golden age
age in the
golden
the late
late 1990s.
We then
then see
see aa fairly precipitous
precipitous drop-off
1990s. We
drop-off in
attention to factor one,
through 2005.
2005. What
attention
one, which continued
continued through
What is
is remarkable
remarkable is

12
125
126
126

See
Leval, supra note 92,
See Leval,
92, at
at 1111.
1111.
See
Campbell v.
v. Acuff-Rose
Acuff-Rose Music,
See Campbell
Music, Inc.,
Inc., 510
510 U.S.
U.S. 569,
569, 578-79
578-79 (1994).
(1994).
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ABLE 7
T
TABLE
EANPROPORTION
PROPORTION OF
AIR USE
USE DISCUSSION
DISCUSSION D
EVOTED
M
MEAN
OF F
FAIR
DEVOTED
TO
EACH FACTOR
FACTOR IN
IN 306
306 FAIR
FAIRUSE
USE OPINIONS
OPINIONS
To EACH

Mean

Dev.
Std. Dev.

Min/Max

Factor One

.23

16
.16

72
.00, .72

Factor Two

.09

.09

.61
.00, .61

Factor Three

11
.11

.09

.00, .67

Factor Four

.20

15
.15

.00,
.67
.00,.67

FIGURE 55
FIGURE
PINIONMOVING
MOVINGAVERAGE
AVERAGEOF
OFTHE
THEPROPORTION
PROPORTION OF
OF FAIR
FAIR USE
USE DISCUSSION
DISCUSSION
20-O
20-OPINION
DEVOTED TO
TO E
ACH FACTOR
FACTOR
DEVOTED
EACH
Harper &
&Roiv
Row (1985)
Sony (1984)
Sonv
(1984) j

0.4

1, 2000
Jan.
Jan. 1,

Abend (1990)
(1994)
Stewart v.
r. Abend
(1990) CCampbell
m pbell (1994)

0.35
Proportion of Opinions

Factor One

0.3

Factor Four
Foul

0.25
0.2
Factor
''Factor

0.15

Three

0.1
0.05

Factor

Two

0
0

0

25

50

75

100
100

125
125

150
150

175
175

Opinion
Number
Opinion Number

200

225

250

275

300
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not so much that judges'
afer
judges’ proportional
proportional attention
attention to factor
factor one
one increased
increased after
Sony
andthen
thenagain
againafter
afer Campbell.
Campbell. Rather,
Sony and
Rather, it is that this proportional attention
repeatedly
repeatedly subsided.
subsided.
First
the commerciality
commerciality inquiry
inquiry and
and then
thenthe
the
First the
transformativeness
inquirycame
cameinto
intoand
andthen
thenfell
fellout
outofoffashion.
fashion.Of
Ofthis
thisIIwill
will
transformativeness inquiry
have more to say in the next
next Part.
Part.

C. Stampeding
Stampeding
coeffcients in
to which
The interfactor correlation coefficients
inTable
Table55 show
show the
the degree
degree to
an individual
individual factor
individual factor
an
factor outcome
outcome correlated with another
another individual
factor outcome.
outcome.
But to what
correlatein
in the
the opinions?
opinions? In
what extent
extent did multiple factor
factor outcomes
outcomes correlate
other
or most
most of
ofthe
thefactor
factoroutcomes
outcomes tend
tend to
other words,
words, to
to what
what extent
extent did
did all or
stampedeininone
oneor
orthe
theother
otherdirection?
direction? In a previous
study of
of judges’
judges' use
use of
of
stampede
previous study
the
multifactor
test
for
trademark
infringement,
I
found
strong
evidence
that
the
test for trademark infringement, I found strong evidence that
judges tended to stampede
the factors of that test,
stampede the
test, and argued that this revealed
revealed
the degree
degree to
to which
which judges engaged
engaged in
in “coherence-based
"coherence-basedreasoning”
reasoning"in
in applying
applying
that
that test.127 The
conventional wisdom
copyright law is
is that
that judges
judges also
also
The conventional
wisdom in
in copyright
teSt.127
stampedethe
thefactors
factorsofofthe
thefair
fair use
usetest.
test. None other
other than
than David Nimmer, the
stampede
the
author of the
author
the authoritative
authoritative copyright
copyright treatise,
treatise, has
has argued
argued this in
in strong
strong terms:
terms:
"Courts tend first
the ultimate disposition is fair
“Courts
first to
to make
make a judgment that the
fair use
use or
unfair use,
and then
then align
align the
the four
four factors
factors to
to fit
fit that result as
as best
bestthey
theycan.
can. At
At
use, and
base,
therefore,the
the four
four factors
factors fail
fail to
base, therefore,
to drive
drive the
theanalysis,
analysis, but
but rather
rather serve
serve as
as
128
convenientpegs
pegs
which
hang
antecedent
conclusions
convenient
onon
which
to to
hang
antecedent
conclusions.”
He.,,12'
further
He further
asserts,
asan
anempirical
empiricalmatter,
matter,that
that “judges
"judges who
who uphold fair
asserts,
as
fair use
use almost always
find that
that three,
three, if not
not four,
four, of
of the
the factors
factors incline in
in its
its favor;
favor;judges
judges who
who deny
deny
the
almostalways
alwaysfind
find that
that three,
three,ifif not
not four, of
the fair use
use defense
defense almost
of the
the factors
factors
incline against
made similar
similar claims.
"o
incline
againstit."129
it.”129 Other commentators have made
claims.130
Just
is with
with respect
respect to
to reversal
reversal rates
rates in the
the fair
fair use
use case
case law, the
the
Just as
as itit is
conventional wisdom with
with respect
respect to
to the
the degree
degree to
to which
whichcourts
courtsstampede
stampede the
the
fair
use
factors
appears
to
be
based
on
the
two
Supreme
Court
cases
Sony
and
fair use factors appears be based
two Supreme Court cases Sony
& Row.
Row. And
Andcertainly,
certainly,these
thesecases
cases show
show stampeding.
stampeding. In
In Sony,
Sony, the
the
Harper &
districtcourt
courtfound
found
(or perhaps
four)favored
factorsfair
favored
fair
district
thatthat
threethree
(or perhaps
four) factors
use,131 while
the
Ninthwhile
Circuitfound
foundthat
thatallallfour
fourfactors
factors
disfavored
use,131
the Ninth
Circuit
disfavored
fair fair
use.132 At the
the
use.132
SupremeCourt,
Court, the
thefive
five justice
justice majority
majority then found that all four
Supreme
four factors
factors favored

127
127

See
Beebe, supra
supra note 103, at 1615-17.
See Beebe,
1615-17.
Nimmer,
Nimmer, supra
supra note
note 14,
14, at
at 281.
281.
121
129
Id.
Id. at
at 280.
280.
130
130
11, at 386 ("The
Cf. Sag,
Sag, supra note
note 11,
(“The current
current practice
practice of
of most
most courts,
courts, treating
treating the
the factors
factors as
as outcomeoutcomedeterminative as
opposed to
to question-framing,
question-framing, masks
masks aa priori
priori assumptions
and distorts
distorts judicial
judicial reasoning.").
as opposed
assumptions and
reasoning.”).
Indeed,
in an earlier working
workingpaper
paper version
version of
ofthis
thisproject,
project,I Iread
readthe
thedata
datato
tosupport
supportthese
these claims.
claims.
131
131
See
Universal City
City Studios, Inc. v. Sony Corp. of
See Universal
of America,
America, 480
480 F.Supp.
F.Supp. 429 (C.D.
(C.D. Cal.
Cal. 1979).
1979).
132
132
See
Universal City
City Studios, Inc. v. Sony Corp. of America,
See Universal
America, 659
659 F.2d 963 (9th Cir.
Cir. 1981).
1981).
128
12'
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133
fair use,
use,I33
while
dissenters
fourdisfavored
factors fair
fair
while
the the
fourfour
dissenters
found found
that all that
four all
factors
135
thethe
same
115
stampededback
backand
andforth
forthininessentially
essentially
sameway.
way.
use. Harper & Rowstampeded
But
what of the
the rest
rest of the
the fair
fair use
use case
case law?
Figure 6 reports
reports the
the
But what
law? Figure
among the
the district
distribution of
of "stampede
“stampede scores"
scores” by posture
posture and outcome
outcome among
court opinions. An
Anopinion's
opinion’sstampede
stampede score
score is
is the
the sum
sum of
of the
the factors
factors that
that the
the
fnding of
opinion found to favor a finding
offair
fairuse
useminus
minus the
the sum
sum of
of the
the factors that it
found to disfavor a finding
finding of
offair
fairuse.
use.Thus,
Thus,aastampede
stampede score
score of
of -4
-4 indicates
indicates
that the
the opinion
opinion found all four factors
of say,
factors to disfavor fair
fair use,
use, while
while aa score
score of,
say,
-2 indicates
indicates that
found one
one factor
factor to favor
favor and
and three
three factors
factors to
that the
the opinion
opinion found
disfavor fair use.
use. Figure
Figure6 6makes
makesclear
clearthat,
that,regardless
regardless of
ofposture,
posture, judges
judges do
not
generally stampede
Forexample,
example,
not generally
stampedethe
thefactors
factorswhen
whenthey
theyfind
find fair
fair use.
use. For
judges found
use in
judges
found that
that all
all four
four factors
factors favored
favoredaafinding
finding of
of fair
fair use
in one
one out
out of
of
fifteen
preliminary injunction
injunction opinions
opinions and
twelve bench
bench trial
fifteen preliminary
and three
three out
out of twelve
opinions.
In opinions
opinions in
in which
whichjudges
judges found
foundno
nofair
fairuse,
use,however,
however,the
the data
data are
are more
more
open to
to interpretation.
interpretation. Judges
found that
that all
all four factors disfavored
open
Judges found
disfavored fair use
use in
40.0%
preliminary injunction
injunction opinions
opinions and
and 44.0% of the
the 25
25 bench
bench
40.0% of the 35 preliminary
cross-motion
opinions
that
trial opinions
opinions that
found
no
fair
use.
Of
the
41
cross-motion
opinions
that found no fair use. Of the 41
found no
no fair use,
58.5% found
found that
that all
all four factors
favored that
that result.
result. The
found
use, 58.5%
factors favored
The
problem with
with these
these data
data is that we cannot
cannot be sure
sure how many of
of these
these opinions
addressedfrivolous
frivolous fair
fair use
that fully
fully merited
addressed
use defenses
defenses that
merited aa-4-4stampede
stampede score.
score.
Indeed,
one
index
of
the
frivolousness
of
the
defense,
particularly
in
the
crossIndeed, one index
the defense, particularly in the crossmotion context,
may be
scoreitself.
itself. Yet
motion
context, may
be the
the stampede
stampede score
Yet the
the data
data showed
showed no
no
relation between
degree of
of stampeding
stampeding in
in an
an opinion
opinion and,
between the degree
and, if we
we accept
accept itit as
as
an
alternative
index
of
the
strength
or
weakness
of
the
fair
use
defense,
the
an alternative index
the strength or weakness
the fair use defense, the
136
proportion
to to
thethe
defense.
116
proportionofofthat
thatopinion
opiniondevoted
devoted
defense.
In any event, even on their
these percentages
percentagesare
arenot
notso
sohigh
highas
astotosupport
supportthe
theclaim
claim that, in practice,
face, these
the
factors "tend
“tend totodegenerate
degenerate into
intopost-hoc
post-hoc rationales
rationales for
forantecedent
antecedent
the factors
conclusions 137 On the contrary, at least
conclusions.”
least outside of the
the cross-motion
cross-motion context,
context,
.,,137
the
majority
district court
court opinions
opinions that
use were
the
majority of district
that found
found no
no fair use
were willing
willing to
acknowledge,as
asthey
theywere
werein
in opinions
opinions that
that found
found fair use,
acknowledge,
use, that
that at
at least
least one
one
factor and sometimes more did not support the overall
overall test
test outcome.
outcome.
134 Harper
use.134
disfavored
fair
& Row

133
133

See
SonyCorp.
Corp.of
of America
America v. Universal City
See Sony
City Studios,
Studios, Inc.,
Inc., 464
464 U.S.
U.S. 417,
417, 419
419 (1984).
(1984).

134
134

See
Sony, 464
464 U.S. at 457.
See Sony,
457.

13
135

Harper
Row Publishers,
Publishers, Inc.
Inc. v.v.Nation
NationEnterprises,
Enterprises, 471
471 U.S.
U.S. 539
Harper &
& Row
539 (1985)
(1985)(majority
(majorityfinding
fnding all four
factors disfavored
disfavored fair
fair use
use with
with dissent
fnding all
'g 723
factors
dissent finding
allfour
fourfactors
factorsfavored
favoredfair
fairuse),
use), rev
rev’g
723 F.2d
F.2d 195 (2d Cir.
Cir.
1983)
allfour
fourfactors
factorsfavored
favored fair
fairuse
use with
withdissent
dissent fnding
findingatatleast
least two
twofactors
factors disfavored
disfavored
1983) (majority
(majority finding
fnding all
fair
'g 501 F.Supp. 848 (S.D.N.Y.
(S.D.N.Y. 1980)
1980) (finding
(finding all
fair use),
use), rev
rev’g
all four
fourfactors
factors disfavored
disfavored fair
fairuse).
use).
136
136
A
value of the opinions’
opinions'
A histogram
histogram like
like that
that appearing
appearing in Figure
Figure 44 but
but indicating
indicating the
the mean
mean of
of the
the absolute
absolute value
stampedescores
scoresrather
ratherthan
thantheir
theirfair
fair use
usewin
win rate
rate would
would show a fat
stampede
flatstampede
stampede score
score line
line running
running across
across the
the
bins.
bins.
137
137
4 DAVID
DAVID NIMMER,
NIMMER, N
IMMERON
ONCOPYRIGHT
COPYRIGHT §§ 13.05
4
NIMER
13.05 (2005).
(2005).
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F
IGURE 6
FIGURE
6
ISTRIBUTION OF
OF FOUR-FACTOR
FOUR-FACTOR STAMPEDE
STAMPEDE SCORES
SCORES BY
UTCOME AND
OSTURE IN
ISTRICT
D
DISTRIBUTION
BY O
OUTCOME
AND P
POSTURE
IN 208
208 D
DISTRICT
COURT OPINIONS
OPINIONS
COURT
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SJ-CrossOpinions
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SJ-Cross

Opinions finding
no fair
fairuse
use
fnding no

20

Opinions finding
fairuse
use
fnding fair

15
15

10
stampede score
score== (number
(number of
of factors
stampede
favoring fair
fair use)
use) –- (number
(number of
of factors
factors
disfavoring
fair use)
use)
disfavoring fair
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¦
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-1
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Sch.
used to
to construct
constructthis
thisfigure.
fgure. See
Three district court opinions
opinions were
were excluded from
from the
the sample used
See Chicago Sch.
2000) (denying motion to dismiss
Reform Bd. of
of Trustees
Trustees v.
v. Substance,
Substance, Inc., 79 F. Supp. 2d 919 (N.D.
(N.D. 11.
Il. 2000)
dismiss
1993 U.S. Dist.
on a stampede
stampede score
Harley Corp.,
Corp., No.
No. 92-20718,
92-20718, 1993
Dist.
scoreofof-4);
-4); Int-Elect
Int-Elect Eng'g,
Eng'g, Inc.
Inc. v. Clinton Harley
1993) (denying
(denying motion
motion to dismiss
scoreof
of -1);
-1); Roy Export
LEXIS 11510
11510 (S.D.
(S.D. Cal.
Cal. 1993)
dismiss on a stampede
stampede score
Export Co.
Co.
1137 (S.D.N.Y.
1980) (denying
(S.D.N.Y. 1980)
Establishment etc.
etc. v. Columbia Broadcasting
Establishment
Broadcasting System,
System, Inc., 503
503 F.
F. Supp.
Supp. 1137
defendant's motion for
defendant’s
for judgment
judgmentnotwithstanding
notwithstandingthe
theverdict
verdicton
onaastampede
stampede score
score of
of -4).
-4).
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cases
Finally,
the 215 cases
produced the
opinions studied,
studied, 32 cases
cases that
that produced
the opinions
Finally, from the
produced
both aa district
district court opinion and
circuit court opinion that
produced both
and aa circuit
that reviewed
the fair use
reasoning of
of the
the district court opinion.
use reasoning
opinion. For
Forthese
these32
32cases,
cases, Table 8

crosstabulates
score
of ofthe
the
crosstabulatesthe
thestampede
stampede
score
thedistrict
districtcourt
court opinion
opinion with
with the
stampedescore
scoreofofthe
thereviewing
reviewingcircuit
circuit court
court decision.
decision. In
stampede
In the
the fifteen
fifteen cases
cases in
which the circuit
the district court
circuit court
court reversed
reversed the
court on
on the
the fair
fairuse
use issue,
issue, the
the
difference between
the two courts'
difference
between the
courts’stampede
stampede scores
scores was in
in certain
certain instances
instances
fairly dramatic.
fairly
dramatic. Yet
Yetinineleven
elevenof
ofthese
these ffeen
fifteencases,
cases, neither
neither the
the district
district nor
nor the
the
circuit
court
opinions
yielded
stampede
scores
with
absolute
values
of
three
or
circuit court opinions yielded stampede scores
absolute values
both the
the district and
four. InInother
otherwords,
words,ininthese
theseeleven
eleven cases,
cases, both
and the
the circuit
courts, even
even when
whenreversing,
reversing,declined
declinedfully
fully or
or even
even partially
partially to conform their
courts,
TABLE
T
ABLE 8
ROSSTABULATION OF
OF THE STAMPEDE
STAMPEDE SCORES
SCORES OF
PPEALED D
ISTRICT
C
CROSSTABULATION
OFA
APPEALED
DISTRICT
COURT OPINIONS
OPINIONS BY
BY THE
THE STAMPEDE
STAMPEDE SCORES
SCORES OF
EVIEWING C
IRCUIT
COURT
OFTHE
THERREVIEWING
CIRCUIT
COURT D
ECISIONS, IN 32
FAIR USE
USE CASES
CASES
COURT
DECISIONS,
32 FAIR

StampedeScore
ScoreofofReviewing
ReviewingCircuit
Circuit Court
Court Opinion
Opinion
Stampede

-4

-4

-3

4

1

-3
-2
Stampede
Score of
of
Score
Appealed
District
Court
Opinion

-1

1

0

1

1
1
2

1

2

3

4

1

1

1

1

1*

1†

-1
0

-2

1

1

1
2

1

3

1

4
4

2
1

2

1
1

1

1

2

2

The number in each
each box of
of the
the crosstabulation
crosstabulation indicates
indicates the
the number
number of
ofcases
cases
producing aa district court opinion
opinion and
and an
an appellate
appellate court
producing
court majority opinion
meeting the
coordinates of the crosstabulation.
crosstabulation. For
For
meeting
the values
values of
of the
the x and y coordinates
example,
cases produced
and appellate
appellate court
example, four
four cases
produceddistrict
district court
court and
court majority
opinions
both yielded
yielded stampede
stampede scores
Underlined numbers
numbers
opinions that
that both
scoresofof -4.
-4. Underlined
in which the appellate court reversed the
the district
indicate the number of cases
cases in
court. **In
In Association
Association of American
American Medical
Medical Colleges
Colleges v.
v. Cuomo,
Cuomo, 928
928 F.2d
F.2d
court.
1991), the
the Second
SecondCircuit
Circuit reversed
reversed the
the district
district court’s
court's granting
519 (2d Cir.
Cir. 1991),
of summary
summary judgment
in Association
Association of
of American
American Medical
Medical
judgment to
to the
the plaintiff
plaintiff in
†
(S.D.N.Y. 1990).
1990). tIn
In Veeck
Veeck v.
v. S.
S. Bldg.
Bldg.
Colleges v. Carey, 728 F. Supp. 873 (S.D.N.Y.
Code
Inc., 241
241 F.3d
Cir. 2001),
Circuit
Code Congress
CongressInt'l,
Intl, Inc.,
F.3d 398
398 (5th Cir.
2001), the
theFifth
Fifh Circuit
reversed
the district
district court’s
court's granting
reversed the
granting of
of summary
summary judgment
judgment to
to the
the defendant
defendant
Intl, Inc.,
in Veeck v. S. Bldg.
Bldg. Code
Code Congress
Congress Int'l,
Inc., 49
49 F.
F. Supp.
Supp. 2d 885 (E.D.
(E.D. Tex.
Tex.
1999).
1999).
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outcome. Meanwhile,
factor analysis to the overall test outcome.
Meanwhile, in
innine
nineof
ofthe
theseventeen
seventeen
casesininwhich
which the
thecircuit
circuit court
court affirmed
affrmed the district court, the
the circuit court did
cases
the district
district court had. Here,
evidence of
of
not call the
the factors as
as the
Here, again,
again, we
we see
see no evidence

any
strong inclination
the circuit
circuit courts
courts to
to bend
bend the
the factor
factor
any strong
inclination on
on the
the part
part of the
outcomes one
one way
way or
or the
the other.
other. Rather,
outcomes
Rather, they
they appear
appear simply to
to have
have called the
the
factors as they saw them.
ANALYSIS
IV.
INTRAFACTOR ANALYSIS
IV. INTRAFACTOR
in previous Parts
Parts aa macro
macro view
view of the
Having established
established in
the Section
Section 107 test
test
and the
the factors
factors that
that structure
structureit,it, II seek
seek in
in this
this Part
Part to
to look within
and
within the
the factors
factors
themselves
to determine
determine which
which subfactor
subfactor considerations
considerations drive
drive the
the outcomes
outcomes of
of
themselves to
the factors, and through these
the outcome
outcome of the overall
these factor outcomes,
outcomes, the
overall test.
test.
To aid in
in this
this inquiry,
inquiry,Table
Table99sets
sets out
out the
the results
results of aa logistic
logistic regression
regression model
of the
the outcome
outcome of
use test
variety of factual
factual
of the
the fair use
test as
as aa function
function of
of (1) a variety
findings made
and (2) whether the
findings
made by
by judges
judges in
in the
the297
297dispositive
dispositiveopinions138
opinions138 and
opinion
court of
of the
the Second
Second or
the Ninth
opinion was
was written
written by
by aa district
district or circuit court
or the
Circuits. The
The results
results of
of this
this model,
model, which correctly classifed
classified 85.1%
85.1% of
of the
the 297
297
propound aa number
number of
of surprising
surprising hypotheses
hypothesesthat
thatwill
will merit
opinion outcomes,
outcomes, propound
closer investigation
investigation in
in what follows.
closer
course of
of this
this primarily descriptive
the Part
Part will
will also
Through the course
descriptive account,
account, the
also
consider aa number
number of
of more theoretical or at least generalizable
themes. One is
consider
generalizable themes.
what might
be termed
termed the
the inverted
inverted precedent.
precedent. We
We will
will see
see
what
might be
the irony
irony of the
repeatedly
that though
though the
the Supreme
Court established,
for example,
that a
repeatedly that
Supreme Court
established, for
example, that
nothing about
aboutaafinding
fnding of
of “not
"not
finding of
of "X"
“X”disfavors
disfavorsfair
fairuse,
use, the
the Court said
said nothing
X."
law that
thatfollowed,
followed,aafinding
findingof
of “X”
"X"
X.” The
Theirony
ironyemerges
emerges in that
that in the
the case
case law
appeared
to
have
no
significant
effect
on
a
court's
fair
use
determination,
but
a
appeared to have no significant effect on a court’s fair use
finding
“not X"
X”ended
ended up
up exerting
exerting a
a signifcant
significant effect
effect in
favor of
of aa
finding of
of "not
in favor
determinationof
of fair
fair use.
use. This
of
determination
This irony
irony has
has played
played out in
in aa number
number of areas
areas of
subfactor doctrine.
A
theme goes
goesto
to the
the concept
conceptof
of “nonergodicity”
"nonergodicity" in
A second
second general
general theme
in systems
systems
theory and,
and, a fortiori,
fortiori,ininlegal
legalprecedent.139
precedent.139 This concept
concept posits
posits that
that as
as a system
develops, small,
small, even
even trivial,
trivial, initial
develops,
initial events
events may
may end
end up
up having
having an
an enormous
enormous
the system
systemin
in the
the long
long run.
run. In
impact on the
In the
the fair
fairuse
use context,
context, the
the initial
initialevents
events
were Supreme
Court dicta that ended
ended up
up powerfully
powerfully changing
Supreme Court
changing the course
course of our

138
138

the problem
problem of
of the
the“circularity
"circularity of facts"
On the
facts” in
in judicial
judicialopinions,
opinions,see
see Hall &
& Wright,
Wright,supra
supranote
note 15.
15.
See
generally Oona
Oona A.
A. Hathaway,
Hathaway, Path
Path Dependence
Dependenceininthe
theLaw:
Law: The
The Course
Courseand
andPattern
Pattern of
ofLegal
See generally
Legal Change
Change
601 (2001).
(2001). Cf.
L.REV.
REV. 601
Johan Deprez,
Uncertainty, and
Common Law
Law System,
System, 86
IOWA L.
Cf. Johan
Deprez, Risk,
Risk Uncertainty,
in aa Common
86 IowA
Nonergodicity in
in the
the Determination
Determination ofofInvestment-Backed
Investment-Backed Expectations:
Expectations: A Post-Keynesian
Post-Keynesian Alternative
Nonergodicity
Alternative to
1221 (2001)
(2001) (applying
OY. L.A.
L.A. L.
L.REV.
REV. 1221
Posnerian Doctrine
Analysis of Regulatory
Regulatory Takings,
Posnerian
Doctrine in the Analysis
Takings, 34
34 LLoy.
theories of
of ergodicity and nonergodicity to regulatory
economic theories
regulatory takings
takings doctrine).
doctrine).
13

139
9
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fair
fair use
use doctrine.140 Related
the theme
theme of the
the perdurability
perdurability of
Relatedtoto this
this is
is the
of
doctrine.140
overturned legal
legal precedent.
precedent. Even after
afer the
overturned
the Supreme
Supreme Court sought
sought to correct its
initial mistakes,
initial
mistakes, lower courts
courts continued
continued to cite
cite to
to those
those mistakes,
mistakes, particularly
when they supported the outcome that the lower
lower court
court reached.
reached.
Finally, and
Finally,
and related
related in turn
turn to
to the
the perdurability
perdurability of
ofoverturned
overturned precedent,
precedent, this
141
Part will
consider
the
operation
of
"syntactic"
versus
"cybernetic
feedback"
141
will consider the operation of “syntactic” versus “cybernetic feedback”
in the
the context
contextofofaccumulating
accumulatingprecedent.142
precedent.142 This
terminology, taken
taken from
This terminology,
communications theory,
theory, is
is infelicitous,
infelicitous, but itit is
communications
is very
very important
important to
to understanding
understanding

why our
extent run
run off the
our fair
fair use
use doctrine
doctrine has
has to some
some extent
the rails
rails of
of Section
Section 107.
107.
Court has
has sought
soughtto
to correct
correct its
its mistakes
mistakes in
in its fair
The Supreme
Supreme Court
fair use
use case
case law
primarily by
feedback." Rather
than admit
admit that
that its
its initial
initial
by means
means of "syntactic
“syntactic feedback.”
Rather than
communication
was
inapposite
to
the
world
it
meant
to
describe
(cybernetic
communication was inapposite to the
it meant to describe (cybernetic
feedback),
stated that
lower courts
courts have
have simply
simply
feedback),the
the Court
Court has
has invariably
invariably stated
that lower
(syntactic feedback).
feedback).14314' In
In other
other
misunderstood
communication (syntactic
misunderstoodits
its initial communication
words, the
the Court
Court has
has repeatedly
repeatedly sought
sought to
reconstrue what
should have
have
words,
to reconstrue
what it should
explicitly rescinded
explicitly
rescinded and
and replaced.
replaced. This
Thispractice
practice has
has proven
proven to
to be
be a disaster
disaster for
fair use
our fair
use doctrine.

A. Factor
FactorOne:
One:Purpose
Purposeand
and Character
Characterof
ofthe
the Use
Use

Factor one
one calls upon courts to consider
consider "the
“the purpose
purpose and
and character
character of the
the
use,
including whether
whether such
suchuse
useisisofof aa commercial
commercialnature
natureororisisfor
for nonprofit
nonproft
use, including
140
140

See,
e.g., id. at
See, e.g.,
at 629 ("[T]he
(“[T]he increasing
increasing returns
returns nature
nature of
of the
the common
common law
lawsystem
systemhas
has three
three predictable
predictable
consequences.The
Thefirst
firstisisnonergodicity—small
nonergodicity small early
consequences.
earlyevents
eventshave
haveaalarge
largeimpact
impacton
onthe
theeventual
eventual outcome.
outcome.
Because
react to their
their
Becausejudges
judgescannot
cannotfully
fullyanticipate
anticipatethe
theways
waysininwhich
which public
public and
and private
private actors
actorswill
will react
decisions,
determining the
the likely
likely effect
effect ofoftheir
theirdecisions
decisions over
over time.
time. For
Forthis
thisreason,
reason,
decisions,they
theyhave
havedifficulty
diffculty determining
decisions may have
have large, unanticipated, and
and unintended
unintended effects.
effects. For example, a single sentence
in an early
decisions
sentence in
case
maytake
takeon
onincreasing
increasingsignificance
signifcance over time.”).
time.").
case
may
141
141
See
Martin Shapiro,
Shapiro, Towards
Towards aa Theory
Theory of
of “Stare
"Stare Decisis,"
125(1972).
(1972). Shapiro’s
Shapiro's work
See Martin
Decisis,” J.
J. LEGAL
LEGAL SSTUD.
TUD. 125
deserves
has received.
received. Shapiro
Shapirodifferentiates
differentiates between
between syntactic
syntactic and
and cybernetic
cybernetic
deservesfar
far more
more attention
attention than
than it has
as follows:
follows:
feedback as
It is important
important to
to distinguish
distinguish syntactic
syntactic from
fromcybernetic
cybernetic feedback.
feedback. The former involves
involves transmission
transmission
back
error in the
or receipt
back concerning
concerning error
the sense
sense of incorrect transmission
transmission or
receipt of information
information between
between
sender
system; the
transmission concerning
the
sender and
and receiver
receiverwithin
within the
the system;
the latter involves transmission
concerning error
error in the
sense
of syntactic
syntactic
senseof
of incorrect
incorrect adjustment
adjustmentby
bythe
thesystem
systemtotothe
theoutside
outsideworld.
world. Thus high levels of
feedback indicate
indicate trouble in the transmission facilities
facilities of
sensitivity and
feedback
ofthe
the system,
system, rather
rather than the sensitivity
and
typically imputed
learning that are typically
imputedwhere
wherehigh
highlevels
levelsofofcybernetic
cyberneticfeedback
feedbackare
arepresent.
present.
Id.
at
Id.
at 126.
126.
142
142
On accumulating
accumulating precedent,
Cross, Empirically
Empirically Testing
Testing Dworkin
Dworkin’s
precedent,see
seeStefanie
StefanieLindquist
Lindquist&& Frank
Frank B. Cross,
's
Novel Theory:
N.Y.U. L.
L.REV.
REV. 1156
1156 (2005).
(2005).
Chain
Theory: Studying
Studying the Path of Precedent, 80 N.Y.U.
143
143
See
Shapiro, supra
supra note
note 141,
141, at
at133-34.
133-34. Shapiro explains:
See Shapiro,
explains:
Following the
Following
the rules
rules of
ofstare
staredecisis,
decisis, requests
requests for legal
legal changes,
changes, which are actually inspired by
by the
the
failure of
of law
lawtotoadjust
adjustcorrectly
correctlytotothe
theenvironment,
environment,and
andare
are thus
thus cybernetic
cybernetic feedback,
feedback, are
are put in
the form
correctly received
form of
of syntactic
syntacticfeedback,
feedback, statements
statements that some
some judge or lawyer has not correctly
received the
the
real message
thatwas
wastransmitted
transmittedby
bythe
theprevious
previouscases
cases(their
(their“true
"trueprinciples”).
principles"). In
In this way much
message that
cybernetic feedback
cybernetic
feedback information can
can be
be squeezed
squeezed into
into aa communications
communications system
system that
that demands
demands
levels of
of redundancy,
redundancy, and
and it can
can be squeezed
squeezed inin without
that sense
sense of
very high levels
without interfering with that
of
mutual support necessary
to the
the coordination
coordination of non-hierarchical
necessary to
non-hierarchical organizations.
organizations.
Id.
Id.
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educationalpurposes.”144 We
We saw
educational
saw above
above that
that outcomes
outcomes under
under this
factor
this factor
purposes."I44
correlated very
very strongly
strongly with
with the outcome
of the
the overall fair use
correlated
outcome of
use test.
test. Indeed,
Indeed,
148 opinions
95.3%
the 148
that factor
factor one
one disfavored
disfavored fair use
use
95.3% of the
opinions that
that found
found that
eventually found
found no
no fair use,
eventually
use, while 90.2%
90.2% of the
the opinions
opinions that
that found
found that
that the
the
favored fair
fair use
eventually found
found fair
fair use.
use. Only factor four
of
factor favored
use eventually
four can
can boast
boast of
higher percentages.
To
determine
what
motivated
courts
to
declare
that
factor
percentages.
declare
one
disfavored fair use,
use, we
we need
need to
to look
lookbeneath
beneath the
the statutory
statutory
one favored
favored or
or disfavored
language,
on the
the actual
actual
language,which
which appears
appearstotohave
havehad
hadonly
only limited
limited influence
infuence on
application
the factor,
factor, and
and evaluate
evaluate how
how judges
judges considered
considered factor one's
one’s
application of the
various subfactors.
subfactors. These
the commercial
commercial or non-commercial character
character of
of
These are
are the
the defendant's
the degree
degree to
to which
which the defendant's
defendant’s use,
use, the
defendant’s use
use is transformative
of the
plaintiffs work
good faith
faith of
of
the plaintiff’s
workor
orotherwise
otherwise "productive,"
“productive,” the
the propriety or good
conduct, and
and whether
whether the
the purpose
purpose of
of the defendant's
the defendant's
defendant’s conduct,
defendant’s use
use falls
within
within one
one of
ofthe
the categories
categories of
of purposes
purposes mentioned
mentioned in the preamble
preamble of Section
107. II review
107.
reviewhere
here each
each of
of these
these in turn.
1. The
1.
The Commerciality
Commerciality Inquiry
Inquiry

While the
has received
received far
far more
more attention
attention in
While
the concept
concept of
of transformativeness
transformativeness has
145
the scholarly
I begin
begin with
withcommerciality
commerciality because
because it has
has
scholarlycommentary,145
commentary,
received far more attention in the
law, particularly
particularly among
the case
case law,
among the lower
lower courts.
courts.
Of
the 306 opinions, 84.0%
considered whether
whether the
the use
use was
was
84.0% explicitly considered
Of the
commercial or
or non-commercial
in nature
under factor
factor one,
one, while
while only 38.2%
commercial
non-commercial in
nature under
38.2%
explicitly considered
explicitly
considered the
the transformativeness
transformativeness of the
the defendant's
defendant’s use
use under
under the
the
factor.
Furthermore,
Figure 77 shows,
greater attention
attention to
to
Furthermore, as
as Figure
shows, courts’
courts' greater
commerciality
time.
is also
also
commercialitywas
wasconsistent
consistentacross
across
time.This
Thisisis regrettable.
regrettable. ItIt is
107 and
and the
inconsistent
the actual
actual statutory
statutory language
language of Section
Section 107
the
inconsistentwith
with the
expectationsofof its
its drafers.
expectations
drafters. Indeed,
Indeed,many
manycommentators
commentators and
and some
some courts,
courts,
including
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Campbell, have
have been
even
including the
Court in Campbell,
been highly
highly critical, even
dismissive, of
of the
the commerciality
commerciality inquiry, primarily
dismissive,
primarilyon
on the
the ground
ground that nearly all
expression
produced for
orisisotherwise
otherwise incomeincomeexpressioninin our
our culture
culture isis produced
for profit
proft or
producing
for the
the majority
majority in
inCampbell,
Campbell, Justice
Justice
producingininsome
somesense.146
sense.146 In his opinion for
was moved to quote Samuel Johnson,
Johnson, that
that “no
"no man but a blockhead ever
Souter was
wrote, except
except for
formoney."147
money.”147 Yet the
the commerciality
commerciality inquiry
inquiry survives,
survives, as
as the
the
data clearly show.
show.
The
perdurability of the
the commerciality
commerciality inquiry
inquiry appears
appears largely
be the
the
The perdurability
largely to be
result of aa series
Court that
that began
with its 1984
series of mistakes
mistakes by the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
began with
1984
144
144

17 U.S.C. § 107.
107.
See, e.g.,
Use: The
The Productive Use
See,
e.g.,Kudon,
Kudon,supra
supranote
note117;
117;Laura
LauraG.G.Lape,
Lape,Transforming
Transfrming Fair Use:
Use Factor
Factor in
Fair
REV. 677
677 (1995);
(1995);Diane
DianeLeenheer
Leenheer Zimmerman,
Zimmerman, The
The More
More Things
Things Change
Change the
Fair Use
Use Doctrine,
Doctrine,58
58ALB.
ALB.L.L.REV.
Less They Seem
Seem“Transformed:”
"Transformed: " Some
U.S.A. 251 (1998).
COPYRIGHT SSoc'Y
OC'Y U.S.A.
(1998).
Some Reflections on Fair
FairUse,
Use,46
46J.J.COPYRIGHT
146
146
See
especially
Zimmerman,
supra
note
145.
See
especially
Zimmerman,
supra
145.
147
147
U.S.
569,
584
(1994)
(quoting
3 BOSWELL'S
OFOFJOHNSON
Campbell v.
v. Acuff-Rose
Acuff-RoseMusic,
Music,Inc.,
Inc.,510
510
U.S.
569,
584
(1994)
(quoting
3 BOSWELL’LIFE
S LIFE
JOHNSON
19 (G.
(G. Hill
Hill ed.
19
ed. 1934)).
1934)).
14
145
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Sony opinion,
is
Sony
opinion, mistakes
mistakesfrom
fromwhich
whichfair
fair use
use doctrine,
doctrine,atat least
leastasas itit is
promulgated
our fair
fair use
use cases,
cases,has
hasyet
yetfully
fullytotorecover.
recover. Writing for the
promulgated inin our
the
majority in
setforth
forth near
near the
the end
end of
of his
his opinion what
in Sony,
Sony, Justice
Justice Stevens
Stevens set
148 He did so while discussing under
came
to
be
called
the
"Sony
presumption.
,14'
came to be called the “Sony presumption.”
He
while discussing
factor four the
the effect of
of home
home video
video recording
recording on the value of and
and market
market for
copyrighted
His statement
statement of the
the Sony
Sony presumption,
copyrighted television programs.
programs. His
presumption, with
with
added,has
hascaused
causedsosomuch
muchtrouble
troublein
in the
the U.S.
U.S. fair use
my emphases
emphases added,
use case
case law
that it deserves
to be
be quoted
quotedin
in full:
full:
deserves to
Thus,
although every
copyrighted material
material is
is
Thus, although
every commercial
commercial use
use of
of copyrighted
presumptively an
exploitation of the
the monopoly
monopoly privilege that
that
presumptively
an unfair
unfair exploitation
belongs to
the owner
owner of
of the
thecopyright,
copyright, noncommercial
noncommercial uses
uses are
are a
belongs
to the
different matter.
matter. AAchallenge
challengetotoaanoncommercial
noncommercial use
use of aa copyrighted
work
the particular
particular use
useisisharmful,
harmful, or
or that
thatifif it
work requires
requires proof either that the
should become
widespread,itit would
would adversely
affect the
should
become widespread,
adversely affect
the potential
potential
market
copyrighted work.
Actualpresent
present harm
harm need
need not be
be
market for the copyrighted
work. Actual
shown; such
such aa requirement
requirementwould
would leave
leave the
the copyright
copyright holder
holder with
with no
shown;
defense against
againstpredictable
predictabledamage.
damage.Nor
Nor is
is it necessary
to show
show with
with
defense
necessary to
certainty that
that future
future harm
harm will
will result.
certainty
result. What
Whatisisnecessary
necessary is aa showing
showing
by a preponderance
of the
theevidence
evidencethat
thatsome
somemeaningful
meaningfullikelihood
likelihood of
of
preponderance of
future
the intended
intended use
use is for
for commercial
commercial gain, that
future harm
harm exists.
exists. IfIfthe

148
148

See, e.g.,
Young Person's
Person’s Guide,
HARV. J.L.
See,
e.g.,James
JamesBoyle,
Boyle,Intellectual
IntellectualProperty
Property Policy
Policy Online:
Online: A Young
Guide, 10 HARV.
J.L. &
&
TECH.
47, 99
99 (1996);
(1996); Stacey
Stacey L.
L. Dogan, Comment: Sony,
T
ECH. 47,
Sony, Fair Use,
Use, and
and File
FileSharing,
Sharing,55
55CASE
CASE W.
W.RES.
RES. L.
L.
REV.
(2005).
REV. 971, 973 (2005).
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likelihood may
may be presumed.
foraanoncommercial
noncommercialpurpose,
purpose,
presumed. But ifif ititisisfor

the
the likelihood
likelihoodmust
mustbebedemonstrated.
demonstrated.149
149

This was
was aa quite
quite stunning
stunning interpretation
interpretation of
of Section
Section 107,
107, especially
especially since
since the
the
first factor
factor referred
referred to
to the
the "commercial
“commercial nature"
nature” of
ofthe
thedefendant's
defendant’s use
use as only
one consideration among others that the
the factor
factorencompassed,
encompassed, and even more so
so
since the dependent
clause in
in which the
was inserted
inserted very
since
dependent clause
the reference
reference appeared
appeared was
much
eleventh hour
the drafing
draftingprocess,
process, primarily
primarily totoaddress
address the
the
much at
at the eleventh
hour of the
concerns
of
those
who
were
engaged
in
"nonproft
educational
concerns of those who were engaged in “nonprofit educational purposes.”150
purposes."I50
The
& Row,
Row, the
the Court only
only made
made matters
matters worse.
The next
next year
year in
in Harper &
worse. Clearly
sensing that
that it had overreached, the Court sought to bend its previous
sensing
previous statement:
statement:
“The
that aa publication
publication was
was commercial
commercial as
"The fact that
as opposed
opposedtotononprofit
nonproft is
is a
separate
factor
to weigh
finding
of 151
fair So
use."I5I
separate
factor
thatthat
tendstends
to weigh
againstagainst
a findinga of
fair use.”
far, so
So far,
sothen
But
good.
But
then the
the Court
Court quoted
quoted the
the very dictum
dictum from
fromSony
Sony that
that itit was
was seeking
seeking
overwrite—“every
commercialuse
useofofcopyrighted
copyrightedmaterial
material is
is presumptively
presumptively
to overwrite
"every commercial
152
an unfair
152
—as
tendency to
to
an
unfair exploitation
exploitation ofofthe
themonopoly
monopolyprivilege"
privilege”
as if aa tendency
against fair
fair use
use were
were the
thesame.
same. In
In an
an effort
disfavor fair
fair use
use and a presumption against
153
to
maintainthethe
appearance
of "redundancy,
,153resorted
the Court
to maintain
appearance
of “redundancy,”
the Court
to “syntactic
154
feedback"
where
"cybernetic
feedback"
was
in
resorted
to
"syntactic
1990
feedback” where “cybernetic feedback” was in order.
Then,
Then, in its 1990
order.154
Stewart opinion,
opinion, the
phrasefrom
from Sony
Sony that
that Harper
Harper
the Court
Court again
again quoted
quoted the
the same phrase
155
& Row
had,butbut
time
without
the Harper
Row
&
Row had,
thisthis
time
without
the Harper
& Row&modification.
Finally,
modification.
155 Court
1994,
in
1994, the
the Campbell
Campbell
Court made
made itit clear
clear that
that the
the Sony
Sony presumption
presumption was
was no
longer good
good law.
law. ItItdid
"[A]s
longer
didso,
so,however,
however, syntactically,
syntactically, through
through reconstrual:
reconstrual: “[A]s
explained in Harper &&Row,
Row,Sony
Sony stands
stands for the
the proposition that the `fact
‘fact
we explained
that a publication was
commercial
as
opposed
to
nonproft
is
a
separate
factor
was
opposed to nonprofit is a separate
that
tends
weigh
against
a fnding
fair156
that tends
to to
weigh
against
a finding
of fair of
use.’”
use.-156
so, through Sony,
Sony, the
Row gloss
gloss on Sony,
Sony, Stewart’s
And so,
the Harper
Harper &
& Row
Stewart's revival
revival
of Sony,
Sony, and
the Harper
Harper &&Row
Rowgloss,
gloss,we
wesee
see not so
and then
thenCampbell’s
Campbell's revival
revival of the
an accumulation
accumulation of precedent.
much a refinement of precedent
precedent as
as an
precedent. The
The sheer
sheer
mass of
of this precedent,
even regardless
regardless of
of what itit said,
mass
precedent, perhaps
perhaps even
said, appears
appears to have
have
kept the
the commerciality
commerciality inquiry in the
the foreground
foreground of the
the fair
fair use
use analysis
analysis far
kept
from where
where the
the drafers
drafters of
of Section
Section 107
107 originally
originally intended
intended that
that itit should
should be.
be.
Figure 7 suggests
that courts’
courts' attention
Figure
suggests that
attention to the commerciality
commerciality inquiry
inquiry peaked
peaked
soon
Row and
and then
then declined
declined until Stewart,
Stewart, which
soon after
after Sony
Sony and
and Harper
Harper &
& Row
appears
have revived
revived it.
The
proportion of courts
courts conducting
conducting the
the
The proportion
appearstoto have
149

149
SonyCorp.
Corp.ofofAmerica
v. Universal
Universal City
City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 451. (1984)
Sony
America v.
150
See
supra note
note 28, at 351-53.
351-53.
See PPATRY,
ATRY, supra
151
151
& Row
Harper &
Row Publishers,
Publishers, Inc.
Inc. v.
v. Nation
NationEnterprises,
Enterprises, 471
471 U.S.
U.S. 539,
539, 562
562 (1985).
(1985).
152
1`2
Id.(quoting
(quoting Sony,
Sony, 464
464 U.S. at 451).
Id.
451).
153
153
See
Shapiro, supra
supra note
note 141,
141, at
at127
127(“[L]egal
("[L]egal discourse
See Shapiro,
discourse organized by the
the rules ofstare
of staredecisis
decisisemphasizes,
emphasizes,
restsupon,
upon, high
high levels
levels of redundancy.”).
redundancy.").
and itself insists that its
its success
success rests
154
154
Cf id.
Cf.
id.atat133
133("If
(“Ifthe
thesystem
systememploys
employshigh
highlevels
levelsofofsyntactic
syntacticredundancy,
redundancy, ititdoes
does not
not have
have the
the `space'
‘space’ to
transmit
much
feedback
information
its
receiving
parts.").
cybernetic
feedback
information
to
parts.”).
15
155
5
Stewart v. Abend, 495 U.S. 207, 237 (1990).
(1990).
151
156
Campbell, 510 U.S.
U.S. at
at 585.
585.
150
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[Vol.
001: 11

commerciality inquiry declined
afer Campbell
commerciality
declined somewhat
somewhat after
Campbell but
but then
then returned
returned
more or less
to its pre-Campbell level.
less to
courts' treatment of the Sony
Sonypresumption
presumptionin
in particular?
particular? Figure
What about courts’
suggeststhat
that the
the proportion
proportion of opinions citing
7 suggests
citingthe
theSony
Sony presumption
presumption peaked
peaked
soon after
after Sony
Sonyand
andHarper
Harper &
& Row, and
and then
then declined
declined to
to aa level
level that
that held
held until
until
soon
Campbell, the
the Court
Court opinion
opinion which explicitly,
Campbell,
explicitly, albeit
albeitsyntactically,
syntactically, repudiated
repudiated
the presumption
presumptionand
andshould
shouldhave
haveburied
buriedit itonce
onceand
andforforall.
all.Writing
Writing soon
soon after
afer
the
as "Justice
“Justice
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court handed
handed down
down Campbell, Judge
Judge Leval
Leval spoke
spoke of itit as
Souter'srescue
rescue
of fair
Judge Leval explained, courts
Souter’s
of fair
use.”157 Before Campbell, Judge
use."I57
would
invoke the
the Sony
Sony presumption
presumption ifif they
they otherwise
otherwise thought
thought that
that the
the
would
invoke
commercial use
use at
at issue
issuewas
wasunfair,
unfair,but
butifif they
they wanted
wanted instead
insteadto
tofind
fnd fair
commercial
fair use,
use,
158
they "would
,158
Now,
“would simply
simplyomit
omitany
anymention
mentionofofthe
the`commercial'
‘commercial’thing.
thing.”
Campbell
those unhelpful
use
Campbell “has
"has dispelled
dispelledall
all those
unhelpful slogans
slogansfrom
from the
the fair use
159
discussions particularly
pernicious
`commercial
use'
discussions—particularly
thethe
pernicious
‘commercial
use’ presumption.”
presumption.
The data
do,159
The
data do
not bear
bear this out. On
Onthe
thecontrary,
contrary,they
theysuggest
suggest that
that Judge
Judge
Leval may
may have
have been
been overly pessimistic
pessimistic with
with respect
respect to
to how
how judges
judges used
used the
the
Sony
presumptionbefore
beforeCampbell,
Campbell,but
butoverly
overly optimistic
optimistic with respect
Sony presumption
respect to how
they would use
use it afer
afterCampbell.
Campbell. OfOfthe
the108
108opinions
opinionsproduced
producedbetween
between Sony
Sony
and
Sony presumption.
Of these,
these, 29
29
and Campbell,
Campbell, 45
45 (41.7%
(41.7% of
of 108) cited the Sony
presumption. Of
to be
be commercial
commercial and
and 14
14 found
found fair use, for a fair
found the defendant's
defendant’s use
use to
fair use
use
rate in these
these opinions
Of the
the 61
61 opinions
opinions during
during that
that period
period that
that
win rate
opinions of
of .311.
.311. Of
presumption,29
29found
foundfair
fair use,
use,for
for aa fair
fair use
use win
win rate
rate of
of
did not cite the Sony
Sony presumption,
.475. Though
Though statistically
statistically significant,
signifcant, the
.475.
the difference
difference in
in win
winrates
rates between
between the
the
two sets
sets of opinions
opinions does
does not,
not, of
of course,
course, support
support the
the proposition
proposition that
that courts
courts
invoked the
the Sony
Sonypresumption
presumptiononly
onlywhen
whenfinding
findingfor
forthe
theplaintiff.
plaintiff. For
the
For the 162
opinions produced
after Campbell,
Campbell, however,
however, the
the story is somewhat
opinions
produced after
somewhat different,
and
Figure 77 shows,
shows, Campbell triggered a
and contrary
contrary to Judge
Judge Leval’s
Leval's hopes.
hopes. As Figure
decline in the proportion per year of opinions
decline
opinions citing
citingthe
the Sony
Sony presumption,
presumption, but
this decline
decline was
was then
renewal of
of interest
interest in
in the
thepresumption
presumption
this
then followed
followed by aa renewal
among some
somelower
lowercourts.
courts. Specifically,
Specifcally, 12
afer
among
12 of
of the
the 162
162 opinions produced
produced after
Campbell invoked
invoked the
the Sony
Sony presumption,
presumption,with
with eleven
elevenof
of these
thesetwelve
twelvefinding
fnding
Campbell
that the defendant’s
defendant's use
use was
wascommercial,
commercial,that
thatfactor
factorone
onefavored
favoredthe
theplaintiff,
plaintiff
and ultimately that
strongly suggestive
suggestive of
and
that there
there was
wasno
nofair
fairuse.160
use.160 This
This is strongly
of
certain
best, unknowing
unknowing—use
theSony
Sonypresumption
presumption
certain courts’
courts' cynical—or
cynical or atatbest,
use ofofthe
notwithstanding Campbell.
the language
languageof
of Section
Section 107,
107,the
thecommerciality
commerciality inquiry
inquiry and
Overall, despite the
and
the Sony
Sony presumption
presumption in
in particular remain exceptionally
exceptionally tenacious
tenacious memes
memes in the
caselaw.
law. No
No doubt
doubt this
thisreflects
refects in
in part
part their
their high
high fitness
ftness for
for aa litigation
litigation
fair use
use case
157
157

Pierre N. Leval,
Rescue
Use,
1313
CARDOZO
Leval,Campbell
Campbellv.v.Acuff-Rose:
Acuff-Rose:Justice
JusticeSouter's
Souter’s
RescueofofFair
Fair
Use,
CARDOZOARTS
ARTS &&ENT.
ENT.
L.J.
19 (1994).
(1994).
L.J. 19
151
158

Id.
Id. at
at 20-21.
20-21.

151
159
Id.
160

160

Id. at 22.
22.

See,
e.g.,Itar-Tass
Itar-TassRussian
RussianNews
NewsAgency
Agencyv.
v. Russian
RussianKurier,
Kurier, 886 F. Supp.
Supp. 1120
1120 (S.D.N.Y.
(S.D.N.Y. 1995).
See, e.g.,
1995).
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environment
pervaded with commercial
commercial expression.
expression.
But
alsoa a
environment pervaded
But itit isisalso
consequence of
of the Supreme
Supreme Court’s
Court's repeated
consequence
repeated attempts to
to maintain
maintainappearances
appearances
by reconstruing
reconstruing what itit should
should simply
simply have
have rescinded
rescinded and replaced.
replaced. Even
Even so,
so,
there
is aa strange
strangefinal
final irony
irony to
to all of this
there is
this attention
attention to the commerciality of the
the
suggest that
defendant's use.
use. The
defendant’s
The regression
regression results
results presented
presented in Table
Table 99 suggest
notwithstanding the Sony
Sony presumption,
presumption, and
andnotwithstanding
notwithstanding Campbell’s
Campbell's revival
revival
Harper &
to [a]
[a] nonprofit [use]
of the Harper
&Row
Row gloss
gloss that
that a "commercial
“commercial as
as opposed
opposed to
[use]
separatefactor
factorthat
thattends
tendstotoweigh
weighagainst
againstaafinding
fnding of fair
fnding
is a separate
fair use,"161
use,”161 aafinding
that
use was
was for
for a commercial
that the defendant's
defendant’s use
commercial purpose
purpose (which was
was made
made in
64.4% of
of the
the opinions)
opinions) did
did not
not significantly influence
infuence the
of the
64.4%
the outcome
outcome of
the fair
use
testinin favor
favor of
of an
an overall
overallfinding
fnding of no fair use.
use test
use. Rather,
Rather, it was
was a finding
that the defendant’s
defendant's use
use was
was for
for aa non-commercial
non-commercial purpose
purpose (which
(which was made
made in
in
15.4% of
of the
the opinions)
opinions) that
that strongly
strongly influenced
infuenced the
test in
in favor
15.4%
the outcome of the test
overall finding of fair
of an
an overall
fair use.
use. We
We are
are familiar
familiar with
withvertical
verticaland
and horizontal
horizontal
precedent.
precedent. But
But ififthere
thereisissuch
suchaathing
thingas
as empirical
empiricalororpopular
popularprecedent,
precedent, based
based
the empirical analysis
on the
analysis of how the population of judges
judges who have previously
employed
so, then
then this
this isis one
one such
such precedent
precedent worth
worth
employed aa legal
legal doctrine
doctrine did
did so,
following. While
Whilethe
thefact
factthat
thata adefendant's
defendant’suse
use isisfor
foraacommercial
commercialpurpose
purpose
should generally
generallyplay
play no
no significant
signifcant role in
should
in aa fair
fairuse
use determination,
determination, the fact
that a defendant's
defendant’s use
use is for
for aa non-commercial
non-commercial purpose
purpose should
should be
be understood,
understood,
as itit appears
appearsititalready
alreadyisisin
inpractice,
practice,strongly
strongly to
to support
supportaafinding
fnding of
as
of fair
fairuse.
use.
2.
TheTransformativeness
Transformativeness Inquiry
2. The
Inquiry

In his
his 1990
1990Harvard
Harvard
Law
Review
article
Towards
a Fair
Use 162
In
Law
Review
article
Towards
a Fair Use
Standard,
Standard,162
Judge
Leval encouraged
courts to
to attend
attend more
more closely
closely in their
Judge
Leval
encouraged courts
their fair
fairuse
use analyses
analyses
to the degree
to which a defendant's
use was
was “transformative.”
"transformative." Judge
degree to
defendant’s use
Judge Leval
argued
weighing "the
“the strength
strength of the
the secondary
secondary user’s
argued that
that in
in weighing
user's justification
justifcation
against factors
factors favoring
favoring the
the copyright
copyright owner,”
owner," the court should
should consider
consider ifif "the
against
“the
secondaryuser
useradds
addsvalue
valuetotothe
theoriginal—if
original if the
secondary
thequoted
quoted matter
matter isis used
used as
as raw
material, transformed
transformed in
in the creation
material,
creation of new
new information,
information, new
newaesthetics,
aesthetics, new
and understandings,”
understandings," because
because“this
"thisisisthe
thevery
very type
type of
of activity
activity that
insights and
that the
the
fair use
usedoctrine
doctrine
intends
to protect
forenrichment
the enrichment
of 163 Four
fair
intends
to protect
for the
of society.”
society."163
years
later, the
the Campbell
Campbell court
court relied
reliedheavily
heavilyon on
concept
years
later,
the the
concept
of of
transformativeness and
factor one
one
transformativeness
andononJudge
JudgeLeval’s
Leval'sexposition
expositionofofitit in
in its factor
analysisofof22Live
LiveCrew’s
Crew'sparody.164 Courts
Courts and commentators
commentators have
have since
since
analysis
parody.164
spoken
the concept
concept of
of transformativeness
transformativeness as
use
spoken of
of the
as the
the cynosure
cynosureof
of fair use
165
analysis:
we
are
told
that
it
is
"vitally
important
to
the
fair
use
inquiry;"
165
analysis: we are told that it “vitally important to the fair use inquiry;” it
161
161

Campbell, 510 U.S.
U.S. at
at 585.
585.

162

162Leval,
Leval,supra
supra note 92.
92.

163

'6' Id.
Id. at
at 1111.
1111.
Campbell, 510 U.S.
U.S. at
at 578-79.
578-79.
16
165
5
Leval, supra
Leval,
supra note
note 92,
92, at
at 1111.
1111.
164
164
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166
goes
to the
166
goes to
the "heart
“heart ofofthe
thefair
fairuse
useinquiry."
inquiry.”
As one
one court
court has
has put
As
put it,
"[a]lthough `transformativeness'
is primarily analyzed
“[a]lthough
‘transformativeness’ is
analyzed in connection
connection with the
the
167
first
fair
use
factor,
it
forms
the
basis
of
the
entire
fair
use
analysis."
167
Indeed,
first fair use factor, it forms the basis of the entire fair use analysis.”
some
have suggested
suggested that
the transformativeness
transformativeness inquiry has
has essentially
essentially
some have
that the
superseded Section
Section 107
the backbone
superseded
107 as
as the
backbone of
of our
ourfair
fairuse
usedoctrine.
doctrine.168
161 It appears,
appears, however, that
that courts
courts and
and commentators
commentators have
have exaggerated
exaggerated the
the
influence
transformativeness doctrine
the
influence of
of transformativeness
doctrineononour
ourfair
fairuse
usecase
caselaw.
law. At the
119 district
district court opinions
opinions following
following Campbell
district court level, 41.2% of the 119
failed even
to
refer
to
the
doctrine,
while
90.2%
of
the
92
opinions
even
the
90.2% of the 92 opinions preceding
preceding
Campbell failed to reference
reference it (either under
under the rubric
rubric of
of transformativeness
transformativeness or,
169
as itit was
was sometimes
sometimescalled,
called,“productive
"productive use”
use"169)
At the
the circuit
circuit court level, the
as
). At
the
percentages
are
better,
but
still
far
from
what
we
would
expect
for
a
doctrine
percentages are better, but still far from what we
expect
a doctrine
said now
now to be
be the
the basis
basisofofthe
thefair
fairuse
useinquiry.
inquiry. Of the 43 circuit court opinions
said
that followed
followed Campbell,
Campbell, 18.6%
18.6% failed
failed to
to invoke
invoke the
the concept,
concept, while 84.4% of
of the
the
45 circuit
court
opinions
that
preceded
Campbell
failed
to
invoke
it.
circuit court opinions that preceded Campbell failed to invoke it.
Furthermore, the
the doctrine
doctrine appears
appearstotobe
belosing
losing strength.
strength. Figure 77 shows
Furthermore,
shows the
the
proportion of
of opinions
opinions over
overtime
time
reference
to
proportion
that that
mademade
somesome
reference
to
transformativeness.
The doctrine's
transformativeness. The
doctrine’s citation
citation curve
curve began
began its downward
downward slope
slope
sometime in the early
early part
part of
of this
thisdecade.
decade.
Nevertheless,
in those
those opinions
opinions in which transformativeness
Nevertheless, in
transformativeness did play aa role,
it exerted
exerted nearly dispositive force not simply on
on the
the outcome of factor one
one but
the overall outcome
outcome of
of the
the fair
fair use
test. More
on the
use test.
More specifcally,
specifically,the
thedata
datasuggest
suggest
that while aa fnding
findingofoftransformativeness
transformativeness isisnot
notnecessary
necessary to trigger an overall
finding of
finding
of fair
fairuse,
use, itit isis sufficient
sufficientto
todo
doso.
so. We
Wecan
caninfer
inferthat
thatititisisnot
notnecessary
necessary
in light
light of
ofthe
thefact
factthat
that25
25(or
(or36.8%)
36.8%)ofofthe
the68
68post-Campbell
post-Campbell opinions
opinions that
that
found fair
and four
four explicitly
found
fair use
use made
made no
no reference
reference to
to transformativeness
transformativeness and
defendant's use
usewas
wasnot
nottransformative.
transformative. We
We can
can infer
infer that
that it is
found that the
the defendant’s
sufficient
light of
of the
the fact
fact that
that each
each of the 13 circuit
sufficient (or
(or nearly
nearly sufficient)
suffcient) in light
court
opinions and
and 27 of the
the 29 district
court opinions
opinions that
that found
found the
the
court opinions
district court
defendant's use
usetotobe
betransformative
transformativealso
alsofound
foundit ittotobebea afair
fairuse—and
use and one
one of
of
defendant’s

166

166On
OnDavis
Davisv.v.Gap,
Gap,Inc.,
Inc.,246
246F.3d
F.3d152,
152,171
171(2d
(2dCir.
Cir. 2001)
2001) (Leval,
(Leval, J.).
J.).
WL 1111970,
Hofheinz v. Discovery
Discovery Communications,
Communications, Inc., No.
No. 00-3802,
00-3802, 2001 WL
1111970, at *3 (S.D.N.Y.
(S.D.N.Y. 2001).
2001).
168
167

167
168

13.05 (“Those
Cf. 4 NIMMER,
NIMMER, supra
supra note
note 137,
137, at §§ 13.05
("Those Second
Second Circuit
Circuit cases
casesappear
appeartotolabel
label aa use
use ‘not
not
transformative’ as
fair,’ and
and correlatively
correlatively ‘transformative’
Such aa strategy
strategy
`transformative' for ‘fair.’
`fair.' Such
transformative'
as aa shorthand
shorthandfor
for‘not
not fair,'
empties
the ‘transformative’
the fair
fair use
use
`transformative' moniker
moniker to
to guide,
guide, rather
rather than
than follow,
follow, the
emptiesthe
theterm
termofof meaning—for
meaning for the
11, at 388
analysis,
must amount
amount to
to more
more than
than aaconclusory
conclusory label.");
label.”); Sag,
Sag, supra
supra note
note 11,
analysis,itit must
(“‘[T]ransformativeness’
meta-factor: the
use transforms
transforms the work
work cannot
cannot be
be
("` [T]ransformativeness' is
is clearly a meta-factor:
the extent
extent to which aa use
determined without reference
such as
as the
thenature
natureof
of the
theoriginal
original work, the quantitative
determined
reference to the other factors, such
quantitative and
and
qualitative
between the
Id.
qualitative similarity between
the works
works and
and the
the effect
effect of
of the
the use
use on
on the
the value
valueof
of the
the original
original work.”);
work."); Id.
(“The
dominance of the
thetransformativeness
transformativeness test
test makes
makes the
the actual
actual statutory
statutory language
language regarding
regarding nonnon("The dominance
commercial
and educational uses
useslargely
largely irrelevant.”).
irrelevant.").
16
169
9
See,
e.g.,Universal
UniversalCity
City Studios,
Studios, Inc.
Inc. v.
v. Sony
Sony Corp.
Corp. of America, 659 F.2d 963, 970 (9th Cir.
See, e.g.,
Cir. 1981)
1981) (“As
("As
the first sentence
of § 107
107 indicates,
indicates, fair
fair use
use has
hastraditionally
traditionally involved what
sentence of
what might
might be
be termed
termed the `productive
‘productive
use'
use’ of copyrighted material.").
material.”).
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the
the two
two district
districtcourt
courtoutliers
outlierswas
wasreversed
reversedononappeal.170
appeal.170 Furthermore, as
as
171
several courts
171 aa finding
finding of
oftransformativeness
transformativeness trumped
trumped a
several
courts explicitly
explicitlynoted,
noted,
finding that
that the
the defendant's
defendant’s use
use was commercial for purposes
purposes of determining
determining
whether factor
28 opinions,
the
opinions, the
the court
court found the
whether
factorone
onefavored
favoredfair
fairuse.
use. In 28
defendant's use
to be
be both
both commercial
commercial and transformative under factor
defendant’s
use to
factor one,
one, and
in 26 of
of these
these opinions, the court found both
both that
that factor
factor one
one and
and the overall test
test
with one
favored fair use
use—with
oneofofthe
thetwo
twooutliers
outliersreversed
reversedon
onappeal.
appeal.
These data
datamay
may go
go far
far towards
towards explaining
explaining why Table 9 reports such
These
such aa high
coefficient
a fnding
finding ofoftransformativeness.
transformativeness. Putting
Putting the
the
coefficient and
and odds
odds ratio
ratio for
for a
table's
table’s regression
regression results in more
more easily
easily understood
understood terms, consider that, on the
the
regression model used to produce the table, a defendant has
has aa 35.5%
35.5% change
change of
of
winning the
the fair
fair use
usedefense
defense where
where itithas
hasmade
madea non-transformative,
a non-transformative,
winning
commercial use
use of
of aa creative,
published work
work (with all
commercial
creative, published
all other
other variables
variables set
set at
at
zero). IfIfthat
thatsame
sameuse
use were
were found
found to
to be
be transformative,
transformative, the
the defendant's
defendant’s chance
chance
of winning
winningthe
thefair
fairuse
usedefense
defense would
would increase
increase to 94.9%.
Interestingly, while a fnding
may be
be dispositive
dispositive of
of
Interestingly,
findingofoftransformativeness
transformativeness may
the outcome of
of the
the fair
fairuse
use test,
test, such
such aa finding
findingdoes
doesnot
notstampede
stampede the
the outcomes
outcomes
of the
the other factors.
factors. Of
Ofthe
the43
43opinions
opinionsthat
thatfound
foundthe
thedefendant's
defendant’s use
use to be
be
transformative,
only six found that
that all
all four factors favored
favored aa finding
fnding of
transformative, only
of fair
fairuse.
use.
Instead, 26
26 of
of these
these 43
43 opinions
opinions found
found that
that factor
factor two, going to
Instead,
to the
the nature of the
plaintiffs
plaintiff’swork,
work,disfavored
disfavoredfair
fairuse,
use,and
and66of
ofthese
these 26
26 further
further found
found that
that factor
three,
going to the
three, going
the amount
amount and
and substantiality
substantiality of the
the defendant's
defendant’s taking,
taking, also
also
disfavored aa finding
fnding of
disfavored
of fair
fairuse.
use. This
Thismakes
makessense.
sense. Defendant's
Defendant’s are
are far
far more
more
likely to
likely
tomake
make aa transformative
transformative use
use of
of aa creative
creative rather than a factual work, and
their transformative
use
is
likely
to
involve
substantialtaking
takingofofthe
theplaintiff’s
plaintiffs
transformative use is likely to involve aa substantial
expression. To
expression.
To their
their credit,
credit,ininopinions
opinionsaddressing
addressing aa transformative
transformative use,
use, courts
courts
were generally willing
willingtotocall
callfactors
factorstwo
twoand
andthree
threeas
as they
they saw
saw them
them rather then
bend those
those factor
factor outcomes
outcomesto
to conform
conform to
to the
the overall
overall test
test outcome.
outcome. There
There were
exceptions, however.
however. Among
exceptions,
Among those
those opinions
opinions that
that found
found that
that defendant's
defendant’s use
use
was transformative, but that factors
factors two
two or
orthree
three nevertheless
nevertheless favored fair
fair use,
use,
were several fine examples of
of judicial
judicialslight
slightofofhand.172
hand.172
170
170

See
SunTrustBank
Bankv.
v. Houghton
Houghton Mifflin
Mifflin Co.,
See SunTrust
Co., 136
136 F.
F. Supp.
Supp. 2d
2d 1357
1357 (N.D.
(N.D.Ga.
Ga. 2001),
2001), vacated,
vacated, 252
252 F.3d
F.3d
1165 (11th
(11th Cir. 2001) and 268 F.3d 1257 (11th Cir. 2001). The
1165
Theone
one outlier
outlierwas
was Castle
Castle Rock
Rock Entertainment
Entertainment v.
v.
955 F.
F. Supp.260
Supp.260(S.D.N.Y.
(S.D.N.Y. 1997),
1997), aff’d,
qf'd, 150
Carol
Publ. Group, 955
150 F.3d
F.3d 132
132 (2d Cir.
Cir. 1998).
1998).
171
171
See,
e.g.,Leibovitz
Leibovitz v.
v. Paramount
ParamountPictures
PicturesCorp.,
Corp.,948
948F.F.Supp.
Supp.1214,
1214,1223
1223(S.D.N.Y.
(S.D.N.Y.1996)
1996)(“I
("I find
fnd that
See, e.g.,
that the
the
purposes
of copyright are
best served
servedby
byaafinding
fnding that
purposes of
are best
that the
the highly
highly transformative
transformative character
character of
of the
the Nielsen
Nielsen ad
ad
trumps its admittedly commercial
commercial purpose
use factor therefore
therefore weighs
the
trumps
purposeand
andthat
thatthe
thefirst
frst fair use
weighs in
in favor of the
defendant, albeit
albeit perhaps
perhapsby
byonly
only aa slight
slight margin.”);
margin."); American Geophysical
defendant,
Geophysical Union v. Texaco,
Texaco, Inc.,
Inc., 802
802 F.
F.
1, 12-13
Supp. 1,
12-13 (S.D.N.Y.
(S.D.N.Y. 1992)
Supp.
have repeatedly
of transformative
transformative secondary
secondary
1992) (“Thus
("Thus courts have
repeatedly found
found in favor of
uses
on the
thefirst
first factor,
factor, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
the presence
presenceofofprofit
proft motivation.
motivation. Thus, although
although courts
courts ritualistically
ritualistically
uses on
proclaim, almost
mantra, that
that every
every commercial
commercial use
useisis‘presumptively’
`presumptively' unfair, that presumption is easily
almost as aa mantra,
use." (citations
(citations omitted)).
omitted)).
overcome
by a transformative, nonsuperseding
nonsuperseding use.”
172
172
See,
e.g.,Nunez
Nunezv.v.Caribbean
CaribbeanInt’l
Int'l News
News Corp.,
Corp., 235
235 F.3d
F.3d 18,
18, 24
24 (1st
(1st Cir. 2000)
See, e.g.,
2000) (stating under the third
"[i]n this
factor that “[i]n
thiscase,
case, El
El Vocero
Voceroadmittedly
admittedlycopied
copiedthe
theentire
entirepicture;
picture;however,
however,totocopy
copyany
anyless
less than
than that
that
would
the picture
picture useless
uselesstotothe
thestory.
story.As
Asaaresult,
result,like
like the
thedistrict
district court,
court, we
we count
count this
this factor as
as of
of
would have
have made
made the
little consequence
to our
our analysis.”);
analysis."); Blanch
Blanch v. Koons, 396 F. Supp.
2d 476,
476, 481-82
481-82 (S.D.N.Y.
(S.D.N.Y. 2005) ("The
little
consequence to
Supp. 2d
(“The
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3.
TheBad
Bad Faith Inquiry
3. The
Must a defendant’s
defendant's use
usebe
be“fair”
"fair" in
in order
order to
to qualify
qualify as
as aa“fair
"fair use”?
use"? Should
Should
the “propriety”
"propriety" of
ofthe
the defendant's
defendant’s conduct play any role in the court's
court’s fair
fair use
use
analysis?
Lloyd Weinreb
Weinreb thought
thought so,
so, and
and urged
urged courts
courts to
to consider
consider the
the
analysis? Lloyd
173
"fairness"
of
the
defendant's
use
as
an
additional
overarching
factor.
171
Other
“fairness” of the defendant’s use as an additional overarching factor.
commentatorshave
havequestioned
questionedthe
thefeasibility
feasibilityof
of the
the fairness
fairness inquiry
inquiry on the
commentators
the
ground that
that fairness
fairness is
is too
too subjective—or
subjective or circular
-a standard.174
Still others
ground
circular—a
standard.174 Still
others
argue
the fairness
fairness inquiry
inquiryunnecessarily
unnecessarily complicates
complicates the
the fundamental
fundamental
argue that
that the
utilitarian
will ultimately
utilitarian question,
question, going to what outcome will
ultimatelypromote
promotethe
theprogress
progress
175
of human
humancreativity,
creativity,
should
use
of
thatthat
should
informinform
any fairany
use fair
determination.
determination.
175that
suggest
that considerations
considerationsof
of fairness,
fairness, propriety,
propriety, or good or bad
The data
data suggest
bad
faith
have not
played aa signifcant
significant role
role in our
our fair
fairuse
use case
case law
law—this
faith have
not played
this
notwithstanding the
the frequency
frequency with
with which the
notwithstanding
the opinions intoned that fair
fair use
use is
an “equitable
"equitable doctrine.
which courts
courtsexplicitly
explicitly
an
doctrine.”176 However, in the few cases
cases ininwhich
,176 that the
found
defendant's
conduct
was
undertaken
in
bad
faith,
courts
the defendant’s
undertaken in bad
courts almost
invariably found no fair
fair use.
use. Forty-nine
Forty-nine(or
(or16.0%)
16.0%)ofofthe
the306
306opinions
opinions made
made
some reference
referenceto
to the
the propriety
propriety of the
some
the defendant's
defendant’s conduct or to
to the
the relevance
relevance
177
of the
one.
177
Fourteen
of
the fairness
fairness analysis,
analysis, with
with25
25ofofthem
themdoing
doingsosounder
underfactor
factor
one.
opinions found
found improper
improper conduct
conduct and
and twelve
twelve of
of these
these found
found no
no fair
fair use,
with
opinions
use, with
sevenfinding
finding that
that all
all four factors favored
favored that
that overall
overall outcome.
outcome. Conversely,
Conversely, of
of
seven
photograph asasaa whole
sufficiently creative
creative and
and original
original to
to receive
receive copyright
copyright protection,
protection, and
is
photograph
whole isis suffciently
and itit is
copyrighted. Yet
Yet its general
general publication
publication throughout
throughoutthe
theUnited
UnitedStates
Statesfavors
favorsfair
fairuse
use. ..... Blanch
copyrighted.
Blanch has
has no right
the appearance
appearance of
sandals (perhaps
element of the
the photograph),
photograph), and
and Koons
Koons
to the
of the
the Gucci sandals
(perhaps the
the most
most striking
striking element
appropriated nothing else of
of the
the photograph
photograph except
except the
the crossed
crossed legs. Viewed alone
alone (disregarding
(disregarding the
the sandals)
sandals)
they are
banal rather
rather than
than creative.
creative. The second
defendants." (citations
(citations omitted)); Newportare banal
second factor favors the defendants.”
Newport1177-78 (C.D.
(C.D. Cal. 2005) (“Under
("Under the
Mesa Unified Sch.
Mesa
Sch. Dist. v.
v. Cal.
Cal. Dep't
Dep't of
ofEduc.,
Educ.,371
371F.Supp.2d
F.Supp.2d 1170,
1170, 1177-78
the
second fair
fair use
use factor,
factor, the
the nature
natureof
of the
the copyrighted
copyrighted work
work is creative rather than informational.
informational. Development
second
Development
of the
the test
test questions
questions as
creative, imaginative,
imaginative, and
and
aswell
well as
as their
their compilation
compilation in
in aa particular
particular test
test form
form isisaacreative,
original process.
process. This
fair use.
use. But,
But, with
with the
the addition
addition of
ofaastudent's
student's
This ordinarily
ordinarily would
would weigh against
against finding
fnding fair
answers, the
thequestions
questionsand
andanswers
answersare
areinformational
informationalininnature,
nature,which
whichweighs
weighsininfavor
favor of
of fair
fair use."
answers,
use.” (citations
132, 138
138 n.
1992) (stating under the second
omitted)); Penelope
Penelope v. Brown,
Brown, 792
792 F.Supp.
F.Supp. 132,
n. 7 (D.
(D. Mass.
Mass. 1992)
second factor
that “Penelope's
"Penelope's work
work is scholarly
that the
the law
law should
should favor
favor its dissemination”).
dissemination").
scholarly and
and hence
hence that
173
173
See
Weinreb, supra
supra note
note 19,
19, at
at 1138
1138 (“[F]air
("[F]air use
historically been
See Weinreb,
use has historically
been and ought to remain
remain what its
its name
name
suggests:an
anexemption
exemptionfrom
fromcopyright
copyright infringement
infringement for uses
uses that
thatare
arefair.”);
fair."); id. at 1141
1141 (“Although
("Although the
suggests:
the courts
courts
were presumably
construing the
the statute
statute according
according to
to the
the legislative
legislative intent, itit has
presumably construing
has from
from the
the beginning
beginning had
had the
the
lavor ofofan
flavor
anequitable
equitabledoctrine,
doctrine,importing,
importing,asasits
itsname
nameindicates,
indicates, considerations
considerations of fairness not directly related
related
f
to the statutory purpose.").
purpose.”).
174
174
See, e.g.,
e.g., BRUCE
BRUCE P.
P. KELLER
KELLER &&JEFFREY
JEFFREY P.
P. CUNARD,
CUNARD, COPYRIGHT
COPYRIGHT LLAW
AW §
8:1 (“The
central concept
concept
See,
§ 8:1
("The central
underlying
`fairness' of
underlying the
the doctrine--an
doctrine--anassessment
assessment of the ‘fairness’
ofthe
the use
use in
in question,
question, based
based on a balancing of several
several
`fair use'
factors--is inherently
inherently subjective.
subjective. As
As aa result,
result, what
what one
one judge
judge in
in his
his or
orher
her personal
personal view
viewregards
regards as
as a ‘fair
use’
may
contrast with
with what another
judge down
down the
the hall
hall may
may think.”).
think.").
sharply contrast
another judge
17
175
5
See,
e.g.,Leval,
Leval, supra
supra note 92, at 1125-26; Madison, supra
See, e.g.,
supra note
note 9,
9, at
at 1555-56.
1555-56.
176
176
By this,
this, courts
courts typically
typically meant
meant simply that
that that
that fair
fair use
use doctrine
doctrine is "an
“an equitable
equitable rule of
of reason[]
reason[] which
which
permits courts
statute when,
the very
permits
courts to
to avoid
avoid rigid
rigid application of the copyright statute
when, on
on occasion,
occasion,ititwould
would stifle
stife the
236 (1990) (citations
creativity
that law is designed
designed to
Stewart v.
v. Abend,
Abend, 495 U.S.
U.S. 207, 236
(citations
creativity which
which that
to foster.”
foster." Stewart
omitted).
omitted).
177
177
One opinion considered
the defendant’s
defendant's bad
bad faith
faith under
under both
both the
the first factor
One
considered the
factor and
and as
as an additional factor.
factor.
See
Habermanv.
v. Hustler
Hustler Magazine,
Magazine, Inc., 626 F. Supp. 201, 211 (D. Mass. 1986) (under factor one); id.
See Haberman
id. at
at 214
214
(as additional
additional factor).
(as
factor).
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the 28 opinions
opinions in which the court explicitly
explicitlyfound
foundthe
the defendant's
defendant’s conduct not

to be
improper, 24
24 found
foundfair
fair use.
use. Unlike in their
fnding bad
be improper,
their opinions
opinions finding
bad faith,
faith,
178
courts
did
not
tend
to
stampede
the
factors
in
opinions
fnding
good
faith.
171
courts did not tend to stampede the factors in opinions finding good faith.
Though
trigger a
Though they
they strongly
stronglysuggest
suggestthat
thata afinding
findingofofbad
badfaith
faith will
will trigger
finding of
be interpreted
interpretedwith
with caution.
caution. More
finding
of no
no fair
fairuse,
use, the
the data should be
More so
so than
any other subfactor
any
subfactor consideration,
consideration, the fairness
fairness determination
determination appears
appears to be
be
susceptibleto
to aa basic
basic circularity:
circularity: did the court find
susceptible
find the
the defendant's
defendant’s use
use to be
be
unfair because
the defendant’s
defendant's conduct
conductwas
wasimproper,
improper,or
or did
did the
the court
court find the
because the
the
defendant's
conduct
to
be
improper
because
its
use
was
unfair?
The
opinions
defendant’s conduct to be
because its use was unfair?
that
determination tended
tendedtoto do
do so
so on highly
that made
made aa fairness
fairness determination
highly fact-specific
fact-specific
grounds, so no strong generalizations can be made to help answer this question.
question.
Still, there was
was only
only one
one opinion
opinion in
in which
which the
the court
court explicitly
explicitly found that but for
the defendant's
defendant’s bad faith, the
the court
court would
wouldhave
havefound
foundfair
fairuse.179
use.179 Otherwise,
the fairness
fairness consideration
consideration appeared
appeared rarely to
tobe
berarely
rarelydecisive.180
decisive.180 This
This is
consistent with
with the regression
regression results
resultsreported
reportedin
in Table
Table 9,
9, in
in which
which the bad
bad faith
faith
consistent
variable failed to produce
produce aasignificant
significant coefficient.
coeffcient. More
Morecommonly,
commonly,aafairness
fairness
finding appeared
an additional
additional consideration
consideration in
in support
support of
of
finding
appeared to function as
as merely an
an outcome
outcomealready
alreadydetermined—or
determined or overdetermined
by other
an
overdetermined—by
otherconsiderations.
considerations.

4.
ThePreambular
PreambularPurposes
Purposes Inquiry
4. The
Inquiry
Section 107
107 volunteers
volunteers in its
Section
its preamble
preamble certain
certain examples
examples of fair
fairpurposes.
purposes.
Specifically, it provides
use of
of the plaintiff's
Specifically,
provides that
that the
the defendant's
defendant’s use
plaintiff’sexpression
expression
fair if
if ititisismade
might be deemed
deemed fair
made"for
“forpurposes
purposes such
such as
as criticism,
criticism, comment,
comment,
news reporting,
news
reporting, teaching
teaching (including
multiple copies
copies for
for classroom
classroom use),
use),
(including multiple
scholarship,
Table 10 sets
out the
the number
number and
and proportion
proportion of
of
sets out
scholarship,
or or
research.”181 Table
research."181
which
opinions
which found
found the
the defendant's
defendant’s use
use to fall
fall within
withinone
oneofofthese
thesecategories.
categories.
While defendants
defendants generally
use win rates
rates in
in these
these
generallyenjoyed
enjoyedvery
veryhigh
high fair
fair use
opinions, defendants
defendantsengaged
engagedinin“educational”
"educational"purposes
purposesdid
didnot.
not. There
opinions,
There is
is
nothing remarkable
remarkable about the 22 educational purpose
purpose opinions that can explain
this
this surprising
surprisingresult.182
result.182 In any
any event,
event, the
the regression
regression model
model suggests
suggests that, when
controlling for
for the
the effects
effects of
of other
other findings,
findings, aa fnding
findingthat
thatthe
thedefendant's
defendant’s use
use

178
178

stampedescore
scoreininthe
the14
14opinions
opinions that
that found
found bad
bad faith
faith was
was -2.43 (SD=2.06), while
The mean
mean stampede
while the
the mean
mean
stampede score
scorein
in the
the28
28opinions
opinions that
that found
found no bad
bad faith
faith was 1.82 (SD=2.31).
(SD=2.31).
stampede
179
179
See Softel,
Dragon Medical &
& Scientific
ScientificCommuns.,
Communs., No.
No. 87-0167,
87-0167, 1992
9502
See
Softel, Inc.
Inc. v.
v. Dragon
1992 U.S.
U.S. Dist.
Dist. LEXIS 9502
1992) (“In
("In this
lack of
of good
good faith
faith in utilizing
(S.D.N.Y. 1992)
this case,
case, defendants'
defendants' lack
utilizingthe
theroutines
routines tips
tips the
the balance
balance of
of the
the
factors
use. Accordingly,
is entitled
entitled to
to recover
recover on its claim of
of copyright
copyright
factors against
againstaafinding
fnding of fair use.
Accordingly, plaintiff is
defendants'literal
literal copying
copying of
of plaintiff's
plaintiffs image
infringement with
with respect
respect to defendants'
image retrieval
retrieval routines
routines in
inthe
the programs
programs
Hairy Cell
Hairy
Cell Roche
Roche and
and Low
Low Back
Back Pain.").
Pain.”).Softel
Softelyielded
yieldedaastampede
stampede score
score of
of 0.
0.
180
180
1517, 1530
1530 (S.D.N.Y.
(S.D.N.Y.
See,
e.g.,New
New Line
Line Cinema
Cinema Corp. v. Bertlesman Music Group,
See, e.g.,
Group, Inc.,
Inc., 693
693 F.
F. Supp.
Supp. 1517,
1988)
Court’s conclusion
conclusion is also
also bolstered
bolstered by
Zomba’s conduct
conduct in this
this
1988) (“The
("The Court's
by examining
examining the
the propriety
propriety of Zomba's
case."). See
v. Koons, 960 F.2d 301, 309 (S.D.N.Y.
(S.D.N.Y. 1992);
1992); Original
Original Appalachian Artworks, Inc.
case.”).
See also Rogers
Rogers v.
Inc.
v. Topps Chewing
Chewing Gum,
Gum, Inc.,
Inc., 642
642 F.
F. Supp.
Supp. 1031,
1031, 1036 (N.D.
(N.D. Ga.
Ga. 1986).
1986).
181
181
See
generally Madison, supra
See generally
supra note
note 9,
9, at
at 1552-57.
1552-57.
11
182
Only four
2
Only
four of
ofthese
these opinions
opinions involved
involvedstandardized
standardized testing.
testing.
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withinone
one ofofthe
thepreambular
preambular categories
categories did
significantly effect
effect the
the
fell within
did not significantly
outcome
Instead, as
of bad
bad faith,
faith, other
other
outcomeofof the
the fair
fair use
use test.
test. Instead,
aswith
with aa finding
fnding of
considerations appear
appear to
to have
have determined
determined the outcome otherwise endorsed
considerations
endorsed by
the preambular purposes
purposes inquiry.
inquiry.
T
ABLE 10
TABLE
10
ISTRIBUTION AND F
AIR USE
USE W
IN RATES
RATES OF
OF O
PINIONS E
XPLICITLY
D
DISTRIBUTION
FAIR
WIN
OPINIONS
EXPLICITLY
ADDRESSING PREAMBULAR
PREAMBULARPURPOSES
PURPOSES
ADDRESSING
Preambular Purpose

N
N

% of 306

Found FU

Research purpose

22

7.2

.409

Critical purpose
Critical
purpose

29

9.5

621
.621

News reporting

27

8.8
8.8

778
.778

Educational purpose
Educational
purpose

27

8.8

.482

B. Factor
FactorTwo:
Two:Nature
Nature of
of the Copyrighted
Copyrighted Work
Work
Factor two
instructs courts
courts to consider
consider "the
“the nature
nature of
of the
the copyrighted
copyrighted
Factor
two instructs
work."183
data with respect
respect to factor
factor two
two are
are seemingly
seemingly as
as ambiguous
ambiguous and
and
work.”183 The data

open
interpretation as
Despite
open to
to interpretation
as the
the statutory
statutorylanguage
languageofofthe
thefactor
factoritself.
itself. Despite
184
107's command
184
Section 107’s
command that "the
“the factors
factorstotobebeconsidered
consideredshall
shallinclude"
include”
factor two, 17.7% of
of the
the 306 opinions failed even to refer to the factor, while an
additional 6.5%
call itit irrelevant.
irrelevant. We
Wesaw
sawabove
above that
that the
the
6.5% did
did so
so only
only to call
and the
the regression
coefficients in
in Table 6
correlation coefficients
coeffcients in Table
correlation
Table 55 and
regression coefficients
suggestthat
thatthe
theoutcome
outcomeofoffactor
factortwo
twotypically
typically has
has no
no significant
signifcant effect on
suggest
on the
overall outcome of the fair
fair use
use test. Many
Manycourts
courtsand
and commentators
commentators have long
coeffcients reported
reportedin
in Table
Table 99 for
the regression
regression coefficients
asserted as
as much.185
much.185 Yet the
certain subfactor
subfactor considerations
considerations under
under factor
factor two suggest
that
we
cannot
suggest that we cannot write
off the
off
the factor entirely. On
Onthe
the contrary,
contrary, certain
certain fndings
findingsunder
under factor
factor two
twoappear
appear
signifcantly totoaffect
significantly
affectthe
theoutcome
outcome of
ofthe
thefair
fairuse
usetest,
test, sometimes
sometimes in ways
ways that
run contrary
contrary—or
obliquely—to
theoriginal
originalintent
intentofofthe
thedoctrine
doctrine underlying
underlying
run
or obliquely
to the
those findings.
statutory language
From the
the rather
rather open-ended
open-ended statutory
language of the second
second factor have
have
emerged
two
subfactor
considerations:
whether
the
plaintiffs
work
is
creative
emerged two subfactor considerations: whether the plaintiff’s
is creative
and whether
whether itit is published or unpublished.
unpublished. II consider
or factual in nature
nature and
consider each
each
of these in turn.

183

183

17 U.S.C. § 107.
107.

184
184

Id.
Id.
See supra
supra note 113.
See
113.

18
185
5
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1.
TheCreative/Factual
Creative/Factual Work
1. The
Work Inquiry
Inquiry
As the
factor two
two “calls
"calls for
the Campbell
Campbell Court
Court explained,
explained, factor
for recognition
recognition that
that
some works
works are
are closer
closer to
to the core
core of intended copyright
copyright protection
some
protection than
than others,
others,
with
thatfair
fair use
useisismore
moredifficult
diffcult to
with the
the consequence
consequence that
to establish
establish when the former
186
works
are
copied."
According
to
this
framework,
creativeworks
works“of
"offiction
fction
works are copied.”
framework, creative
187
116
stand
coreofofcopyright
copyrightprotection,
protection,making
makingaafinding
finding of
of
or fantasy"
fantasy” 117stand
at at
thethecore
their fair
fair use
use less
less likely, while
while factual
factual works
worksstand
stand at
at the
the periphery,
periphery, making a
more likely.
likely.
finding of
of their
their fair
fair use
use more
Though courts
havebelittled
belittled the
the significance
significance of the
Though
courts and
and commentators
commentators have
the
creative/factual work
work inquiry
creative/factual
inquiry along
along with
withthe
therest
rest of
offactor
factortwo,
two,the
thedata
data suggest
suggest
that there
there was
was in
in fact
fact aa significant
signifcant inverse
the creativity
creativity of the
inverse relation between
between the
plaintiffs
plaintiff’swork
workand
andthe
thelikelihood
likelihoodofofits
itsfair
fairuse
use in
in the
the opinions
opinions studied.
studied. Of
Of the
the
306 opinions,
306
opinions, 41.1%
work was
was creative
creative
41.1 %explicitly
explicitly found
found that
that the
the plaintiff’s
plaintiffs work
rather than
than factual
factual in nature,
nature, and
and 34.1%
these opinions
opinions found fair
fair use.
use.
rather
34.1% of these
16.3% of
of the
the opinions
opinionsexplicitly
explicitly found
found that
thatthe
theplaintiff’s
plaintiffs work
Meanwhile, 16.3%
work was
was
factual rather
than creative
creative in
in nature,
and 54.0%
54.0% of
of these
opinions found
found fair
factual
rather than
nature, and
these opinions
use.
use. Though
Though itit isisprobably
probablyimpossible
impossible to
toestablish
establish any
any degree
degree of causality, it is
also
court explicitly found
found the
the
also interesting
interestingtoto note
note that
that opinions
opinionsinin which
which aa court
plaintiff’s work
work to
to be
becreative
creative or
or factual
factual also
also exhibited
exhibited aa good
good deal
deal of
plaintiffs
of
stampeding.
be
stampeding. Among
Among the
the 126
126 opinions
opinionsthat
thatfound
foundthe
theplaintiff’s
plaintiffs work to be
creative in
in nature,
nature, aastrong
strongplurality
plurality of
of 43.4%
43.4% found
found all
all four factors to disfavor
creative
fair use,
use, while
among the
to be
be
while among
the 50
50 opinions
opinionsthat
thatfound
foundthe
theplaintiff’s
plaintiffs work to
factualininnature,
nature,
a plurality
of 28.0%
found
all fourtofactors
touse.188
factual
a plurality
of 28.0%
found all
four factors
favor fair
favor
fair use.188
not
It should
should
not be
be surprising,
surprising, then,
then, that
that the
the regression
regression model
model reported
reported in
Table 9 predicts that a defendant
has aa 35.5%
35.5% chance
chanceof
of winning
winning the fair
Table
defendant has
fair use
use
defense when
when itit makes
makes aa commercial
commercial use
use of
of aa published
published work
work that is found to
defense
to be
be
nature (with
(with all
zero), and
and an
an80.3%
80.3%of
of winning
winning
creative in nature
all other
other variables
variables set at zero),
the fair
fair use
defense when
when itit makes
makes aa commercial
commercial use
use of
of aa published
published work
work that is
use defense
with all
found instead to be factual in nature (again, with
allother
othervariables
variables set
set at
at zero).
zero).
This is aa substantial
substantial difference in
in the
the probability
probabilityofofsuccess,
success,one
onethat
thatsuggests
suggests
that
the correlation
coeffcients reported
that notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
correlation and
and regression
regression coefficients
reported in
Tables 55 and
and6,
6,the
thecreative
creativeororfactual
factualnature
natureofofthe
theplaintiff’s
plaintiffs work does
Tables
does in fact
play a role in
in judges'
judges’ determination
determination of
ofthe
thefair
fairuse
use issue.
issue.
As a normative matter, this again is an empirical precedent altogether
altogether worth
worth
following. InInprinciple,
principle,the
thefour
fourfactors
factorsofofSection
Section107
107seek
seek to
to "balanc[e]
“balanc[e] the
the
need to
to provide
provide individuals
individuals with suffcient
need
sufficient incentives
incentives to
to create
create public works
works

186

186Campbell
Campbellv.v.Acuff-Rose
Acuff-RoseMusic,
Music, Inc., 510 U.S. 569, 586 (1994).
(1994).
Harper
Row Publishers,
Publishers, Inc.
Inc. v.v.Nation
NationEnterprises,
Enterprises, 471
471 U.S.
U.S. 539, 563 (1985) (“The
law generally
generally
Harper & Row
("The law
recognizes
greaterneed
needtotodisseminate
disseminatefactual
factualworks
worksthan
thanworks
worksofoffiction
fction or fantasy.").
recognizes
aa greater
fantasy.”).
188
187
187

188

additional 26.0%
26.0% of
of these
these 50
opinions yielded aa stamped
stamped score
score of -2,
-2, meaning
meaning that
that three
three factors
factors
50 opinions
An additional
and one
onefactor
factor favored
favoredfair
fair use.
use. All
disfavored and
Allof
ofthese
these opinions
opinions found
found no
no fair
fairuse,
use, and
and all
all but
but one
one found that
the one factor not supporting that outcome was factor two.
two.
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with
"9 As such,
with the
the public's
public’s interest
interest in
in the
the dissemination
dissemination of information,"
information.”189
such, the
Section 107
107 test
test should
should do
do more
more than
than simply evaluate,
under factor
factor four, the
Section
evaluate, under
the
extent to which the
use impacts
impacts the
the “potential
"potential market
market for or value
extent
the defendant's
defendant’s use
value
of the copyrighted work."
work.” That
Thatinquiry
inquiryaddresses
addressesonly
onlyone
oneside
side of
ofthe
thebalance.
balance.
factors of Section 107 exist to remind
The first
first and
and second
second factors
remind courts
courts to
to consider
consider
the other side
side of
of the
the balance,
balance,going
going to
to the
the“public’s
"public's interest in the
dissemination
the
190
Happily,
appears at
at least
least with
withregard
regard totothethe
of information."'
information.”90
Happily, it appears
creative/factual inquiry
inquiry that
that many
many courts
courts are
are doing
doing just
just that.
that.

2.
ThePublished/Unpublished
Published/Unpublished Work
2. The
Work Inquiry
Inquiry
The story of
unpublished work
work inquiry under
The
of the
the published
published versus
versus unpublished
under factor
two is
is aastory
storyofofnonergodicity,
nonergodicity,unintended
unintendedconsequences,
consequences, and
and accumulating
accumulating
1984
precedent.
In
her
1984
Harper
&
Row
opinion
for
the
majority,
Justice
Harper & Row opinion for the majority, Justice
precedent. her
O'Connor
stated
that
"[t]he
fact
that
a
work
is
unpublished
is
a
critical
element
O’Connor stated that “[t]he
that work is unpublished
critical element
of its
its ‘nature’”
and that
scope of
use is
is narrower
narrower with
with respect
respect to
`nature"' and
that “the
"the scope
of fair use
unpublished
She also
also wrote
wrote that "[u]nder
unpublished works."I91
works.”191 She
“[u]nder ordinary
ordinarycircumstances,
circumstances,
the
the author's
author's right to control
control the
the first
firstpublic
publicappearance
appearance of
ofhis
hisundisseminated
undisseminated
192
expressionwill
will outweigh
expression
outweigh aa claim
claim ofoffair
fairuse."192
use.”
Writing in
indissent,
dissent, Justice
Justice
declared that
that this latter statement
"introduces into analysis
Brennan declared
statement “introduces
analysis of
of this
this case
case
categorical
presumption
against
prepublication
aa categorical
presumption
against
prepublication
fair use.”193 Three years later,
fairSalinger
use."193
in
Salinger
v. Random
Random House,
House, the
v.
the Second
SecondCircuit
Circuit adopted
adoptedthe
theHarper
Harper &
& Row
dissent's aggressive
aggressiveinterpretation
interpretationofofthe
themajority
majorityopinion:
opinion: “We
"We think that
dissent’s
that the
the
tenor
tenor of the
the Court's
Court's entire
entire discussion
discussion of unpublished
unpublished works conveys
conveys the idea
that such
such works
works normally
normally enjoy
enjoy complete
complete protection
protection against
against copying
copying any
any
that
protected
variety of
of opinions
opinions from
from the
the Second
Second Circuit and
and
protected expression.”194 A variety
195
elsewhere
subsequently
furthered
this reading,195
thatthebySecond
expression.
,194
so that by so
1991,
elsewhere
subsequently
furthered
this reading,
1991, would
the
Second
declare,
Circuit
would
declare, in Wright
Wright v.
v. Warner
Warner Books,
Books, that "[u]npublished
“[u]npublished works
works
are the
thefavorite
favorite sons
sonsofoffactor
factortwo”
two" and
and“our
"our precedents
precedents. ..... leave
leave little
little room for
are
discussion of
of the factor once it has
determined that
that the
the copyrighted
copyrighted work
work
discussion
has been
been determined
196
is
unpublished."
It
seemed
at
the
time
that
the
courts
had
built
a
new
SonyIt seemed at the
built a new Sonyis unpublished.”
196 presumption,
1992,
like
presumption, this
this time
timeagainst
againstuses
usesofofunpublished
unpublishedworks.197
works.197 In 1992,
189
189
'90
190

HustlerMagazine
MagazineInc.
Inc.v.v.Moral
MoralMajority
Majority Inc., 796 F.2d 1148, 1151 (9th Cir.
Hustler
Cir. 1986).
1986).
See
generally Brett
Brett M.
M. Frischman
Frischman &
& Mark
See generally
Mark A.
A.Lemley,
Lemley,Spillovers,
Spillovers,107
107CoLUM.
COLUM.L.
L.REV.
REV. 257,
257, 286-90 (2007)
(discussing the
the importance
importance of
of positive
positive externalities,
externalities, or
or “spillovers,”
"spillovers," to
(discussing
toaa proper
proper understanding
understanding of
of the
the fair
fair use
use

defense).
defense).
& Row
Harper &
Row Publishers,
Publishers, Inc.
Inc. v.
v. Nation
NationEnterprises,
Enterprises, 471
471 U.S.
U.S. 539,
539, 564
564 (1985).
(1985).
192
'92Id.
Id. at 555.
555.
193
193
Id.
Id. at
at 595
595 (Brennan,
(Brennan, J.,
J., dissenting).
dissenting).
194
194
811 F.2d 90, 97 (2d Cir. 1987).
811
1987).
19
195
5
See,
e.g.,New
NewEra
EraPubls.
Publs.Int'l
Int'l v.
v. Henry
Henry Holt &
See, e.g.,
&Co.,
Co.,873
873 F.2d
F.2d 576,
576, 583
583 (2d
(2d Cir.
Cir.1989)
1989)("Where
(“Whereuse
use isis made
made
of materials
materials of an
an ‘unpublished
an
`unpublishednature,’
nature,'the
thesecond
secondfair
fairuse
usefactor
factorhas
hasyet
yettotobe
be applied
appliedinin favor
favor of an
infringer, and
here."); Association of
infringer,
and we
we do
do not
not do
do so here.”);
of American
American Medical
MedicalColleges
Collegesv.v.Carey,
Carey,728
728F.
F.Supp.
Supp. 873,
873,
885-886 (N.D.N.Y.
(N.D.N.Y. 1990);
885-886
1990); Love
Love v.
v. Kwitny,
Kwitny,706
706F.F.Supp.
Supp. 1123,
1123, 1134
1134 (S.D.N.Y.
(S.D.N.Y. 1989).
1989).
196
196
953F.2d
F.2d731,
731,737
737 (2d
(2d Cir.
Cir. 1991)
1991)
953
197
197
See
generally Crews, supra
See generally
supra note
note 27.
27.
191
191
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Congressintervened.
intervened. It amended
Section 107
107 to
to include
include at
at its
its conclusion:
conclusion: “The
"The
Congress
amended Section
that aa work is unpublished
shall not
not itself
itself bar
bar aa finding
finding of fair use
fact that
unpublished shall
use if such
such
198
finding
is
made
upon
consideration
of
all
the
above
finding is made upon consideration of all the above factors.”
factors."I9s
strange result
result of
of this
this series
seriesof
of events,
events,aaresult
resultwhich
whichthe
theHarper
Harper &
& Row
The strange
court could hardly
hardly have
have foreseen,
foreseen, is that in the opinions studied, the fact that the
plaintiffs
exerted no
no significant
signifcant effect
plaintiff’swork
workwas
wasunpublished
unpublishedappears
appears to have
have exerted
on the
the outcome
outcomeof
of the
the fair
fair use
use test,
test,but
butthe
thefact
factthat
thatthe
theplaintiff’s
plaintiffs work
on
work was
was
published
to have
have exerted
exerted aa strong
strong effect
effect on
on the
the outcome
outcome of
of the test
test in
published appears
appears to
favor
of fair
fair use
use (see
(see Table
Meanwhile, aa wide
favor of a finding of
Table 9).
9). Meanwhile,
wide diversity
diversity of
of
precedent
developedaround
aroundthe
the published/unpublished
published/unpublishedwork
work inquiry,
inquiry, so that
precedent developed
that
courts could draw upon previous
previous case
case law to assert
assert that both the unpublished or
published
status
of
the
work
either
favored
or
disfavoredaafinding
fnding of
published status of the work either favored or disfavored
of fair
fairuse.
use.
Thirty-seven
that the
the plaintiffs
plaintiff’swork
work
Thirty-sevenopinions
opinionsexplicitly
explicitly found
found that
waswas
unpublished,
with 29 of these
assertingthat
thatthis
thisfact
factdisfavored
disfavoredaafinding
fnding of
of fair
unpublished, with
these asserting
use, three
fair use
use (because
(because plaintiff’s
use,
three asserting
assertingthat
thatititfavored
favoredaafinding
fnding of fair
plaintiffs
199
expressionwas
wasnot
not otherwise
otherwiseavailable
availableto
to the
the public),
public),'99
andfive
fve concluding
expression
and
concluding
that
the unpublished
unpublishedstatus
statusofofthe
theplaintiff’s
plaintiffs work was
to the
the fair
that the
was unimportant
unimportant to
use
analysis. Courts found fair use
use analysis.
use in roughly
roughly half
half (48.6%)
(48.6%) of
ofthese
these opinions.
opinions.
By comparison,
comparison, 42
opinions explicitly
work was
was
42 opinions
explicitly found
found that
that the
the plaintiff’s
plaintiffs work
published, with
use, four
published,
with 36
36 asserting
assertingthat
thatthis
thisfact
factfavored
favoredaafinding
fnding of fair use,
assertingthat
thatitit disfavored
disfavoredaafinding
fnding of
of fair use
theplaintiff’s
plaintiffs work
asserting
use (because
(because the
200
was
otherwise
available
to
the
purchasing
public),200
and
two
asserting
that it
was
the purchasing public), and two asserting that
made no
no difference
difference to
to the
the outcome
outcomeof
of the
the fair
fair use
usetest.
test. Courts
Courts found fair use
made
use in
that the
thepublished
publishedstatus
statusofofthe
theplaintiff’s
plaintiff s
77.8% of the 36 opinions that asserted
asserted that
work favored
finding of
% of
of the
the 42
42opinions
opinionsoverall.
overall. As
favored a finding
of fair
fairuse,
use, and
and in 69.1
69.1%
with
above, the
the inner
inner workings of
with the
the subfactor
subfactor variables
variables discussed
discussed above,
of these
these data
data
(with commercial
help to explain why
why the
the regression
regression model predicts (with
commercial use
use set
set to
one
other variables
variables set
set to
to zero)
zero) that
that the
thedefendant's
defendant’s chances
chances of
one and
and all other
of
succeeding in
in its fair
increase from
from 27.4% to 57.8%
succeeding
fair use
use defense increase
57.8% when
when the
the status
status
the plaintiff’s
plaintiffs work
to published—and
published and not
of the
work shifs
shiftsfrom
frombeing
being not
not published
published to
not at
the status
statusofofthe
theplaintiff’s
plaintiffs work shifs
all when
when the
shiftsfrom
frombeing
beingunpublished
unpublished to not
unpublished.
From the perspective of a fair
fair use
use maximalist,
maximalist,the
the data
data once
once again
again reveal an
encouraging,
and
ironic,
result.
As
above,
the
Supreme
Court
sought to
to
encouraging, and ironic, result. As above, the Supreme Court sought
establish that
that aa certain
certain finding
fnding (here,
establish
(here, that
that the
the work
work isisunpublished)
unpublished) disfavors
disfavors
fair use.
use. Lower
Lowercourts
courtsappear
appear not
not to
to have
have acted
acted on that dictum, however, other
198

198
Pub.L.L.No.
No.102102-492,
492, 106
106 Stat.
Stat. 3145 (1992).
(1992).
Pub.
19
See,
e.g.,Maxtone-Graham
Maxtone-Grahamv.
v.Burtchaell,
Burtchaell, 631
631 F.
F. Supp.
Supp.1432,
1432,1437
1437(S.D.N.Y.
(S.D.N.Y. 1986)
1986) (“The
("The advancement
of
See, e.g.,
advancement of

199
9

the social sciences
and public
public discourse
discourse on
on an
an important
important issue
issue is
is enhanced
enhancedby
bypermitting
permitting liberal,
liberal, but fair,
sciences and
fair, use
use
132, 138
138 (D. Mass.
1992) (“Although
("Although Teaching
of such
such materials.”).
Cf.Penelope
Penelope v.
v. Brown,
Brown,792
792 F.
F.Supp.
Supp. 132,
Mass. 1992)
Teaching
materials."). Cf
About Doublespeak is still
still in
be widely
widely available to
in print
printand
and isis sold
sold in
incollege
collegebookstores,
bookstores, itit cannot
cannot be
be said to be
public.
Lack
of
availability
Brown
greater
justification
for
reproducing
it.”).
the
availability
lends
greater
justifcation
for
reproducing
it.").
200
200
1251 (W.D.N.Y.
1247, 1251
See,
e.g., Encyclopaedia
Encyclopaedia Britannica
Britannica Educational
Educational Corp. v. Crooks,
(W.D.N.Y.
See, e.g.,
Crooks, 558 F. Supp.
Supp. 1247,
Encyclopaedia Britannica
Britannica Educational Corp. v. Crooks, 542 F. Supp.
Supp. 1156,
1156, 1177
1177 (W.D.N.Y.
(W.D.N.Y. 1982).
1983); Encyclopaedia
1982).
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than to invert itit to
opposite of
of that
that finding
finding (here, that the
the work
work
to conclude
conclude that the opposite

is published)
published)
favors
is
favors
fair fair
use.201
use.20I

C. Factor
FactorThree:
Three:Amount
Amountand
andSubstantiality
Substantialityof
ofthe
theUse
Use
The third factor
factor instructs
instructs courts
courts to
to consider
consider "the
“the amount
amount and
and substantiality
substantiality
of the portion
portion used
used in
in relation
relation to
tothe
thecopyrighted
copyrightedwork
workasasaawhole."202
whole.”202 In other
words, and as the great majority
majority of
this factor calls
ofthe
theopinions
opinionsrecognized,203
recognized,203 this
upon
both on a quantitative
upon courts
courts to evaluate,
evaluate, both
quantitative and
and a qualitative
qualitative scale,
scale, what
proportion
proportion of the plaintiffs
plaintiff’swork
workthe
thedefendant
defendant used.
used. We
Wesaw
sawabove
above that
that the
the
outcome
of
factor
three
correlated
strongly
with
the
outcome
of
the
overall
test
outcome of
three correlated strongly
test
as well
well as
as
as with the
the outcomes
outcomes of factors
factors one
one and
and four. These
These relations
relations were
were
especially strong
strongwhen
whenthe
thethird
thirdfactor
factorwas
wasfound
foundtotofavor
favorfair
fair use.
use. This is not
especially
surprising.
insubstantial taking
not likely
likely have
have
surprising. An insubstantial
takingofofthe
theplaintiff’s
plaintiffs work will
will not
an appreciable
appreciableeffect
effect on
on the
the market
market for
for or value of that
an
that work,
work, and
and perhaps
perhaps on
that
fair use.
use. Indeed,
Indeed, of
of the
the 79
79
that ground
groundalone,
alone,will
willlikely
likely trigger
trigger aa finding
fnding of fair
opinions that
that found that factor
opinions
factor three
three favored
favored fair
fair use,
use, 76
76 subsequently
subsequently found
fair use,
these also
also found
found that
that factor
factor four favored that result.
fair
use, and 72 of these
Of all
all ofofthe
thefactors,
factors,the
thethird
thirdfactor
factorboasts
boasts the
the most
most settled
settled and
and easilyeasilyunderstood
doctrine. In general,
the more
more the
the defendant
defendanttakes
takesofofthe
theplaintiff’s
plaintiffs
understood doctrine.
general, the
work, the
lesslikely
likely itit is
is that
that the
thetaking
takingwill
will qualify
qualify as
asaafair
fairuse.
use. What
the less
What ifif the
the
defendant takes
takesthe
theentirety
entiretyofofthe
theplaintiff’s
plaintiffs work?
defendant
work? Courts
Courtsand
andcommentators
commentators
have asserted
assertedthat,
that,“generally,
"generally,itit may
may not
not constitute
constitute aafair
fair use
useifif the
the entire
entire work
work
have
204
is reproduced,"204
though
"there
may
be
certain
very
limited
situations
wherein
reproduced,” though “there may be certain very limited
copying
even the
the entire
entire work for
for aa different
differentfunctional
functional purpose
purpose may
may be
be
copying of even
regarded as
different story,
story, one
one which
as aa fair
fairuse."205
use.”205 The
The data
data tell
tell aa slightly different
suggests
areare
notnotsosolimited.
the 99 opinions
opinions which
suggeststhat
thatthese
thesesituations
situations
limited. Of
Of the
addressedfacts
factsininwhich
whichthe
thedefendant
defendanttook
tookthe
theentirety
entiretyofofthe
theplaintiff’s
plaintiffs work,
addressed
27.3%
use (albeit
these 27 opinions
(albeit with 99 of these
27.3% found
found fair use
opinions finding
fnding aa
transformative
use,and
andfour
fourfinding
fnding a non-transformative
use). The story is
transformative use,
non-transformative use).
201
201

As between
the creative/factual
creative/factualwork
work inquiry
inquiry and
and the
the published/unpublished
published/unpublishedwork
workinquiry,
inquiry, which
which inquiry
between the
had the
of the
the eleven
eleven opinions
opinions
had
the greater
greaterimpact
impacton
onthe
theoutcome
outcomeofoffactor
factortwo?
two? The
The data
dataare
areinconclusive.
inconclusive. All
All of
that addressed
theuse
useofofaacreative,
creative,unpublished
unpublishedwork
workfound
found that
that factor
factor two
two disfavored fair
addressed the
fair use,
use, and six of the
the
seven
favored fair
fairuse.
use.
seven opinions
opinions that
that addressed
addressedthe
theuse
useofofaafactual,
factual,published
publishedwork
work found
found that
that factor two favored
These results
results are
are not
not surprising.
surprising. What
These
Whathappens,
happens, however,
however, when the
the two
two subfactors
subfactors under
under the
the second
second factor
in opposite
opposite directions?
directions? Twenty-two
Twenty-twoopinions
opinionsaddressed
addressed the use
use of aa creative,
creative, published
published work and
and
point in
nineteen
found that factor two disfavored
nineteen of these
these found
disfavored fair
fairuse,
use, while
whilesix
sixopinions
opinionsaddressed
addressed the
the use
use of aa factual,
unpublished
work and
and four
four of these
found that
that factor
factor two
two disfavored
disfavored fair
fair use.
use. From
unpublished work
these found
From this,
this, we
we can
can tentatively
conclude
creative status
status trumps its published
published status,
status, but that a work's
work’s factual
factualstatus
status does
does not
not
conclude that
that aa work’s
work's creative
necessarily trump
trump its
its unpublished
unpublished status.
status.
202
202
§ 107.
17
U.S.C.
107.
203
203
Nevertheless,
ten opinions
opinions evaluated
evaluated the
the extent
extentof
of the
the taking
taking as
as aa proportion
proportion of the defendant’s
defendant's work, and
Nevertheless, ten
and

two evaluated
the extent
extent of
of the
the taking
taking both
both as
asaaproportion
proportionof
of the
the plaintiff’s
plaintiff's work
evaluated the
work and
and as
as a proportion of the
the
defendant's work.
work.
defendant’s
204
204
Infinity Broad.
Broad.Corp.
Corp.v.
v. Kirkwood,
Kirkwood, 150 F.3d 104, 109 (2d Cir
Cir 1998) (quoting
(quotingNiMMER).
Infinity
NIMMER).
205
205

NEOMER,
supra note
note 137,
137, at § 13.05
NIMMER, supra
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more extreme
extreme in
in situations
situations where
where the
thecourt
court finds
fnds that the defendant
did or did
more
defendant did
not take
take the
the“essence”
"essence"ororthe
the“heart”
"heart"ofofthe
theplaintiff’s
plaintiffswork.
work. Courts
not
Courts explicitly
found that
that the
the defendant
defendanttook
tookthe
theheart
heartofofthe
theplaintiff’s
plaintiffs work in
found
in 37
37 opinions,
opinions,
and found
found fair
fair use
in 35 of these.
fnding, that
and
use in
these. Courts
Courts made
made the opposite
opposite finding,
that the
the
defendantdid
didnot
not take
takethe
theheart
heartofofthe
theplaintiff’s
plaintiffs work,
defendant
work, in
in 25
25 opinions,
opinions, and
and
found fair
fair use
use in
in 23
23 of
ofthese.
these.
apparentdominance
dominanceofofthe
thefirst
frst and
Given the
the apparent
and fourth factors,
factors, it is
is easy
easy to
underestimate
the importance
importanceof
of the
the third
third factor analysis to the outcome of the
underestimate the
fair use
test. But
use test.
But ififwe
weaccept,
accept, as
as I will
willargue
argue in
in aa moment,
moment, that
that in nearly
nearly all
situations, the
the fourth
fourth factor
factor functions
functions as
as aa kind of
situations,
of metafactor
metafactor under
under which
courts synthesize
synthesizetheir
theiranalyses
analysesofofthe
thefirst
frst three
three factors,
factors, then
then we
we are
are in
in a
courts
position to appreciate
how
much
of
an
impact
the
third
factor
actually
has
appreciate how much of
the
factor actually has on
the outcome
outcomeof
of the
the fair
fair use
use test—that
test that is,
the
is, on
onthe
the outcome
outcome of
of the
the fourth
fourth factor.
factor.
Here, the
the regression
regressionresults
resultsreported
reportedininTable
Table99 are
areof
of special
special interest.
interest. They
Here,
the subfactor
subfactor considerations
considerationsgoing
going to
to the
the taking
taking of
of the
the entirety and
and in
show that the
particular the
the heart
heart of
of the
the work
work exert
exert aasignificant
signifcant influence
infuence on
the
outcome
of
on
outcome of
test. Specifically,
the test.
Specifically,the
theregression
regression analysis
analysis predicts
predicts that
that ififaadefendant
defendant makes
makes
aa commercial use
use of a creative, published work, its
its chances
chances of succeeding
succeeding in its
fair use
defensedecline
declinefrom
from 35.5%
35.5%to
to 12.0%
12.0%ifif it is found
use defense
found to
to take
take the entirety
if itit is
of that work, and to 1.0% if
is found
found to
to take
take the
the heart of that work.

D. Factor
Factor Four:
Four:Effect
Effect on
on the Market
"the effect of
The fourth factor calls
calls upon
upon courts
courts to consider
consider “the
of the
the use
use upon
the potential market for or
the
or value
value ofofthe
thecopyrighted
copyrightedwork."206
work.”206 As mentioned
mentioned
above, the
the Harper
Harper &
& Row
above,
Row Court
Court declared
declared that this factor was "undoubtedly
“undoubtedly the
the
207
single most important
and
the opinions
opinions
single
important element
element of
offair
fairuse,"207
use,”
and 59.0%
59.0% of the
following
Harper & Row
Row (but
preceding Campbell)
cited this
this
(but preceding
Campbell) explicitly
explicitly cited
following Harper
proposition. AAdecade
the Harper
decade later,
later, the
the Campbell
Campbell Court
Court attempted
attempted to bend the
&
Row dictum.
dictum. Again
Againchoosing
choosingtotoreconstrue
reconstruerather
ratherthan
thanrescind
rescindand
and replace,
replace,
& Row
the
that, in
in determining
determining the
the question
questionofof fair
fair use,
use, “[a]ll
"[a]ll
the Court obliquely stated
stated that,
[factors] are
and the
the results
results weighed
weighed together,
together,inin light
light of the
[factors]
are to be explored,
explored, and
the
purposes of
effect on the lower
had a modest
modest effect
of copyright."208
copyright.”208 This intervention had
courts,
as Figure
Figure 88 shows.
Ofthe
theopinions
opinions following
followingCampbell,
Campbell, 26.5%
courts, as
shows. Of
explicitly to
continued explicitly
tostate
state that factor
factor four
four was
was the most important factor.
Supreme Court
Court in
in its dicta on the
was trying to
Whether the Supreme
the issue
issue was
to describe
describe
the
state of
of the doctrine or prescribe
the current
current state
prescribe what the doctrine
doctrine should
should be is
unclear.
unclear. The
The conventional
conventional wisdom
wisdom isis that
thatregardless
regardless of
of what
what the
theSupreme
Supreme
Court has
has said,
said, the
the fourth
fourth factor
factor analysis
remainsthe
themost
mostinfluential
infuential on the
Court
analysis remains
the

206
206
17U.S.C.
U.S.C. § 107.
107.
17
207
207
Harper&&Row
Row Publishers,
Publishers, Inc.
Inc. v.
v. Nation Enterprises, 471 U.S. 539, 566 (1985).
Harper
(1985).
208
208
Campbellv.v.Acuff-Rose
Acuff-Rose Music,
Music, Inc., 510 U.S. 569, 578 (1994).
Campbell
(1994).
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FIGURE 88
FIGURE
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THEPROPORTION
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PINIONS C
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0

0
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150
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175

200

225

250

275

300

Opinion Number
Number

outcome of the overall test. The
outcome
Thedata
data support
support aa different
different account,
account, however,
however, one
one
which suggests
that we
we have
have failed
failed to
to appreciate
appreciatethe
thetrue
truerole
role of
of the
the fourth
suggests that
factor analysis
107 test
test as
asapplied.
applied. The fourth factor
analysis in the Section
Section 107
factor essentially
essentially
constituted aa metafactor
metafactor under
under which
which courts integrated
constituted
integrated their analyses
analyses of the
the
other three
three factors
factors and,
and, in
in doing
doing so,
so, arrived
arrived at
at the
the outcome
outcome not
not simply
simply of the
other
the
141 opinions that
fourth factor,
factor, but
the overall test.
test. Consider
Consider that of the
the 141
fourth
but of the
found
found that factor four
four disfavored
disfavored fair
fair use,
use, 140
use. The
The one
one
140 found
found no
no fair
fair use.
that factor
factor four
outlying opinion
opinion that
that found
found fair
fairuse
use reasoned,
reasoned, quite obtusely,
obtusely, that
"slightly
“slightly disfavors
disfavors aa finding
finding of
offair
fairuse
usesince
since plaintiffs
plaintiff'sand
anddefendant's
defendant's books
books
116
are both
the 116
are
both directed
directed towards
towardsthe
thesame
sameaudience."209
audience.”209 Meanwhile,
Meanwhile, of the
opinions
that
found
that
factor
four
favored
fair
use,
all
but
six
found
fair
use.
opinions that found that factor
use,
found fair use.
becausethere
therewas
wasno
nomarket
marketfor
forthe
theplaintiffs’
plaintiffs'
Four of the outliers
outliers reasoned
reasoned that because
other two were
were
works the factor
factor could
could not
not favor
favorthe
theplaintiff,210
plaintiff,210 and
works
and the
the other
in which the
defendants' limited
limited uses
Scientology cases
cases in
the court
court reasoned
reasoned that the defendants’
uses
211
did
not
substantially
impact
the
religion's
efforts
to
retain
or
gain
did not substantially impact the religion’s efforts to retain or gain members.
members.211
The
synthetic and
the fourth
fourth factor
factor analysis
analysis may
may
The synthetic
and dispositive
dispositive nature
nature of
of the
explain why there
have developed
developedno
noreal
realsubfactors
subfactorsunder
underfactor
factorfour—other
four other
explain
there have
209
209
illiamson v.
Educ., No.
No. 00-8420,
00-8420, 2001
2001U.S.
U.S.Dist.
Dist. LEXIS
LEXIS 17062, at
at *19
*19 (S.D.N.Y.
(S.D.N.Y. 2001).
Williamson
v. Pearson
Pearson Educ.,
2001).
W
210
210

1996); Lish v.
See
Lamb v.
v. Starks,
Starks, 949
949 F. Supp.
Supp. 753,
753, 757
757 (N.D. Cal.
See Lamb
Cal. 1996);
v. Harper's
Harper's Magazine
Magazine Found.,
Found., 807
807 F.
F.
Supp. 1090,
1090, 1104
1104 (S.D.N.Y.
(S.D.N.Y. 1992);
1992); Batesville Servs.
v. Funeral
Funeral Depot,
Depot, Inc., No. 02-01011,
Supp.
Servs. v.
02-01011, 2004 U.S. Dist.
Dist.
LEXIS 24336,
24336, at *25 (S.D. In. 2004); Softel,
Inc. v.
v. Dragon
Dragon Medical
Medical &
&Scientifc
ScientificCommuns.,
Communs.,No.
No.87-0167,
87-0167,
Sofel, Inc.
1992 U.S.
U.S.Dist.
Dist. LEXIS
LEXIS 9502,
9502, at
1992
at *54
*54 (S.D.N.Y.
(S.D.N.Y. 1992).
1992).
211
211
1248-49 (N.D. Cal.
See Religious
Netcom On-Line
On-Line Commun.
Commun. Servs.,
Servs., 923
923 F.
F. Supp.
Supp. 1231, 1248-49
Cal.
See
Religious Tech.
Tech. Ctr.
Ctr. v. Netcom
*28-31 (E.D. Va.
15454, at *28-31
1995);
Lerma, No.
No. 95-1107, 1996
Va.
1995); Religious
Religious Tech.
Tech. Ctr.
Ctr. v. Lerma,
1996 U.S.
U.S. Dist.
Dist. LEXIS 15454,
1996).
1996).
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than
the three
three Section
Section107
107factors
factorsthat
thatprecede
precedeit—and
it and why courts
than the
courts very rarely
made specific
specifc factual findings
fndings under
made
under the
the factor. Instead,
Instead, the
the vast majority of
of the
the
opinions simply conducted
opinions
conducted what amounted
amounted to little
little more
more than
than an
an unstructured
unstructured
andconclusory
conclusory
of reason
and
rulerule
of reason
analysis.212 To the
the extent
extent that
that courts
courts structured
structured
analysis.212
their
factor
factor four
four analysis
analysis around
around anything,
anything, they
they structured
structured itit around
around various
various
relatively feeble
of law. One
feeble propositions
propositions of
Oneisisthe
thepresumption
presumptionestablished
established by
Sony
that “[i]f
"[i]f the
use is
is for
for commercial
gain," then
then aa likelihood
likelihood of
of
Sony that
the intended
intended use
commercial gain,”
The Campbell Court
market harm under
under factor
factor four
four"may
“maybebepresumed."213
presumed.”213 The
sought to
to overwrite
overwrite this
this dictum
dictum on
on which
which the
theSixth
Sixth Circuit
Circuit majority
majority opinion in
sought
Campbell had
had so
so heavily
heavily relied.
relied. The
The Campbell
Campbell Court
Court first
frst simply
Campbell
simply rejected
rejected the
the
presumption
outright as
as “a
"a presumption
applied here
here we
we hold to be
presumption outright
presumption which as
as applied
be
error."214
214
error.”
Then
the Court formulated
formulated a highly
highly sensible
sensible refinement
refinement of the
the
Then the
original presumption:
original
presumption:
No "presumption"
harm that
that might
might find
fnd support
“presumption” or inference
inference of market harm
support
in Sony
Sony is
is applicable
applicable to
to aacase
case involving
involvingsomething
something beyond
beyond mere
mere
duplication
commercial purposes.
purposes. Sony’s
duplication for
for commercial
Sony's discussion
discussionofof aa
presumption
contrastsaacontext
contextofofverbatim
verbatimcopying
copyingof
of the
the original
original in
presumption contrasts
its entirety
entirety for
for commercial
commercial purposes,
purposes, with
with the
the noncommercial
noncommercial context
context
itself (home
(home copying
copying of television programming). In the former
of Sony
Sony itself
circumstances, what
what Sony
Sony said
said simply makes
when a
circumstances,
makes common sense:
sense: when
commercial
an
commercial use
use amounts
amountstotomere
mereduplication
duplicationofof the
the entirety
entirety of an
original, ititclearly
original,
clearlysupersedes
supersedes the objects of
of the
the original
originaland
andserves
serves as
as a
replacementfor
for it,
it, making it likely
market replacement
likelythat
that cognizable
cognizable market harm
to the original will
willoccur.
occur.But
Butwhen,
when,ononthe
thecontrary,
contrary,the
thesecond
second use
use is
transformative,
transformative, market
market substitution is at
at least
least less
less certain,
certain, and
and market
harmmay
may
so readily
harm
notnot
be be
so readily
inferred.215

inferred.215

But as
as Figure
Figure 8 shows,
shows, in the
the years
years following
following Campbell,
Campbell, many
many lower
lower courts
courts
108 opinions
opinions following
ignored
the 108
ignored or
or were
were ignorant
ignorantofofthis
thisrefinement.
refnement. Of the
Sony and
Sony
and preceding
precedingCampbell,
Campbell,33
33cited
citedto
toSony’s
Sony'smarket
marketharm
harmpresumption.
presumption. Of
Of
161 opinions
the 161
Campbell, 25 continued
the original
original
opinions following Campbell,
continuedtoto cite
cite to
to the
presumption
(with 76.0%
76.0% of
of these
theseultimately
ultimatelyfinding
fnding no fair
presumption (with
fair use),
use), while only 14
cited to
to the
the Campbell
Campbellmodification
modifcation of it (with
ultimately finding
finding
cited
(with 57.1%
57.1% of
of these
these ultimately
nofair
fairuse).216
no

use).216

212

(f Leval,
Cf.
Leval,supra
supranote
note92,
92,atat1107
1107("Decisions
(“Decisionsare
arenot
notgoverned
governedby
byconsistent
consistentprinciples,
principles,but
butseem
seem rather
rather to
result from intuitive
intuitive reactions
reactions to individual
individualfact
fact patterns.").
patterns.”).
213
213
SonyCorp.
Corp.ofofAmerica
v. Universal
Universal City
City Studios,
Sony
America v.
Studios, Inc.,
Inc., 464
464 U.S.
U.S. 417,
417, 451
451 (1984).
(1984).
214
214
Campbell v. Acuff-Rose
Acuff-Rose Music,
Music,Inc.,
Inc.,510
510 U.S.
U.S. 569,
569, 591
591 (1994).
(1994).
215
215
Sony, 464
464 U.S.
U.S. at
at 451
451 (“A
("A challenge
of a copyrighted
copyrighted work requires proof either
Sony,
challenge to aa noncommercial use
use of

that the particular
particular use
use is
harmful, or that
that ififititshould
shouldbecome
becomewidespread,
widespread, itit would
would adversely
adversely affect
affect the
the
that
is harmful,
potential market for the
the copyrighted work.").
work.”).Though
Thoughthis
thisdictum
dictumwas
wasdirected
directedtowards
towardsnoncommercial
noncommercialuses,
uses,
courts, such
such as
asthe
theCampbell
Campbell Court,
Court, applied
applied it,
it, a fortiori,
fortiori, to
tocommercial
commercialuses.
uses.
211
216
Consider
Ninth
Row for the
the
Consider the
the remarkable
remarkablepost-Campbell
post-Campbell
NinthCircuit
Circuitopinion
opinionthat
thatcited
citedtotoHarper
Harper&& Row
proposition that the
the fourth factor is the most
most important and
and then
then cited
cited both
bothto
to the
theCampbell
Campbellmodification
modifcation and
to the
the original
original Sony
Sony presumption.
presumption. See
See Elvis
Elvis Presley
Presley Enters.
Enters. v. Passport
Passport Video, 349 F.3d 622, 631 (9th Cir.
Cir.
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Sony
establishedanother
anotherproposition
propositionof
of law, essentially
Sony established
essentially a slippery
slippery slope
slope

principle,
around
which
courts
to structure
their
fourth
principle, around
which
courts
tendedtended
to structure
their fourth
factor
analysis.217
factor
analysis.217
Campbell
reinforced this
this proposition,
proposition, stating
stating that
that the
the fourth factor
Campbell
reinforced
factor "requires
“requires

courts to consider
consider not
not only the
courts
the extent
extent of
of market
market harm
harm caused
caused by the particular
actions of the alleged
actions
alleged infringer,
infringer, but
butalso
alsowhether
whetherunrestricted
unrestricted and
and widespread
widespread
conduct
of
the
sort
engaged
in
by
the
defendant
would
result
in
a
substantially
conduct
engaged in
defendant would
adverse impact
impact on the potential market for
adverse
forthe
theoriginal."218
original.”218 Figure 8 shows
shows the
impact
use case
case law
first ofofSony's
Sony’s and
and then
then ofofCampbell's
Campbell’s
impact on
on the
the fair use
law frst
endorsementofofthis
this principle.
principle. Like
endorsement
Likemany
manyother
otherdoctrinal
doctrinalstatements
statements made
made by
the
Court, the
the slippery
slippery slope
slope principle
principle enjoyed
enjoyed an
an initial
initial rapid rise in fashion
the Court,
fashion
and then
then suffered
suffered just as
after each
each of its
its Supreme
Supreme Court
Court endorsements
endorsements and
as rapid a
fall, until
cited in
until ititreached
reached aa kind
kind of
of equilibrium
equilibriumwhere
where itithas
has recently
recently been
been cited
about 35%
35% of lower courts'
about
courts’ fair
fairuse
use opinions.
opinions. The
Thedata
datasuggest
suggest that
that there
there was
was
signifcant relation
court's citing
no significant
relationat
at any
any time
time between
between a court’s
citing to
to the
the slippery
slippery slope
slope
principle
principle and
and its finding
finding of
of no
no fair
fairuse.
use.
Ultimately,
Ultimately, the
the paradox
paradox of the fourth factor is that it is everything in the fair
use
test and
and thus
thus nothing.
nothing. To
descriptive matter,
matter, that
that itit is the
use test
To assert,
assert, as
as aa descriptive
the most
is
important
normativematter,
matter, that
thatititis istootoo
important219—is
important factor—or,
factor or, asasaanormative
important219
meaningless,primarily
primarily because
meaningless,
because itit is no factor, no
no independent
independent variable, at all.
all.
Instead,inin practice,
practice,regardless
regardless
what
might
hope orfear—it
fear it would
Instead,
of of
what
wewe
might
hope—or
would be,
be,
the actual
actual doctrine
doctrine of the fourth factor
consist of a few almost
factor appears
appears to consist
almost lastminute propositions of law
law that
that judges
judges should
should keep
keep in
in mind
mindas
as they
they synthesize
synthesize
the various
various factual fndings
the
findingsthat
thatthey
theyhave
have made
made under
under the
the previous
previous factors
factors—
and 93.6%
93.6% of
of the
the opinions
opinions analyzed
analyzedthe
thefactors
factorsinintheir
theirnumerical
numericalorder.
order. In
and
theory, Section
107
instructs
courts
to
conduct
a
balancing
test
along
the four
Section
instructs courts
balancing test along the
dimensions
light,” explains
explains Campbell,
Campbell, “of
the purpose
purpose of
dimensionsofof its
its factors,
factors, “in
"in light,"
"of the
of
220
copyright."220
copyright.”
In practice, judges
judges appear
appearto
to apply
apply Section
Section107
107in
in the
the form
form of a
cognitively
more familiar two-sided
two-sided balancing
balancing test
they weigh
weigh the
the
cognitively more
test in
in which they
strength of
of the
the defendant’s
defendant'sjustification
justifcation for
justifcation has
strength
for its
itsuse,
use, as that justification
has been
been
developed
three factors,
factors, against
against the
that use
use on
on the
the
developedinin the
the first
frst three
the impact
impact of that

("The last,
`undoubtedly the single
single most
most important’
important' of
will have
2003) (“The
last, and ‘undoubtedly
of all
all the
the factors,
factors, is
is the
the effect
effect the
the use will
have
U.S. at 566.
on the potential
potential market
and value
copyrighted works.
& Row,
Row, 471
471 U.S.
566. . . . The
market for and
value of the copyrighted
works. Harper &
more transformative
transformative the
the new
new work,
work, the
the less
less likely
likely the new work's use
use of
of copyrighted
copyrighted materials
materials will
will affect
affect the
the
market for
for the
the materials.
materials. See
See CBS
CBS Broad.,
Broad., 305
941. Finally,
Finally, ifif the
the purpose
purpose of the
the new
new work is
market
305 F.3d
F.3d at
at 941.
commercial in
in nature,
nature,‘the
the likelihood
A&M Records,
239 F.3d
F3d at 1016
commercial
likelihood [of
[ofmarket
market harm]
harm] may
may be
be presumed.'
presumed.’ A&M
Records, 239
451).").
(quoting Sony,
Sony, 464 U.S. at 451).”).
217
Campbell, 510 U.S.
U.S. at
at 591.
591.
218
218
Id.atat590
590(citations
(citations omitted).
omitted).
Id.
219

219
1124 (“Although
Leval, supra
supra note
note 92,
92, at
at 1124
the market
market factor
factor is
is signifcant,
significant,the
theSupreme
Supreme Court
Court has
has
("Although the
somewhat overstated
overstated its
its importance.
importance. When
When the
the secondary
secondary use
usedoes
doessubstantially
substantiallyinterfere
interferewith
with the
the market for
somewhat
the copyrighted work, as
was the
the case
caseininNation,
Nation,this
thisfactor
factorpowerfully
powerfully opposes
opposesaafinding
fnding of fair
as was
fair use.
use. But
But the
the
inverse does
does not
not follow.
follow. The
does not
not harm
harm the
the market
market for
for the
the original gives
inverse
The fact
fact that
that the
the secondary
secondary use
use does
gives no
no
assurance
Thus, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
importance of the
the market
market factor,
factor,
assurancethat
thatthe
thesecondary
secondaryuse
useisisjustified.
justifed. Thus,
the importance
especially
market is impaired by
by the
the secondary
secondary use,
use, it should not overshadow
overshadow the requirement
especially when
when the market
requirement of
of
justifcation
justificationunder
underthe
thefirst
firstfactor,
factor,without
withoutwhich
whichthere
therecan
canbe
be no
no fair
fair use.").
use.”).
220
220
Campbell v. Acuff-Rose
Acuff-Rose Music,
Music,Inc.,
Inc.,510
510 U.S.
U.S. 569,
569, 578
578 (1994).
(1994).
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221
incentives of
of the plaintiff.
plaintiff.22I
Factor
incentives
Factor four
four provides
provides the
the analytical
analytical space
space for this
balancing test
test to occur,
occur, and
and the
the various
various doctrinal
doctrinal propositions
propositions under
under factor
factor four
are merely
merely there
there to
to tilt
tilt the scales
one way
way or
or the
the other.
other. In
like the four
are
scales one
In essence,
essence, like
themselves, they
they are
arenot
notlegal
legal propositions,
propositions, but
but policy
policy propositions.
factors themselves,
propositions.

V. CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION
At
At aa general
general level, this
this Article
Articlehas
hassought
sought totoshow
showthat
thatthe
theleading
leadingcases
cases
approach to
to our
our fair
fair use
caselaw
law isis fundamentally
fundamentally flawed
fawed both
approach
use case
both as
as a descriptive
and as
asaaprescriptive
prescriptiveenterprise.
enterprise. It
It is flawed
enterprise in
in that
that itit
and
flawed as
as a descriptive enterprise
the actual
actual state
stateof
of our
our fair use
fails accurately
accurately to represent
represent the
use doctrine
doctrine as
as that
that
the task
task of
of
doctrine is applied in the courts.
courts. Its
Itsanecdotal
anecdotal method
method is unequal
unequal to the
accounting
complex, multifarious
accountingfor
for aa complex,
multifarious system
system consisting
consistingofof aa multitude
multitude of
of
judges,
cases,and
andlines
linesofofdoctrine.
doctrine. More importantly,
judges, cases,
importantly, but
but more
more subtly,
subtly, the
the
method is
is flawed
fawed as
prescriptive enterprise
leading cases
cases method
as a prescriptive
enterprise in
in that
that ititperpetuates,
perpetuates,
because itit requires,
the
because
requires, the
the myth
myth that
that non-leading
non-leading cases
casesfollow
follow the
the lead
lead of the
leading
It isisone
one thing
thingtotolearn
learnthat
thatacademic
academic scholarship
scholarship has
has little
leading cases.
cases. It
apparent impact
impact on the mass of our
but itit is something else
apparent
our fair
fairuse
usecase
case law,222
law,222 but
Court and
and renowned
renowned circuit
circuit court
court opinions
entirely to learn
learn that
that Supreme
Supreme Court
opinions did
havemuch
muchof
of an
an impact
impact either.
either. We
not necessarily
necessarily have
We cannot
cannot hope
hope to better
better the
the
true state
state of
of our
our fair
fair use
use doctrine—the
doctrine the doctrine
doctrineas
as ititisispracticed
practiced in
in the
the courts
courts—
if we
if
we continue
continuetotoassume
assume that
that conventionally
conventionallyagreed
agreed upon
upon leading
leading cases
cases carry
prescriptive force.
At
At aa more specifc
specific level,
level,this
thisArticle
Articlehas
hassought
sought to
to induce,
induce, albeit selectively
and
the population
population of
opinions that
has studied
studied aa set
and critically,
critically, from the
of opinions
that it has
set of
of
salutary doctrinal
doctrinal practices
practicesinin the
the area
areaofoffair
fair use.
use. IfIf this
salutary
thisempirical
empiricalprecedent
precedent
deservesany
anydegree
degreeofofdeference,
deference,ififitit should
should itself
itself carry any prescriptive force,
deserves
it isis not
notbecause
because itit comes
comes from
from aa higher
higher court,
court,but
butbecause
because itit represents
represents what
most
judges
from
the
population
of
judges
who
have
applied
fair
most judges from
judges
have
fair use
use doctrine
doctrine
have seen
seenfit
fit to do. The
have
Theassumption
assumption that
that the
the Article
Articlehas
has made
made in
in this
this regard,
regard,
and certainly
certainly one
one that
that is
is open
opento
to criticism,
criticism, is
is that
that we
we may
may trust
trust aa population
population of
of
and
judges
over time systematically
to point the way to
judges over
systematically to
to the
the better
better practice
practice of the
the
doctrine. ItItappears
doctrine.
appears that
that for
for all
allofoftheir
theirfractiousness,
fractiousness, judges
judges applying fair
fair use
use
doctrine have
have done
done just
just that.
that. Where
declinedto
to follow
follow
doctrine
Where the
the non-leading
non-leading cases
cases declined
221
221

See
generally Wendy
Wendy J.J.Gordon,
Gordon,Excuse
Excuseand
andJustification
Justifcation in
in the
the Law
Law of
of Fair Use:
cation and
See generally
Use: Connnodif
Commodification
Market
(working paper on
on file
file with
Market Perspectives
Perspectives (working
with author).
author).
222

One rough
rough index
index of the
on the
the fair
fair use
caselaw
law is
is the
the proportion
proportion of
One
the impact
impact of
of academic
academic scholarship
scholarship on
use case
opinions that cited aa law review article of
of any
any kind
kind through
through the
the course
course of their fair
fair use
use analysis.
analysis. Of
Ofthe
the seven
seven
SupremeCourt
Courtopinions,
opinions,four
four (or
(or 57.1%)
57.1%) did
did so,
so, while
while 25.0%
25.0% of
of the
the 88
88 circuit
circuit court opinions and
and 10.9%
10.9% of
of
Supreme
the district court opinions did so. However,
However, ififwe
weexclude
excludeJudge
Judge Leval's
Leval’s Towards
Towards aa Fair
FairUse
Use Standard
Standard article
from
decline to
to 50.0%
50.0% of
of the
the Supreme
SupremeCourt
Courtopinions,
opinions,14.7%
14.7%(or
(or 13
13 of
of 88)
88) of
of
from this
this tabulation,
tabulation, the
the percentages
percentages decline
the circuit court opinions, and
5.7% (or
(or 12
12 of
of 211)
211) of
of the
the district
district court
court opinions.
opinions. The law review article other
and 5.7%
than Leval’s
Leval's cited
Gordon, supra
supra note
note 9.
9. Six courts cited to it.
cited by
by the
the most
most courts was Gordon,
it.
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the leading
leading cases,
so in ways
ways that
that
the
cases,they
theyrepeatedly—and
repeatedly andsystematically—did
systematically did so
expanded the
the scope
scopeof
of the
the fair
fair use
defense. To
expanded
use defense.
To be
be sure,
sure, the
the data
data reveal many
popular practices
practices that
doctrine: courts
courts have
have tended
tended to
the
popular
that impair
impair the doctrine:
to apply the
factors mechanically; they have
have sometimes
sometimesmade
madecynical
cynicaluse
useofofthe
theconflicting
conficting
precedent available
These are
are systematic
systematic failures
failures that
that require
require
precedent
availabletoto them.
them. These
intervention.
though not
not each
each one
one on
on its
its own, but rather
intervention. Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, though
rather as
as a
whole, the
the mass
mass of
of non-leading
non-leading cases
cases have shown themselves
themselves to be
be altogether
altogether
worthy of
of being
being followed.
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APPENDIX:
APPENDIX: THE
THE COLLECTION
COLLECTIONAND
ANDCODING
CODINGOF
OF THE
THE OPINIONS
OPINIONS

To collect
collect aa sample
sample of the
the relevant
relevant opinions,
ran the
the following Lexis
Lexis
opinions, II ran
search in
in the Lexis Federal
search
Federal Court
CourtCases,
Cases, Combined
Combined database:
database: copyright and
and
"fair use"
(1/1/1978) and
and leq
leq (12/31/2005)).
(12/31/2005)). This
“fair
use” and
and 107
107 and
and date(geq
date(geq (1/1/1978)
This search
search
yielded 557 opinions.
opinions. IIthen
then ran
ran the
the following
followingWestlaw
Westlawsearch
search in
in the
the Westlaw
All Federal
Federal Cases
Cases database:
& &"fair
All
database:copyright
copyright
"fairuse"
use"&&107
107&& da(aft
da(af 1977)
1977) &
&
da(bef 2006).
2006). This
da(bef
This yielded
yielded 575
575 opinions.
opinions. AAresearch
researchassistant
assistant then
then reviewed
reviewed
the Lexis and Westlaw search
resultsto
toidentify
identify any opinions reported uniquely
search results
in either Lexis or Westlaw.
Westlaw. This
This review
review yielded
yielded aa total
total 578
578 opinions
opinions from
from the
the
two databases.
then reviewed
reviewed each
databases. AAresearch
research assistant
assistant then
each of these
these opinions to
exclude those
thosethat
thatdid
did not
not involve
involve in any
exclude
any way
way an
an issue
issue of copyright
copyright fair
fair use.
use.
This left 327
327 opinions.
opinions. I then
I thenread
readeach
eachofofthese
theseopinions
opinions and
and excluded
excluded an
an
as irrelevant
irrelevant or
or only
only marginally
marginally relevant
relevant to
to copyright
copyright fair
additional 20 opinions as
use. Of
Ofthe
the307
307remaining
remainingopinions,
opinions,306
306made
made substantial
substantial use
use of the
the Section
Section
use.
107 four-factor
four-factor test, which
107
which IIdefned
definedasasany
anyuse
useofofthe
thetest
testthat
thatmade
made reference,
reference,
however briefly, to at
however
at least
least two test
test factors.
factors. IIthen
thencoded
coded each
each of the
the opinions
opinions
directly into
into an
an Excel
Excel2003
2003SP2
SP2 spreadsheet
spreadsheet according
according to a coding instrument
consisting of 72 variables. I Idid
consisting
didthe
thesame
sameinina anew
newspreadsheet
spreadsheet aa second
second time
two spreadsheets
and then compared the two
spreadsheets for errors.
errors.
The coding instrument
instrument was
was designed
designed to record (1)
(1) general
general data
data about
about the
the
opinion (e.g.,
(e.g., caption,
caption, citation,
citation, judge,
judge, venue,
venue, posture),
posture), (2) copyright-specifc
copyright-specific
data about
about the
the opinion
opinion (e.g.,
(e.g., the
the extent
extent of
of the
the court’s
court's treatment
data
treatment of the fair
fair use
use
defense, the
thedisposition
disposition of
of the
the defense,
defense,whether
whetherthe
thefacts
factsinvolved
involved software,
sofware, the
defense,
reverse
engineeringofof software,
software, and/or
and/or the
the internet,
reverse engineering
internet, whether
whether the
the opinion
opinion
addressedthe
the First
First Amendment
addressed
Amendment or parody),
parody), (3) factor-specifc
factor-specific information
information
about the
the opinion
opinion (e.g.,
(e.g., which
which party the factor was
was found by the court to favor,
about
how the
court
treated
certain
subfactor
doctrine
the court treated certain subfactor doctrine such
such as
as transformativeness
transformativeness or
commerciality), and
commerciality),
and (4) various
various miscellaneous
miscellaneous data
data about
about the
the opinion
opinion (e.g.,
(e.g.,
whether the
review article,
article, whether
whether it cited
cited legislative
legislative
whether
the court
court cited
cited any
any law review
history, whether it relied
relied on
on industry
industry practice).
practice).
In a third round of coding, II loaded
loaded digital
digital versions
versions of
of the
the 306 opinions into
Atlas
Atlas.ti.223 I then
then conducted
conducted qualitative coding of each
each opinion according to a
.ti.223
code list
list of 248
code
248 codes.
codes. One
One advantage
advantage of
of using
using Atlas.ti
Atlas.tiisisthat
thatother
otherresearchers
researchers
may
review the
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